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Abstract
A key goal of neuroscience is to understand how the remarkable computational
abilities of our brain emerge as a result of interconnected neuronal populations. Re-
cently, advances in technologies for recording neural activity have increased the num-
ber of simultaneously recorded neurons by orders of magnitude, and these technologies
are becoming more widely adopted. At the same time, massive increases in compu-
tational power and improved algorithms have enabled advanced statistical analyses
of neural population activity and promoted our understanding of population cod-
ing. Nevertheless, there are many unanswered emerging questions, when it comes to
analyzing and interpreting neural recordings.
There are two major parts to this study. First, we consider an issue of increas-
ing importance: that many in vivo recordings are now made by calcium-dependent
fluorescent imaging, which only indirectly reports neural activity. We compare mea-
surements of extracellular single units with fluorescence changes extracted from single
neurons (often used as a proxy for spike rates), both recorded from cortical neural
populations of behaving mice. We perform identical analyses at the single cell level
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and population level, and compare the results, uncovering a number of differences, or
biases. We propose a phenomenological model to transform spike trains into synthetic
imaging data and test whether the transformation explains the biases found. We dis-
cover that the slow temporal dynamics of calcium imaging obscure rapid changes
in neuronal selectivity and disperse dynamic features in time. As a result, spike
rate modulation that is locked to temporally localized events can appear as a more
sequence-like pattern of activity in the imaging data. In addition, calcium imaging
is more sensitive to increases rather than decreases in spike rate, leading to biased
estimates of neural selectivity. These biases need to be considered when interpreting
calcium imaging data.
The second part of this work embarks on a challenging yet fruitful study of la-
tent variable analysis of simultaneously recorded neural activity in a decision-making
task. To connect the neural dynamics in different stages of a decision-making task, we
developed a time-varying latent dynamics system model that uncovers neural dynam-
ics shared by neurons in a local decision-making circuit. The shared neural activity
supports the dynamics of choice generation and memory in a fashion akin to drift
diffusion models, and robustly maintains a decision signal in the post-decision pe-
riod. Importantly, we find that error trials follow similar dynamics to those of correct
trials, but their dynamics are separated in shared neural activity space, proving a
more correct early decoding estimation of an animal’s success or failure at a given
trial. Overall, the shared neural activity dynamics can predict multiple measures of
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behavioral variability including performance, reaction time, and trial correctness, and
therefore are a useful summary of the neural representation. Such an approach can
be readily applied to study complex dynamics in other neural systems.
In summary, this dissertation represents an important step towards developing
model-based analysis of neuronal dynamics and understanding population codes in
large-scale neural data.
Primary Reader: Shaul Druckmann
Secondary Reader: Ernst Niebur
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A key question in systems neuroscience is how to describe the properties and
underlying principles of operation of large-scale complex neural networks, and in par-
ticular considering the fact that our examination of them is typically based on data
that are severely incomplete in many ways (Dayan and Abbott, 2001). Even a sim-
ple cognitive operation often involves the cooperation and coordination of millions of
neurons, but we are only able to access the activity of a very small fraction of this
population, i.e. at most a few hundred neurons at a time and with little explicit
knowledge of important properties such as their detailed biophysics or the structure
of their connectivity. This challenge sets the importance of advanced data acquisi-
tion and analysis approaches comprising firstly, the simultaneous neural recordings,
secondly, state-of-the-art statistical models of data mining, and lastly, the use of
computational modeling, to establish a foundation upon which we can develop our
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understanding of neural circuitry at a mechanistic level and generate new predictions
for designing new experiments.
For many years, most recordings of neural activity were restricted to a handful of
neurons at a time (which also lacked chronic stability), limiting one’s interpretation to
properties and functions of single neurons instead of local neural circuits. Of necessity,
experimenters would commonly determine the receptive fields or the response fields
of single neurons, instead of covariance across a neural population. Accordingly, there
was only limited need for statistical models of neural data population analysis. At
the time, computational scientists tended to focus on simplified models of ideal neural
circuits. Though very useful, these models tended to be highly abstract, and were
difficult to relate to the detailed properties of neuronal dynamics and structure.
Arguably, understanding brain function requires monitoring and interpreting the
activity of large neuronal networks during specific behaviors. Recent development
of modern recording technologies, based on both multi-electrode arrays and optical
imaging, has enabled our ability to simultaneously access hundreds or even thousands
of neurons (Briggman et al., 2005; Ahrens et al., 2012; Ahrens and Engert, 2015;
Vladimirov et al., 2014; Keller and Ahrens, 2015; Ahrens et al., 2013). This helped
pave the way to a new era of neuroscience. Nevertheless, given the growing size
and complexity of neural recordings, analyzing and interpreting the data willlikely
pose a fundamental bottleneck for neuroscience (Stevenson and Kording, 2011). For
example, an hour of two-photon imaging in mice can yield hundreds of gigabytes of
2
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spatiotemporal data, and recordings from nearly the entire brain of a larval zebrafish
using light-sheet microscopy can yield several terabytes comprising the activity of
more than a hunderd thousand neurons. At this rate, novel statistical models for
population analysis are unprecedentedly in demand to (1) process the neural data
at high speeds, (2) and to interpret the meaningful population’s dynamics in high
dimensional neural space (Cunningham and Yu, 2014; Harris et al., 2016; Freeman et
al., 2014; Freeman, 2015; Ji et al., 2016).
In addition, current experiments are performed in situations in which the detailed
knowledge of the connectivity structure among the recorded neurons is largely un-
known. In principle, one can infer it from data using computational models (Lim et
al., 2015; Engel et al., 2015) and determine to which degree a connectivity pattern
would explain the dynamics observed. This is often done in a model-based way; com-
putational scientists base their model assumptions on comprehensive statistics of the
neurophysiological data. More importantly, they must be willing to engage in the
never-ending cycle of modifying theories given new insights from the data, updat-
ing model predictions, and revisiting the data to test their predictions, until a more
accurate picture of the subject matter appears.
This dissertation is dedicated to the use of large-scale neural recordings and a data-
driven modeling approach to study one of the most fundamental cognitive processes
in animals: decision making. The brain has evolved intricate deductive machinery to
emancipate us from the simple immediate and reflexive response, and substitute more
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flexible decision-making skills (Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Shadlen and Kiani, 2013).
This capability empowers us to process sensory data and guides appropriate behav-
ioral responses. Moreover, the neural circuits involved in these processes may also be
the building blocks of more sophisticated aspects of human cognition. For example,
brain circuits support integrating evidence from diverse sources (e.g. different sen-
sations and memory), assigning levels of importance to cues that differ in reliability,
calculating expected costs and benefits associated with anticipated outcomes (Yang
and Shadlen, 2007), and holding the decision in memory until an action is required
(Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002). This is a multi-step
process for making sense of the external world and selecting appropriate actions in
different situations, which is vital for survival, where determining whether another
being is predator or prey, whether a food item is poisonous or nutritious, or whether a
situation is dangerous or safe can mean life or death. Overall, decision making serves
as a window into cognition, for which analysis of neural dynamics is of particular
interest.
Decision making as a high-order cognitive behavior is thought to be mainly sup-
ported by neuronal circuits in the frontal and parietal cortices (Gold and Shadlen,
2007; Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Shadlen and Shohamy, 2016; Shadlen and Kiani,
2013; Kepecs et al., 2008; Romo et al., 1999; Guo et al., 2014b; Guo et al., 2015;
Brody et al., 2003; Stuphorn and Schall, 2006; Stuphorn et al., 2010). Since single
neurons in these areas exhibit highly variable activity even in seemingly identical
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trials (Brody et al., 2003; Romo et al., 1999; Rigotti et al., 2013), one would expect
to uncover the neural signal of decision making more reliably at the population level.
The population description of such neural signals has become available with the ap-
plication of simultaneous recording technologies (multi-electrode arrays and optical
imaging) (Li et al., 2015). Nevertheless, central issues regarding the extraction of neu-
ral signals from high-dimensional time-series recording data remain largely unknown.
Here we focus on two such questions: one relates to the data recording approach
itself, and the other relates to the extraction of neural dynamics in different states of
decision making (e.g. choice generation, memory and response).
Decision-making neural circuits have been long investigated using electrophys-
iological recordings (Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Shadlen and Kiani, 2013). With the
development of highly sensitive fluorescent protein-based indicators and powerful new
imaging methods, calcium imaging has been widely adopted for measurements of neu-
ral population activity (Tian et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2013; Akerboom et al., 2012;
Pologruto et al., 2004; Ohkura et al., 2012; Inoue et al., 2015; Dana et al., 2016). The
fidelity of recording is an important question in the scientific research of population
activity, since calcium imaging only indirectly reports spiking activity. Comparing
recordings performed with electrophysiology or imaging under indentical behaviors,
we find that the neural dynamics of decisions show several differences that could
arise from distinct recording technologies. The transformation from spikes to cal-
cium is non-linear due to the dynamics of intracellular calcium concentration and
5
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nonlinearities imposed by the use of protein-based indicators (Scheuss et al., 2006;
Tian et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2013; Akerboom et al., 2012; Pologruto et al., 2004).
One has thus to consider this transformation based on the spike-to-fluorescence mech-
anism, before the interpreting dynamics directly from calcium imaging recordings.
The first line of work in this dissertation concerns the spike-to-fluorescence mech-
anism and the characterization of the differences between dynamics measured by
electrophysiology and imaging.
The second part of this work addresses statistical models designed to uncover
low-dimensional dynamics from high-dimensional neuronal activity time series ob-
tained under multi-state behavioral conditions. Because the world is not static, we
often need to base our response upon immediate sensory inputs, which may be con-
nected to recent or distant memories and experiences. Decision making could thereby
consist of multiple stages, associated with behavioral states, especially in the well-
established experimental paradigm of the delayed discrimination task. In different
states of the behavior, the neural dynamics may adapt to follow the specific prop-
erties of computations that underlie the different phases of choice generation and
memory. More importantly, these principles of computation in different phases of the
decision have not been examined at the population level. For example, both the drift
diffusion model (Ratcliff and Smith, 2004; Ratcliff and Starns, 2009; Kiani et al., 2008;
Kiani and Shadlen, 2009; Kiani et al., 2014; Mazurek et al., 2003) and the attractor
model (Furman and Wang, 2008; Wang, 2002; Wang, 2008; Wei and Wang, 2015;
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Wong and Wang, 2006; Wong et al., 2007) can explain the neural dynamics of sin-
gle neurons in decision making tasks, however, they have distinct predictions at the
population level (for example, the drift diffusion model assumes that the sensory in-
put contributes equally across time to the final decision, while the attractor model
emphasizes that early sensory input plays a dominant role towards decision). Little
is known about the explanatory power of computational models in large-scale neural
recordings. This dissertation is one of the early attempts to shed light on this issue.
The rest of the introduction provides a brief background concerning simultaneous
population recording technologies and related developments in data analysis suitable
for general readers. We will also guide readers through the two questions of interest in
analyses of large-scale simultaneous recordings mentioned above. Advanced readers
may refer to the introduction sections within each chapter for summaries of our main
results. Readers with selective interest can also refer to the overview of all topics in
this dissertation at the end of this chapter (Section 1.3).
1.1 Development of technologies in large
scale recordings of neural data
Electrical activity is an intrinsic property of a neuron whose links to the function
of nervous systems and animal behavior has long sparked the imagination of scien-
tists (Galvani and Aldini, 1792). For generations, neuroscientists have continually
7
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developed and advanced electrophysiological tools that allow us to probe all levels of
neural activities, from the dynamics of a single ion channel to the spiking activity of
hundreds of neurons in a local network. In particular, an electrode is the tool often
used to directly monitor spiking events, a basic currency for communication among
neurons. It monitors the electrical activity of neurons adjacent to the electrode tip,
the size of which determines the number of neurons being monitored simultaneously.
Furthermore, multi-electrode arrays are employed to span even larger spatial ranges
for simultaneous recordings. In electrophysiology, noise comes primarily from record-
ing instruments, and the signal-to-noise ratio has been maximized to allow resolution
of the opening of single ion channels. The direct recording of electrical activity, like
spike events, with high signal-to-noise ratios is thus the main strength of the method
(Scanziani and Hausser, 2009). However, because of the instability of its mechanical
implementation, the electrode is difficult to use for long-term monitoring of single cell
activity (Nicolelis et al., 2003).
Optical imaging provides an alternative way to probe neural activity, by observing
the dynamics of an indicator (reporter), e.g. voltage sensors for recording of mem-
brane voltage changes and calcium sensors for recording of calcium concentration.
Such an indicator typically takes the form of a molecule that converts membrane
potential (or its consequences) into a more easily observed optical signal. The optical
imaging is thereby an indirect way of recording neural activity. Optical imaging offers
several key advantages: (1) exceptional spatial resolution that allows reporting of sig-
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nals in small neuronal structures, like dendritic spines (Ji et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2015;
Wang et al., 2015; Hell, 2007; Hell, 2010; Wilt et al., 2009); (2) the possibility for
simultaneous recordings across a large spatial scale, even the whole brain (Ahrens et
al., 2012; Ahrens and Engert, 2015; Vladimirov et al., 2014; Keller and Ahrens, 2015;
Ahrens et al., 2013); (3) targeting specific cellular subtypes and sub-cellular domains,
when accompanied by genetic tools (Luo et al., 2008); (4) chronic recording of the
same group of neurons, even throughout an animal’s lifetime (Dana et al., 2014).
There is however a downside to indirect reporting. The properties of indicators and
optical detection systems (like those of the microscope and imaging camera) can limit
the temporal resolution or signal-to-noise of the recordings.
To demonstrate the difference between direct and indirect simultaneous record-
ings, we will compare multi-array electrophysiological recordings with calcium imag-
ing from experiments, where both were recorded simultaneously, and make more quan-
titative comparisons at the level of neural dynamics in behavior relevant conditions
(Chapter 2). We will also show to which degree the difference of neural dynamics in
both recording conditions can be explained by the dynamics of the calcium indicator
(discussed in Chapter 2).
1.1.1 Multi-electrode array recording
The spike is the fundamental currency in neuronal communication. Electrophysi-
ological recordings can be used to infer spikes in a fairly straightforward fashion (in
9
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most cases) with high temporal fidelity and signal-to-noise ratio, making it the ‘gold
standard’ for neuronal signaling study (Scanziani and Hausser, 2009). The signal-
to-noise ratio is a fundamental consideration when comparing electrophysiology and
optical imaging. However, the spatial resolution and simultaneous sampling size of
an individual electrode is limited by its tip size in the recordings. To improve the
sampling in space, large numbers of electrodes with fine spacing have been assembled
as multi-electrode arrays in recordings of population activity. Technically, a multi-
electrode array is a device that includes multiple plates or shanks through which
neural signals are sampled. Two general classes of multi-electrode arrays are applied
in different recording conditions: one is implantable, used in vivo, and the other is
non-implantable, used in vitro.
In the 1950s, the multi-electrode array was first applied in simultaneous record-
ings with a handful of units (Cheung, 2007; Nicolelis, 2007). This was followed by
tremendous growth in the number of simultaneously recorded units, and that number
has doubled approximately every seven years, over the last five decades (Stevenson
and Kording, 2011; Spira and Hai, 2013). Currently, an in vitro multi-electrode ar-
ray may contain over 10,000 electrodes (Hutzler et al., 2006; Berdondini et al., 2009;
Frey et al., 2009; Nam and Wheeler, 2011; Huys et al., 2012) and an in vivo ar-
ray may have over a hundred (Hochberg et al., 2006; Schwartz, 2004). Following
the developing trend of electrode technology, one would expect to be recording from
thousands of neurons in the next two decades. However, the chronic stability, e.g.
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tissue displacement and invasive contact with the local neural system, may fundamen-
tally limit the density with which electrodes can be implanted (Nicolelis et al., 2003).
Moreover, on the computational side, the efficiency of spike sorting may also be a
substantial bottleneck for large-scale multi-electrode recordings (Brown et al., 2005;
Stevenson and Kording, 2011).
Multi-electrode recording is still a better solution for deep-layer recordings, com-
pared to optical methods, since the recording depth is constrained in optical imaging.
Light scatters and is attenuated as it passes through tissue. This reduces the intensity
of the signal that can be sampled from deeper brain areas, and is a hard technical
barrier that is difficult to overcome in optical imaging. For instance, high-resolution
one-photon imaging has been limited to thin preparations, or only the most superficial
regions (depths < 50µm) of intact tissue. Two-photon imaging using nonlinear mi-
croscopy is currently still limited to the superficial regions of the brain (< 1, 000µm).
A recent development in micro-endoscopy inserts a probe into the brain region of
interest, however this is typically considered to be a more invasive method of neural
recording than classical electrophysiological approaches (Wilt et al., 2009).
Electrophysiology is still an evolving discipline at present, and its machinery
is being refined for the new applications. Notably, there are a series of develop-
ments underway that aim to overcome some of the key traditional limitations of
electrophysiology. First, using nano-fabrication techniques, ever-smaller electrodes
(with tip size < 1µm) are being produced to record neural activity from extremely
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fine structures such as boutons and spines (Qiao et al., 2005; Krapf et al., 2006;
Heller et al., 2005). Second, multi-electrode arrays with larger numbers of electrodes
are being assembled with ever-finer spacing to improve spatial sampling in recordings
of population activity (Miller and Wilson, 2008; Smith et al., 2004). Finally, research
into the physical basis for the long-term interaction between electrodes and neural
tissue could eventually allow invasive brain-machine interfaces to target populations
of neurons more precisely, more reliably, and over longer timescales (Fromherz, 2006).
1.1.2 Calcium imaging
Optical imaging is an indirect readout of neural activity through voltage or cal-
cium sensors, in which the final neural recordings rely both on the sensitivity of the
indicators and on the detectability of their signals by the imaging system. For exam-
ple, the electrical signals in neurons can be as fast as < 1 ms, while the kinetics of
an indicator could be far slower. This places a severe constraint on the biochemical
kinetics of the indicators and the detection system, where fast responding indicators
and rapid scanning technologies are required in neural recordings. The current record-
ings made by optical imaging suffer from low temporal resolution and signal-to-noise
ratio, both from the properties of the indicators and optical detection systems. Nev-
ertheless, optical imaging has already surpassed electrophysiology where high spatial
resolution and genetic specificity are required when measuring neural activity.
Why are calcium sensors of particular interest for optical imaging monitoring of
12
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neural dynamics? Calcium is a major signaling molecule in neurons, and synap-
tic inputs, and membrane voltage fluctuations often trigger changes in intracellu-
lar calcium concentration. Hence, calcium indicators have long been successfully
used to infer both sub- and supra-threshold activity in neurons (Berger et al., 2007).
Since organic calcium-sensitive dyes are sensitive enough to respond to the opening
of a single calcium-permeable channel in a spine, when detected by two-photon mi-
croscopy, these dyes can be used to monitor the occurrence of both action potentials
and synaptic input to spines (Nimchinsky et al., 2002; Palmer and Stuart, 2009;
Sabatini and Svoboda, 2000; Yuste et al., 1999; Matsuzaki et al., 2001; Mizrahi et al.,
2004; Sabatini et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2012).
Although scattering of light, brain movement, and the unknown dendritic distri-
bution of active synaptic inputs have so far limited the direct detection of synap-
tic input patterns, membrane-permeant calcium dyes have been used to successfully
monitor network activity in neurons and glia cells within the intact brain, under
both anesthetized and awake conditions (Ohki et al., 2005; Stosiek et al., 2003;
Greenberg et al., 2008; Dombeck et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2015). However, even with
the best existing indicators, the prolonged time course of the intracellular calcium
signal triggered by action potentials, coupled with the limitations of in vivo imaging,
have made it challenging to reliably detect single action potentials in behaviorally
relevant conditions.
The design of genetically encoded calcium indicators has attracted intense in-
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terest in recent years. These indicators are typically based on a calcium-sensitive
molecule, such as calmodulin or troponin, fused to GFP or other fluorescent pro-
teins, with calcium binding reported by fluorescence changes due to alterations in the
efficiency of fluorescence resonance energy transfer or changes to the chromophore en-
vironment. Several generations of sensor development have yielded vastly improved
properties, particularly a family of ultra-sensitive genetically encoded calcium sensors
(the GCaMP families) that outperform other sensors in terms of brightness, tempo-
ral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio, in cultured neurons and in zebrafish, flies and
mice in vivo (Chen et al., 2013). Furthermore, the genetically encoded calcium in-
dicators can be applied to transgenic animals. These animals are capable of stably
reproducing the specific calcium indicators under the control of a promoter (Thy1 for
instance), which lends itself to a life-term cellular imaging of neuronal populations in
the intact brain (Dana et al., 2014).
Finally, to combine the advantages of different recording techniques, there is a
modern trend to integrate the use of electrophysiology and calcium imaging, e.g. the
combination of optical imaging and single-unit or multi-unit recordings to reveal the
role of single neurons in network dynamics (Arieli et al., 1996; Tsodyks et al., 1999;
Katzner et al., 2009), and the combination of patch-clamp recording and two-photon
population imaging to map functional connectivity in networks. Such integration of
recording techniques should significantly quicken the pace of discovery as we move




1.2 Analyses of large-scale neural record-
ings
A central goal of systems neuroscience is to link the dynamics of neural circuits
to behavior. Particularly, large-scale neural recordings have begun to shed light onto
cellular-level observations of the function and organization of the nervous systems
(Ahrens et al., 2012; Ahrens and Engert, 2015; Vladimirov et al., 2014; Keller and
Ahrens, 2015; Ahrens et al., 2013). These advances in neural recordings beg important
consideration for emerging data analysis techniques (Stevenson and Kording, 2011;
Freeman et al., 2014).
What information would the neural activity represent? This is the central question
of neuron coding (Dayan and Abbott, 2001). On the encoding side of the question,
one wants to know how information from the external world is encoded in neuronal
spikes. On the decoding side of the question, one aims to use neural activity to predict
behavior and ultimately apply this knowledge in design of translational applications,
such as brain-computer interfaces.
Traditionally, as simultaneous recording was limited to single or a few neurons,
neuroscientists determined the information carried by a neuron using its receptive
field to external input or its response field to a movement. This is usually done
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by using neural responses to a specific behavioral condition modeled on the average
across trials (within a given condition) and smoothed into a peri-stimulus time his-
togram (Dayan and Abbott, 2001). However, a neuron could be a hub in the network
that collects multiple stimuli for external inputs, movements, or some other unknown
internal brain states; its dynamics could therefore be modulated by multiple behav-
ioral parameters of a task and its receptive field or response field could be mixed. In
general, the traditional analysis of a single neuron could yield neural responses with
mixed preferences that are difficult to interpret (Mante et al., 2013).
With the advance of simultaneous recording techniques, computational neurosci-
entists have re-examined the neuronal properties at the population level (Cunning-
ham and Yu, 2014; Peron et al., 2015; Harris et al., 2016; Freeman et al., 2014;
Freeman, 2015; Ji et al., 2016). Particularly, one class of statistical methods, i.e.
dimensionality reduction, was developed to extract simple structure from these seem-
ingly complex data (Roweis and Ghahramani, 1999). The underlying hypothesis of
these statistical methods is simple yet powerful (Cunningham and Yu, 2014). Imagine
we are examining the neural dynamics in simultaneous neural recordings for a small lo-
cal neural circuit. The neuronal responses are often highly correlated with each other,
such that one could hypothesize that the recorded neurons belong to a common un-
derlying network and the covarying activity stems from a smaller number of explana-
tory variables. In modern statistics, dimensionality reduction methods are employed
to discover and extract these explanatory variables from the high-dimensional data;
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the resulting explanatory variables are often termed latent variables since they are
not directly observed, and any data variance not captured by the latent variables is
considered to be “noise”. In neuroscience, there is a more meaningful way to inter-
pret latent variables, which are often called neural modes. The neural modes can
be thought of as common inputs or, more generally, as the collective role of unob-
served neurons in the same network as the recorded neurons. In this case, neurons
in the common underlying network are viewed as the nodes, the dynamics of which
are driven by multiple neural modes and probably some unknown independent input,
usually referred to “noise”, and vice versa, each neural mode can be modeled simply
by a weighted combination of linked neuronal activity.
Since the neural mode represents the dynamics of common drives to the neurons,
one can combine the usage of dimensionality reduction methods and time series anal-
ysis to characterize the independent stochastic drive, like spiking variability, onto
single neurons in time, and across neurons. The goal of such a dimensionality re-
duction approach is to characterize how the firing rates of different neurons covary
and to discard the spiking variability as noise. The neural modes therefore define
a low-dimensional space that represents shared neural dynamics that are prominent
in the population response. On the other hand, by projecting neural mode dynam-
ics back to the original neural space, dimensionality reduction attempts to find the
neural modes that can reconstruct the population activity as well as possible. The
reconstructed activity can be interpreted as the de-noised firing rate for each neuron.
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In the following two sections, we will introduce two classes of dimensionality re-
duction methods for practical use in neural data: one is for general situations, where
the data are collected non-simultaneously; the other is specific to a simultaneously
recorded dataset. Both methods can be used interchangeably, given the appropriate
situations. In Chapter 5, we will discuss which questions would be better answered
using simultaneous recordings, and by specific analysis methods.
1.2.1 Analyses based on combined datasets
Although the advent of multi-electrode recordings dates back to the 1950s, the
high cost of hardware and software limited the spread of multi-electrode arrays until
the 1990s (Fejtl et al., 2006; Pine, 2006). Analysis of population codes was therefore
either based on pairwise correlation across a few neurons (Brillinger, 1992; Gerstein
and Perkel, 1969; Abeles, 1982; Kass et al., 2003; Ventura et al., 2005; Cohen and
Maunsell, 2009; Cohen and Newsome, 2008) or done on the collection of neuronal
activities that were recorded in separate trials. In the latter case, given the lack
of simple interpretation at the level of individual neurons, one would ask whether
the confounding single-neuron responses could be understood as views of a simple
dynamic process at the population level. Dimensionality reduction is a common way
to approach this. One can apply the methods either to the “de-noised” neural data,
which is averaged across time (or even smoothed over time using some predefined
filter), or to a collection of pseudo-simultaneous recording sessions generated from
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non-simultaneous recorded trials. We will introduce here two classes of dimensionality
reduction methods: unsupervised learning based methods and supervised learning
based methods.
Principal component analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2014; Mazor and Laurent, 2005;
Churchland et al., 2010a; Freeman et al., 2014) and factor analysis (FA)(Jvreskog,
1996; Knott and Bartholomew, 1999; Churchland et al., 2010b; Sadtler et al., 2014;
Santhanam et al., 2009) are two of the most basic and well-used unsupervised learn-
ing dimensionality reduction methods, and follow linear models. PCA identifies
an ordered set of orthogonal directions that captures the greatest variance in the
data. Since the data is considered to be“de-noised” in preprocessing, one would
imagine that most of the information is in the first few dimensions that capture
the most of the variance. Although capturing the largest amount of variance may
be desirable in some scenarios, one caveat is that the low-dimensional space iden-
tified by PCA captures variance of all types, including firing rate variability and
spiking variability. PCA is usually applied to trial-averaged neural dynamics and
is of limited utility when explaining the single-trial dynamics. FA can be used
to better separate changes in firing rates from spiking variability. FA identifies a
low-dimensional space that preserves variance that is shared across neurons (fir-
ing rate variability), while discarding variance that separates each neuron (spiking
variability). FA can pass for PCA with the addition of an explicit noise model
that allows FA to discard the independent variance of each neuron. In addition
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to these linear methods (Roweis and Ghahramani, 1999), nonlinear models have
been developed to uncover low-dimensional nonlinear manifolds in high-dimensional
space. Two of the most prominent methods to identify nonlinear manifolds are
Isomap (Tenenbaum et al., 2000) and locally linear embedding (Broome et al., 2006;
Saha et al., 2013; Stopfer et al., 2003; Brown et al., 2005; Carrillo-Reid et al., 2008;
Roweis and Saul, 2000). Both nonlinear methods use local neural spaces to estimate
the structure of the manifold. Such estimation is sensitive to sampling bias (where
the full neural space is not explored) and are fragile in the presence of noise (Boots
and Gordon, 2012), limiting the use of nonlinear methods compared to the linear
ones.
The other often-used class of statistical methods is based on supervised learning,
such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA) (Briggman et al., 2005; Durstewitz et al.,
2010; Bartho et al., 2009; Li et al., 2016), and de-mixed principal component analysis
(dPCA) (Machens, 2010; Brendel et al., 2011; Kobak et al., 2016). In experiments,
we often associate population activity with some simultaneously recorded behavioral
variables, e.g. stimulus identity, decision identity, etc. We could label each identity of
the behavior variable as a group (Stimulus A vs Stimulus B). A possible objective of
dimensionality reduction is to project the data such that differences in these groups are
maximized. Specifically, LDA can be used to find such a low-dimensional projection,
in which the between-group variance of neural dynamics is maximized relative to
the within-group variance. In the case of multiple behavioral parameters (such as
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Stimulus × Decision), one can either make a tensor group collection that considers all
possible combinations of groups, or seek to “de-mix” the effects of different behavioral
parameters, such that each projection of the neural data captures the variance of a
single behavioral variable. In principal, these methods can be unified as a variant
of generalized linear regression (GLM) (Mante et al., 2013; Machens et al., 2010;
Pillow et al., 2008), which incorporates the behavioral variable with a few discrete
identity values or a continuum of identity values.
1.2.2 Analyses specific for large-scale simultane-
ous recordings
With the advent of stable simultaneous recording technology, such as multi-
electrode arrays and optical imaging, it has become common to exploit modern sta-
tistical models to probe further into population dynamics in single trials (Afshar et
al., 2011; Ames et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2015; Gilja et al., 2012; Kao et al., 2015;
Kaufman et al., 2014; Kaufman et al., 2015; Macke et al., 2011; Shenoy et al., 2011;
Yu et al., 2009; Petreska et al., 2011). By definition, spontaneous activity involves
fluctuations of the population activity that are not directly controlled by the ex-
perimenter. To characterize spontaneous activity, dimensionality reduction can be
applied to extract a low-dimensional network state that incorporates the analysis in
time. This facilitates the comparison of spontaneous activity to population activity
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during sensation and action (Afshar et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2015; Gilja et al., 2012;
Kao et al., 2015; Kaufman et al., 2014; Kaufman et al., 2015; Shenoy et al., 2011;
Petreska et al., 2011).
Why is simultaneous recording data particularly needed in the study of single
trials? This is because the temporal dynamics provide extra information to examine
the independent drive onto single units in the neural data. If the data form a time
series, one can leverage the sequential nature of the data to provide further de-noising
and to characterize the temporal dynamics of the population activity. Here, we focus
on unsupervised analysis, which will correlate with our latent-variable model shown in
Chapter 3 and Appendix A. There are several dimensionality reduction methods
available for time series: hidden Markov models (HMM) (Seidemann et al., 1996;
Jones et al., 2007; Ponce-Alvarez et al., 2012; Bollimunta et al., 2012; Abeles et
al., 1995; Danóczy and Hahnloser, 2006; Kemere et al., 2008; Morcos and Harvey,
2016), kernel smoothing followed by a static dimensionality reduction method (Yu et
al., 2009), Gaussian process factor analysis (GPFA) (Yu et al., 2009), latent linear
dynamical systems (LDS) (Smith and Brown, 2003; Kulkarni and Paninski, 2007;
Paninski et al., 2010; Buesing et al., 2012; Pfau et al., 2013) and latent nonlinear
dynamical systems (NLDS) (Petreska et al., 2011; Macke et al., 2011). All of these
methods return low-dimensional, latent neural trajectories that capture the shared
variability across neurons for each high-dimensional time series. An HMM is applied
in settings where the population activity is believed to jump between discrete states,
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whereas all of the other methods identify smooth changes in firing rates over time,
where the degree of smoothness is determined by the data.
Unlike the combined dataset analysis, where one would only obtain the trial-
averaged responses across a population of neurons, single-trial population dynamics
can be extracted using HMM, GPFA, LDS or NLDS. These methods yield single-trial
neural trajectories, which facilitate the comparison of population activity across trials,
and a low-dimensional dynamics model, which characterizes how the population ac-
tivity evolves over time (Cunningham and Yu, 2014). These methods are particularly
appropriate for single-trial population activity because they model explicitly the noise
within each neuron. As a cautionary note, the dynamics model in GPFA is stationary
and encourages smoothing the neural trajectories, while applying LDS or NLDS to
fit the data, one realizes that (1) the dynamics model is generally non-stationary and
(2) the neural trajectories often follow a set path within the dynamics.
1.2.3 Challenges in analyses of large-scale neural
data
Throughout this dissertation, our work is based on the neurophysiological data
collected in the laboratory of Dr. Karel Svoboda at Janelia Research Campus,
HHMI. For years, Dr. Svoboda and his colleagues have conducted a series of cru-
cial experiments that have become a cornerstone in our understanding of neural
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circuits in sensory processing and motor planning (Guo et al., 2014a; Guo et al.,
2014b; Huber et al., 2012; Komiyama et al., 2010; Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016;
O’Connor et al., 2010; O’Connor et al., 2013; Peron et al., 2015; Peron et al., 2015;
Sofroniew et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016; Dana et al., 2014). In a typical paradigm of
these experiments (Guo et al., 2014a; Guo et al., 2014b; Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016;
O’Connor et al., 2010; O’Connor et al., 2013; Peron et al., 2015; Peron et al., 2015;
Yu et al., 2016; Dana et al., 2014), mice were trained to perform a delayed discrimi-
nant task, where a sample stimulus is presented at different locations relative to the
mouse’s whiskers, followed by a brief delay. To receive a reward, the mouse must
perform one of a set of actions, specifically the action that is associated with that
stimulus (e.g., lick left for one stimulus condition, and lick right for another). Neural
dynamics were studied by both electrophysiology and calcium imaging to examine
the different aspects of the same local circuit. Interestingly, there are some notable
differences in neural dynamics when sampled with different recording technologies.
Our first collaborative work, in Chapter 2, is thus to determine to which degree we
can predict and undo such differences using spike-to-calcium dynamics. At the same
time, a set of the recordings was obtained using multi-electrode arrays, including
several sessions with tens of simultaneously recorded units. In another collaborative
study (Chapter 3), we examine whether more information could be uncovered in
single-trial analysis compared to the traditional analysis based on the combined data.
As mentioned above, these two questions present two fundamental challenges in anal-
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ysis of large-scale neural data, which are examined in this thesis. One result is our
early work to unify the data sampled from different technologies, potentially impor-
tant since the mixed use of electrophysiology and optical imaging will be a trend for
the next few decades. The other is one of the first few studies to uncover the switch
of neural dynamics in single trials that correlates with the stages of decision making.
1.3 Overview of thesis
Chapter 2 presents neural data analysis and an accompanying spike-to-fluorescence
model that elucidates the difference of neural dynamics when interpreting data from
different simultaneous recording technologies, i.e. multi-electrode array and opti-
cal imaging. We analyze a large set of recordings performed in the same delayed-
discrimination task, under the same conditions, in the same lab with multiple record-
ing approaches, including electrophysiological recordings and imaging. We directly
compare the results of a substantial set of typically used analyses and test for any
differences. We find several discrepancies at both the single neuron and at popula-
tion level analyses. Utilizing an additional set of simultaneous imaging and single cell
recordings, we construct a phenomenological forward spike-to-fluorescence model that
transforms electrophysiological recordings into synthetic imaging data. We use this
model to show that many of the differences between the analyses can be attributed to
the indirect reporting of neural activity. In our study, spike inference algorithms were
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only able to partially undo these differences. These findings clarify the manner by
which results from electrophysiological and imaging studies of the same brain area can
be compared, and highlight the importance of further understanding the transforma-
tions associated with indirect recordings of activity by collecting more ground-truth
data and developing further statistical approaches.
Chapter 3 presents a latent variable based analysis of simultaneously recorded
neural data to uncover the neural dynamics in the decision-making task. We extend
the linear dynamical systems to a time-varying version, which can explicitly incor-
porate our knowledge of the behavioral epoch (such as sensory sampling and choice
memory). We find that the local neural circuit (e.g. that of tens of neurons) for motor
planning can provide a continuous neural signal underlying the internal states in dif-
ferent stages of a decision. We identify such a signal in a latent variable space, where
each neural mode presents a source of input shared by multiple neurons. The neural-
mode dynamics in this shared-input space can predict multiple asprcts of behavioral
variability, such as trial type, reaction time, and trial correctness, in single trials, and
be robustly maintained for seconds post-decision, and thus represent a single-trial
correlate of these properties. Moreover, we confirm that the computational principles
of choice formation (and memory) follows the non-leaky drift diffusion model at the
population level.
Chapter 4 presents a spiking neuron based model underlying the computation
of choice confidence in a local neural circuit of decision making (in comparison with
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the experimental observations) (Wei and Wang, 2015). The model is endowed with
a continuous network of neurons that can represent any direction; therefore it can
be readily extended to incorporate the presentation of a third “sure” target during a
delay period. Notably, such a model of decision-making and memory processes was
not originally designed for the experiment modeled in this paper (the Kiani-Shadlen
experiment (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009)) which attempts to account for confidence es-
timation. It is thus surprising that the model can capture both a range of behavioral
performance data and physiological observations from single neurons in the lateral
intraparietal cortex. We noted that neurons selected for the sure target win the com-
petition when the activities of neurons selected for the two alternative choices are
indistinguishable. Quantitatively, we found that confidence could be estimated, at
any time, as a sigmoid function of the differential firing activity of the two competing
neural pools selected for the alternative choices. Therefore, choice confidence is com-
puted simultaneously when a decision is made, and a trial-by-trial variation of choice
is generated by sampling of stochastic neural dynamics.
Chapter 5 discusses overall conclusions of this work and highlights future direc-
tions to expand our studies. We list some open questions and foreseeable obstacles
towards a complete understanding of population codes in the brain. We suggest
general approaches for solving these questions.
Chapters 2 and 3 are accompanied by brief technical references for the statisti-
cal learning analyses used in both chapters. Appendix A first provides a simplified
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introduction to sparse linear discriminant analysis (Guo et al., 2007), the main decod-
ability analysis of trial types used in our population analysis. Secondly, Appendix
A also describes in detail the latent variable model, the time-varying linear dynami-
cal system, which we developed for the analysis of the population code in behavioral
state relevant conditions, used in Chapter 3.
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A direct comparison of neural
dynamics measured with
extracellular recording and calcium
imaging
Calcium imaging using fluorescent protein sensors is a powerful method to record
activity in neuronal populations. However, the relationship between calcium-related
fluorescence and spike rates is non-linear and unknown for any one neuron. Here, we
compare spike trains and neuronal fluorescence, recorded from matched populations of
motor cortex neurons in behaving mice. The slow and variable kinetics of fluorescence
obscure rapid changes in neuronal selectivity and dispersed dynamics in time, so that
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activity in populations of neurons appeared to tile time. Since calcium imaging is more
sensitive to increases rather than decreases in spike rate, measures of neural selectivity
were distorted. We used a model of spike-to-fluorescence coupling to transform spike
trains into synthetic imaging data. The synthetic imaging data recapitulated the
biases seen in actual imaging data. These confounds need to be considered when
interpreting measurements of neural activity based on calcium imaging.
2.1 Introduction
Extracellular single unit recordings (hereafter abbreviated as ‘ephys’) and calcium
imaging offer different tradeoffs for interrogating neural populations (Figures 2.1B-
C). Ephys directly reports the spiking activity of neurons with a high signal-to-noise
ratio, temporal fidelity, and dynamic range, but typically offers access only to a sparse
subset of relatively active neurons in a local circuit (Figure 2.1E) (Buzsaki, 2004). In
addition, the ability to track the same population of neurons across time, important
for understanding the neural basis of learning, remains challenging (Tolias et al., 2007;
Ganguly and Carmena, 2009). In contrast, calcium imaging reports spiking activity
indirectly (Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012; Peron et al., 2015). The transformation
from spikes to calcium is non-linear because of the dynamics of the intracellular
calcium concentration (Scheuss et al., 2006) and nonlinearities imposed by the use of
protein-based indicators (Tian et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2013; Akerboom et al., 2012;
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Pologruto et al., 2004). In addition, calcium imaging has limited signal-to-noise
ratio for detecting spikes and limited dynamic range (Peron et al., 2015). However,
calcium imaging provides access to large numbers of neurons simultaneously (Peron
et al., 2015; Huber et al., 2012; Sofroniew et al., 2016), potentially with cell type
specificity (Fu et al., 2014; Peron et al., 2015) (Figure 2.1D). Moreover, calcium
imaging can track the activity of the same neuronal populations over time (Huber et
al., 2012; Peters et al., 2014). With the development of highly sensitive fluorescent
protein-based indicators (Tian et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2013; Akerboom et al., 2012;
Pologruto et al., 2004; Ohkura et al., 2012; Inoue et al., 2015; Dana et al., 2016) and
powerful new imaging methods (Sofroniew et al., 2016) calcium imaging has been
rapidly adopted for measurements of neural population activity.
During animal behavior, spike rates can vary by orders of magnitude across be-
havioral epochs and across neurons (O’Connor et al., 2010; Hromádka et al., 2008;
Li et al., 2015). Spike rates can change over time-scales from milliseconds to seconds
(Brody et al., 2003; Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016). In addition, the coupling between
individual spikes and calcium-dependent fluorescence changes differs across individ-
ual neurons. Many uncertainties remain about how calcium imaging transforms spike
trains under these condition. It is unclear what limitations calcium imaging imposes
in terms of the analyses that are typically applied to measurements of population
activity and the conclusions that can be drawn from the data.
We consider this problem in a challenging context, where the dynamics of the
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neural circuit are rich and variable across neurons. Neurons in frontal cortex fire at a
wide range of spike rates and exhibit diverse temporal dynamics and selectivity, corre-
lated with behavioral parameters (Brody et al., 2003; Li et al., 2015). Understanding
the neural coding underlying the function of these brain regions often takes the form
of population analyses (Cunningham and Yu, 2014). These analyses themselves are
likely affected by the mode of recording. We analyze ephys and calcium measured in
matched neuronal populations in the same behavioral task. We directly compare the
results of standard measurements of selectivity and population dynamics. We detect
quantitative and qualitative discrepancies at both the level of single cells and neural
populations.
Using an additional set of simultaneous imaging and single cell recording data we
constrain a phenomenological model that transforms spike trains to synthetic imaging
data. We then apply this model to the ephys data to generate synthetic imaging data.
Comparing this synthetic data to the recorded imaging data, we find that most of the
differences between the analyses can be attributed to indirect and non-linear reporting
of neural activity. Spike inference algorithms and other deconvolution methods were
of limited use in undoing these differences. Overall our results reveal limitations of
calcium imaging as a probe of neural circuit dynamics and highlight the importance
of a deeper understanding of the transformation imposed by calcium imaging. More
quantitative interpretation of calcium imaging and full utilization of all its advantages
will require investment in ground-truth data sets and new statistical approaches.
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2.2 Results
Neural activity was measured using electrophysiology (ephys) and calcium imaging
under identical conditions. Mice performed a tactile delayed response task (Guo et
al., 2014b; Guo et al., 2014a; Li et al., 2015) (Figure 2.1A). In each trial, mice
judged the location of an object with their whiskers. During the subsequent delay
epoch (approximately 1.3 seconds), mice maintained a memory of the previous sensory
experience and planned an upcoming response. Following an auditory “go” cue, mice
reported object location with directional licking. To emphasize generality, we refer to
the posterior pole position trials and their associated lick right instruction as “trial
type A” and the anterior pole positions and their associated instruction to lick left
as “trial type B”.
Calcium imaging and electrophysiological recordings were performed in the left
anterior lateral motor cortices (ALM) in separate mice. Imaging was performed us-
Figure 2.1 (preceding page): Simultaneous recordings of ALM population
using different techniques.
(A) Mice were trained on a delayed-response two alternative forced choice task. Mice
discriminated a pole position (anterior or posterior) and reported it by directional
licking (lick right, trial A, blue; lick left, trial B, red) in a response to an auditory
cue after a delay period. (B) Schematic of imaging experiment. (C) Schematic
description of electrophysiological experiment. (D) Schematic of imaging being able
to report the activity of hundreds of units (cells in green), and with potential cell-type
specificity in recording. (E) Schematic of ephys recordings reporting activity from a
handful of units at a time (orange recorded units). (F) Example dynamics of neuron
recorded by imaging with the GCaMP6s calcium indicator (mean activity, thick line;
sem, shaded area). (G) Example dynamics from a neuron recorded by ephys (mean
activity, thick line; sem, shaded area; vertical dash lines indicate switching times of
behavioral epochs, time zero is the movement onset time).
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ing standard two-photon microscopy (Peron and Svoboda, 2010) (Figure 1B). In
one series of imaging experiments neurons were transduced with adeno-associated
virus expressing GCaMP6s (6s-AAV), a widely used method that produces robust
GCaMP6s expression levels (Huber et al., 2012) (data from (Li et al., 2015), 1493
neurons, 4 mice) (Figures 2.1B, D, F). In other experiments we imaged ALM neu-
rons in transgenic mice expressing GCaMP6s in a large fraction of cortical pyramidal
neurons (GP4.3, 2293 neurons, 1 mouse). These neurons have lower GCaMP6s ex-
pression levels and faster fluorescence dynamics compared to neurons transduced with
AAV (Dana et al., 2014). Extracellular spikes were recorded with silicon probes in
ALM (720 neurons recorded in 19 mice; Figures 2.1C, E, G). The mean spike rate
was 5.23 ± 5.76 Hz (mean±std., range 0.26—53.74 Hz). The recordings from (Li et
al., 2015) were subsampled so that the distribution of recording depths was similar
for imaging (120—740 µm) and ephys (100—800 µm).
2.2.1 A ‘spike to calcium’ (S2C) model
To compare imaging and ephys, we developed a phenomenological model that
converts spike times to synthetic fluorescence time series (Akerboom et al., 2012;
Chen et al., 2013; Yasuda et al., 2004; Li et al., 2015). The relationship between spikes
and changes in fluorescence is complex, including multiple levels of non-linear effects.
Under physiological conditions the change in cytoplasmic calcium concentration per
action potential ∆[Ca++]AP and the calcium extrusion rate both change with [Ca
++]
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CHAPTER 2. NEURAL RECORDING METHODOLOGY COMPARISON
(Scheuss et al., 2006). Down-stream of calcium, protein reporters of calcium (e.g.
GCaMP) respond relatively slowly (response time on the order of 100 ms) and non-
linearly to ∆[Ca++]AP. Rather than attempting a detailed biophysical model, we
fit calibration data with a minimal 5-parameter phenomenological model (S2C). The
parameters include a rise-time (τr), a decay-time (τd), a non-linearity parameter (NL),
a half-activation parameter (EC50) and a maximum possible fluorescence change (Fm)
(Materials and Methods).
We estimated S2C model parameters from simultaneous loose-seal electrophysio-
logical recordings and imaging (6s-AAV: 9 cells, 21 recording sessions (Chen et al.,
2013); GP4.3: 22 cells, 33 recording sessions; Figures 2.2A, 2.S1A). The model
Figure 2.2 (preceding page): Schematic description of spike-to-calcium
model.
(A) A phenomenal spike-to-calcium (S2C) model generates a synthetic fluorescence
trace from spike events, using a 5-parameter phenomenological model (S2C; Equa-
tions 1, 2; Materials and Methods). The parameters include a rise-time (τr), a
decay-time (τd), a non-linearity parameter (NL), a half-activation parameter (EC50)
and a maximum possible fluorescence change (Fm). The model was first fitted using
simultaneous recordings of ephys and imaging, and then applied to spike trains such
as to generate the estimation of synthetic fluorescence dynamics (∆F/FSynth). (B)
Example fit of fluorescence dynamics from spikes in a GCaMP6s expressing neuron
using S2C model. Measured ∆F/F (blue), simultaneously recorded spikes (black)
and simulated ∆F/FSynth (red) from S2C model (top, a zoomed-in version of local
time points). (C) Dynamics of 6 example cells in ephys and their S2C model gener-
ated synthetic 6s-AAV imaging dynamics. Ephys, top row; corresponding synthetic
imaging data, bottom row; each column corresponds to a single neuron. (D) Syn-
thetic imaging data for different model parameter values for two example neurons.
Length of decay constant is varied across columns; top, Cell #5; bottom, Cell #6.
(E) Synthetic imaging data for different model parameter values for two example
neurons. Slope of nonlinearity is varied across columns; top, Cell #5; bottom, Cell
#6.
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typically fitted > 60% of the explained variance in the raw fluorescence dynamics
(Given the criterion, 19/21 6s-AAV neurons and 28/33 GP4.3 neurons passed, Fig-
ure 2.S1B).
We compared spike rates and synthetic fluorescence dynamics (∆F/FSynth) based
on the S2C model (Figure 2.2C). The sign of the selectivity (separation of responses
across conditions) was typically conserved in the ∆F/FSynth. However, the S2C trans-
formation distorted a variety of neuronal response properties. For example, the dy-
namics of selectivity was much slower in ∆F/FSynth compared to ephys (for example
Cell#1), which also obscures changes in selectivity (late response epoch in Cell #5,
#6). In cases where changes in selectivity were detected, they occurred much later
in ∆F/FSynth compared to ephys, often in adjacent epochs. These biases are caused
in part by temporal integration of activity in ∆F/FSynth, which is expected to hide
rapid changes in the signal, and by nonlinearities. Furthermore, similar dynamics
in ∆F/FSynth were seen to arise from substantially different spike rate changes (Cell
#5, #6). Conversely, the same spike rate change can result in substantially different
∆F/FSynth, given different model parameters within the range of experimentally ob-
served parameters (Figures 2.2D-E). Similar biases were seen over the entire range
of parameters.
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CHAPTER 2. NEURAL RECORDING METHODOLOGY COMPARISON
2.2.2 Hidden dynamics in calcium imaging
Individual ALM neurons exhibit diverse temporal dynamics and even change selec-
tivity across trial epochs (Figure 2.S2A) (Guo et al., 2014b; Li et al., 2015). We clas-
sified dynamics into three broad categories: “Monophasic” neurons showed consistent
selectivity across the trial (Figure 2.3A); “multiphasic” neurons changed selectivity
over time (for more than 335 ms) (Figure 2.3B); “non-selective” neurons responded
similarly across trial types but in a task-modulated manner (Figure 2.3C). In the
electrophysiology data set the majority of neurons were selective (641/720; corre-
sponding to 89%), with a substantial proportion of multiphasic neurons (220/720;
Figure 2.3 (preceding page): Neuronal selectivity measured by calcium
imaging exhibits less heterogeneity in temporal dynamics than when mea-
sured by electrophysiology.
(A-C) ALM neurons exhibit diverse dynamics and trial type selectivity. (A) Exam-
ple monophasic selective neurons; neurons show the same polarity of selectivity in
time, from ephys (left; top: raster plots, bottom: mean activity across trial type) and
imaging (right; 6s-AAV; top: trial by trial activity, bottom: trial averaged) record-
ings. (B) Example multiphasic selective neurons; neurons show a sustained switch
of selectivity over time. (C) Example non-selective neurons; neurons show similar
dynamics across behavioral conditions. (D-F) Fraction of selective neurons in ephys
(D), 6s-AAV (E) and GP4.3 (F) imaging. Fractions of mono- (orange), multipha-
sic (green) and nonselective (gray) cells are shown as donut plot. (G) Fraction of
multi-, monophasic and non-selective neurons as a function of recording depth for
ephys (left), 6s-AAV (middle) and GP 4.3 (right). Each plot shows fraction on left
and number of cells on right. (H) Same plot as D but for 6s-AAV synthetic imaging
data. (I) Breakdown of how each response type in ephys was transformed to 6s-AAV
synthetic imaging after the S2C model. Bars show fraction of neurons that trans-
formed into each type (gray, non-selective; orange, monophasic; green, multiphasic).
Left plot shows cells that were monophasic in ephys, middle shows cells that were
multiphasic, and right shows cells that were non-selective. (J) Same plot as D but for
GP4.3 synthetic imaging data. (K) Same plot as I but for GP4.3 synthetic imaging
data.
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corresponding to 31%) (Figure 2.3D).
In the imaging data set the proportions of neurons falling into these categories
was substantially different. Fewer neurons showed multiphasic selectivity (6s-AAV,
76/1493, corresponding to 5%; GP4.3, 98/2293, corresponding to 4%; p < .001, t
test, different for both imaging conditions compared to ephys). This occurred despite
a similar proportion of monophasic selective neurons (58% Ephys, 66% 6s-AAV, 50%
GP4.3). Similar effects were seen across different imaging depths (Figure 2.3G).
We used the S2C model to gain an intuition for these biases. For each neuron we
computed ∆F/FSynth with model parameters sampled randomly from the distribution
(Materials and Methods). We then performed the same population analysis. The
S2C transformation caused a significant loss in the number of multiphasic neurons,
similar to the imaging data sets (proportion of multiphasic neurons: ephys, 31%;
6s-AAV, 5%; GP4.3, 4%; S2C 6s-AAV, 4%; S2C GP4.3, 4%; two-tail t test, p <
.001; Figures 2.3H-J). Multiphasic neurons became monophasic or non-selective
neurons after the S2C transformation (Figures 2.3I-K). Therefore, neural dynamics
measured with calcium imaging often miss rapid changes in selectivity.
We tested to what extent these biases can be undone by running spike inference
algorithms on the calcium data (Calcium-to-Spike, C2S). We used both a direct de-
convolution approach and a state-of-the-art C2S model (Pnevmatikakis et al., 2014a;
Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016). We find that in both cases spike inference was able to
undo only some of the bias. In our hands, the direct deconvolution approach was
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more effective and recovered approximately half of the difference in multiphasic selec-
tivity between the ephys and imaging datasets (6s-AAV, 15%; GP4.3, 19%, compare
to 31% in ephys; Figure 2.S3E). Since we do not have ground truth for this case
we can only assume that the fraction should be similar to that in the ephys dataset.
Therefore, we additionally ran the C2S models on the ∆F/FSynth data, where we
know the original selectivity of each neuron and can thereby more precisely assess the
recovery of dynamics. We find similar results (S2C 6s-AAV, 19%; S2C GP4.3, 18%;
Figure 2.S3H).
2.2.3 Biased selectivity in calcium imaging
The distortion introduced by calcium imaging depends on the detailed features of
the spike rate modulation. If responses to different stimuli have different dynamics,
their unequal processing by calcium and calcium reporter may lead to unequal biases.
Here we illustrate this point using an analysis of trial type selectivity. ALM spike rates
can increase or decrease during the behavioral trial, depending on the trial conditions.
We refer to cells with positive modulation as ramp-up cells (Figure 2.4A), and
cells with negative modulation as ramp-down cells (Figure 2.4B) (cells with more
complex response patterns were classified as “other” in this analysis; Figure 2.4D).
We analyzed how this modulation affects selectivity measured with imaging or after
the S2C transformation.
Even for neurons with similar spike count differences across trial types, we find a
42



































































































CHAPTER 2. NEURAL RECORDING METHODOLOGY COMPARISON
differential processing of selectivity in ∆F/FSynth (Figures 2.4A-B). For ramp-up
cells the separation of activity across trial types was retained in ∆F/FSynth, albeit
with slower dynamics (Figure 2.4A). In contrast, for ramp-down cells, ∆F/FSynth
did not show selectivity. In other words, selectivity was often conserved in ∆F/FSynth
for ramp-up cells but not for ramp-down cells (Figure 2.4E).
This effect introduced biases in calcium imaging data at the level of neural popu-
lations. Neurons with type A (lick-right) selectivity and type B (lick-left) selectivity
were balanced in the electrophysiology data (Guo et al., 2014b; Li et al., 2015), but
showed a type A bias in the imaging data (p < 0.001) (Figure 2.4C). ∆F/FSynth
showed a similar type A bias (p < .001). In the ephys data set, neurons with type
A selectivity were more likely to be ramp-up cells, whereas neurons with type B se-
lectivity were more likely ramp-down cells. Since calcium imaging is more likely to
capture ramp-up selectivity than ramp-down selectivity, the imaging data picks up a
trial type A bias not presented in the ephys data set.
Figure 2.4 (preceding page): Induction of distinct activity dependent bi-
ases in different populations of neurons by calcium dynamics.
(A-B) S2C model predicts that selectivity of ramp-down cells, comparing to that of
ramp-up cells, would be hard to detect in imaging. (A) An example ramp-up cell
(top, neural dynamics in ephys; bottom, dynamics in S2C 6s-AAV), selectivity re-
mains detectable in synthetic imaging data. (B) An example ramp-down cell (top,
neural dynamics in ephys; bottom, dynamics in S2C 6s-AAV), selectivity becomes
undetectable in synthetic imaging. (C) Fraction of contra-selective neurons (those
with enhanced response for anterior pole position) in the different datasets. (D)
Bar plot of fractions of ramp-up, ramp-down and “other” cells in ephys for contra-
selective (left) and ipsi-selective (right). (E) Fraction of cells that remain selective in
synthetic imaging (S2C 6s-AAV, left; S2C GP4.3, right) for ipsi-selective (blue) and
contra-selective (red) cells, separately for ramp-up and ramp-down cells.
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Figure 2.5: Calcium imaging exhibits more sequence-like population ac-
tivity than that of ephys recordings.
(A) Heatmap of normalized trial-averaged firing rates for lick left trials (left) and
lick right trials (right) for ephys data. Firing rates were normalized to maximum of
activity across both conditions and neurons were sorted by latency of peak activity
and by their preferred trial type. (B) Same plots as A but for 6s-AAV (left) and
GP4.3 (right). (C) Fraction of neurons with a peak at given time point over time.
distribution in time (ephys, left; 6s-AAV, middle; GP4.3, right) plotted simultane-
ously for both trial types (red: right preferring trials, blue: left preferring trials, black
horizontal line: uniform distribution). (D-E) The same plots as B-C for synthetic
imaging (S2C 6s-AAV, left; S2C GP4.3, right). (F) Example cells with peaks at a
similar time in ephys (left; mean activity, thick blue line; sem, shaded area; peak,
magenta circle; baseline, orange thin line) along with the corresponding synthetic
data (right). Neurons are sorted according to their peak times in synthetic imaging
(early to late, from top to bottom).
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2.2.4 Distortion of network dynamics in calcium
imaging
Neurons show temporally complex responses, even in simple trial-based behaviors
(Romo et al., 1999; Brody et al., 2003; Rigotti et al., 2013). The details of these spike
rate changes are critical for an understanding of circuit models of neural computation.
The slow and nonlinear dynamics of calcium imaging could lead to a distorted view
of neuronal dynamics. The spike rates recorded in ALM preferentially exhibit peaks
in activity at the transitions between behavioral epochs (Figure 2.5A) (Li et al.,
2015; Akhlaghpour et al., 2016). In contrast, in the calcium imaging data, peaks of
fluorescence were spread almost uniformly across trial time, producing a sequence-like
appearance (Figure 2.5B).
We measured the peakiness of the distribution of neuronal activity across recording
modalities. We defined the difference, s, between observed neural activity and uni-
formly distributed neural activity as the integrated difference between the empirical













s was much larger for the ephys dataset (1.27±0.23) compared to the 6s-AAV (0.49±
0.03; one-tail t-test, p < .001) and GP4.3 (0.38 ± 0.04; one-tail t-test, p < .001)
imaging data. ∆F/FSynth was similar to the imaging data (s = 0.39 ± 0.04, S2C
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6s-AAV; s = 0.37± 0.03, S2C GP4.3; Figure 2.5E).
The temporally dispersed nature of the imaging data in part stems from the
variability of calcium indicator dynamics at the single cell level, which transforms a
given time of a change in spike rate into a differently timed peak in calcium activity.
Moreover, multiple features of the detailed response can affect this temporal shift.
One such feature is the ratio of the peak activity to the baseline before the peak.
When activity was weak, the peak of ∆F/FSynth was relatively close to the peak in
ephys (Figure 2.5F, top). If the baseline was high, the peak of ∆F/FSynth was
more shallow and delayed (Figure 2.5F, bottom; Figure 2.S4A). This effect did
not explain all the variance and additional features of the response affected the shift.
We find that application of spike inference algorithms only reduced this temporal
dispersal by a small fraction (imaging data, s = 0.32± 0.02, 6s-AAV; s = 0.28± 0.01,
GP4.3; Figure 2.S4D; synthetic imaging data, s = 0.45 ± 0.05, S2C 6s-AAV; s =
0.38± 0.04, S2C GP4.3; Figure 2.S4G).
2.2.5 Explained variance of temporal dynamics and
trial-type selectivity in leading principal com-
ponents
Large-scale recording methods can simultaneously record the activity of many
neurons. Dimensionality reduction techniques are then typically used to provide a
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# eff. PC: 12/720 # eff. PC: 7/2293 # eff. PC: 9/1493 # eff. PC: 6/720 # eff. PC: 7/720
Figure 2.6: Temporal dynamics account for most variance in first princi-
pal component of ephys data, but trial type selectivity accounts for most
variance in calcium data.
(A-E) Percentage of variance of neural activity explained by each principal compo-
nent (PC; Ephys, A; 6s-AAV, B; GP4.3, C; S2C 6s-AAV, D; S2C GP4.3, E) shown
in bar height. Bar subdivision into colors denotes contents of variability: temporal
dynamics (red), trial type (blue) and other factor (yellow, interaction of time and
trial type). (F-J) Dynamics of first three PCs (from top to bottom) for the two trial
types (trial A, blue; trial B, red). Ephys, F; 6s-AAV, G; GP4.3, H; S2C 6s-AAV, I;
S2C GP4.3, J.
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compact description of the data (Cunningham and Yu, 2014). For example, PCA is
used to find modes of population activity that capture the largest amount of variance
in neural activity (Cunningham and Yu, 2014; Kobak et al., 2016) and dynamics are
explored in the reduced space. We applied PCA decomposition to the ephys and
calcium imaging data. We find that the transformation imposed by calcium imaging
produces a qualitatively different PCA decomposition of neural activity.
We rank ordered principal components (PC) that explained more than 1% of
variance. In ephys a large number of PCs contributed substantially to the variance,
whereas in imaging and synthetic imaging most variance was explained by the first
few PCs (p < .001; t test, bootstrap). Moreover, the content of the most significant
PCs was different between ephys and imaging. Based on the first 10 PCs in ephys and
imaging, we estimated the relative contribution to each PC of the temporal dynamics,
trial-type selectivity and their interaction (Materials and Methods). We found
that the fraction of explained variance (EV) due to temporal dynamics was high in
the 1st PC in the ephys dataset (98.71±0.06%, mean±std, 1000 bootstrap), whereas
trial-type selectivity was high in the 1st PC of imaging (6s-AAV: 60.39±0.29%; GP4.3:
44.51±0.65%) (Figures 2.6A-C, EV; Figures 2.6F-H, dynamics). Intuitively, this
bias is consistent with the smoothing out of activity reducing the variance contributed
by the within-trial dynamics. Similar to imaging, EV of trial-type selectivity was
high in the 1st PC of ∆F/FSynth (S2C 6s-AAV: 44.65±0.31%, Figures 2.6D, I; S2C
GP4.3: 39.49± 0.61%, Figures 2.6E, J).
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Figure 2.7: Calcium imaging data show a delayed increase of selectivity.
(A) Performance of instantaneous trial linear-discriminant-analysis (LDA) decoder
for 50-unit subpopulations in ephys (top; performance for a random collection of
neurons, gray; the average performance across random collections, black thick line)
and 6s-AAV (middle) and their difference in time (bottom; green; thick line, mean;
shaded area, sem). (B) Schematic of relation between activity (left) and decodability
(right) in a toy model that has two constant levels of activation for the two trial types
(orange and red). (C) Example cell showing similar behavior to the toy model. (D)
Heat map of decodability accuracy as it evolves over time (x-axis) and with increasing
neuron number in decoder (y-axis). The gray line in the heatmap presents increasing
times of decodability. (E-F) Imaging (E) and synthetic imaging (F) showed a delayed
increase in sample epoch and a delayed decay of decodability in response epoch as
well as increased accuracy of decoding. (G) Performance of time-invariant epoch
LDA decoder to behavioral epochs in ephys. The probability of neural activity that
LDA decode considers to represent pre-sample (blue), sample (orange), delay (green),
and response (red) epoch; arrows indicate the transition times of epochs from neural
codes. Ephys exhibited a sharp transition of decodability of epochs, aligned with
that of behavior. (H-I) The same plot as G for imaging (H) and synthetic imaging
(I). Transition times of epochs from neural codes were both delayed in imaging and
synthetic imaging.
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2.2.6 Calcium indicator dynamics can enhance in-
stantaneous decodability of trial-type vari-
ables, but delay the observed response to
changes in trial epoch
We found that many cells showed substantial delays in the increase of trial selec-
tivity in the synthetic calcium dynamics (Figure 2.2C, Cells #1, #4, and #5). We
hypothesized that such a delayed increase of trial selectivity would hold true even at
the population level. We measured the instantaneous discriminative power of neu-
ronal activity over time by performing linear discriminant analysis (LDA; Materials
and Methods). Discrimination was possible even with tens of units and generally
increased over time following the beginning of the sample period (Figure 7A). The
average decodability in ephys increases earlier (one-tail t-test, p < .001), but satu-
rates at a lower level (one-tail t-test, p < .001) than that in calcium imaging (Figure
2.7A).
A toy model explains both observations (Figure 2.7B). Consider a neuron firing
at two different levels of activity at a constant rate value during a behavioral epoch
(Figure 2.7B). For the ephys data its trial-type selectivity is directly proportional
to the instantaneous difference of activity (Figure 2.7B, top). However, this is
not the case in the synthetic data (Figure 2.7B, bottom). First, the slowness of
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the integration process will result in a delay in the increase of selectivity. Second,
intuitively during the period were the neuron is firing selectively, doing instantaneous
decoding is non-optimal. Since the signal (difference in activity) is constant and
sustained, it would be better to integrate across time and thereby suppress noise.
The dynamics of calcium causes that to occur, even if we ostensibly are performing
instantaneous decoding on the data. This causes an increase of selectivity in imaging
at the peak (Figure 2.7B). This effect can be seen at the single cell level (Figure
2.7C; delay -2s, ephys; -1.3 s, S2C 6s-AAV; one-tail t-test, p < .001; enhancement
of selectivity at peak (one-tail t-test, p < .001) for this example neuron as well as the
population level (Figures 2.7D-F).
Performance improved with larger number of units included in analyses (Figures
2.7D, E) in both ephys and imaging. Decoding accuracy increased significantly
earlier in ephys than imaging (one-tail t-test, 6s-AAV: p < .001; GP4.3: p < .001)
and that later in the response period the instantaneous decoder was more accurate
based on imaging than ephys (6s-AAV: p < .001; GP4.3: p < .001, Figures 2.7D-E).
Both observations can be explained by the S2C models (delay: one-tail t-test, 6s-AAV,
p < .001, GP4.3, p < .001; enhancement: 6s-AAV, p < .001, GP4.3, p < .001; Figure
2.7F).
Population dynamics vary across time and in particular across behavioral epochs.
Which recording method will be more accurately able to track such changes is a priori
unclear. The crisp report of dynamics in ephys may favor that method, however if
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such changes in dynamics happen in a coordinated manner across the population,
the larger number of units typically recorded in imaging may offer a relative advan-
tage. We performed decoding analysis attempting to predict the current behavioral
epoch from population activity in order to assay the ability to track network dy-
namics (Materials and Methods). In ephys (Figure 2.7G) following a change in
behavioral epoch, we observe a rapid decrease of the probability of activity to belong
to the previous epoch along with a sharp increase in the probability of belonging to
the current epoch. In contrast, in the calcium imaging data such changes tended to
be delayed and gradual (Figure 2.7H). This effect was recapitulated in the synthetic
calcium data from the S2C model (Figure 2.7I).
In summary, the analyses of population decodability for trial type and behav-
ioral epoch show a stereotypical shaping of the observed population dynamics by the
recording method: the longer integration of the calcium indicator smears changes
in dynamics, but perhaps less intuitively constantly integrating a decodable signal
yields to higher signal-to-noise ratio in the calcium data. It thus displayed a trade-off
between decodability of stimulus and precision of temporal dynamics across recording
methods.
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2.3 Discussion
Spikes serve as a fundamental currency in communication among neurons and
thus a key target for recording neural activity, yet imaging offers many of impor-
tant opportunities such as larger scale, denser, and specific recordings (Scanziani and
Hausser, 2009; Ji et al., 2016; Sofroniew et al., 2016; Vladimirov et al., 2014). Recent
advances in the design of calcium indicators with high sensitivity and high reliability
show that under conditions of single, or few, action potentials, the firing rate can often
be decoded from the calcium imaging (Chen et al., 2013; Dana et al., 2014). Whether
this holds in the general case is unclear. In general, there is a paucity of ground truth
data, i.e., new simultaneous recordings of spiking and calcium activity from the same
neuron. In particular, the data that is available has been recorded only from few brain
regions and under limited firing rate conditions (Akerboom et al., 2012; Chen et al.,
2013; Li et al., 2015; Greenberg et al., 2008; Grewe et al., 2010; Vogelstein et al., 2010;
Vogelstein et al., 2009; Yaksi and Friedrich, 2006; Pnevmatikakis et al., 2014a; Yang
et al., 2016; Theis et al., 2016). Accordingly, it is unclear at this point how accurately
spike inference can be performed for any particular experiment. It is therefore prema-
ture to believe that imaging data can be automatically converted back to ephys and
the same analyses typically applied to ephys data can be performed on the inferred
data with no additional concerns. Accordingly, we set out to systematically compare
different analyses in which ephys and imaging can be applied to interrogate neuronal
dynamics.
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In our study, we (1) illustrate the main differences in commonly used analyses
between two large sets of recording data, one with imaging and one with ephys; (2)
relate these biases to our understanding of the dynamics of calcium indicators; and
therefore (3) highlight the aspects that techniques to reverse engineer ephys from
imaging, or other statistical approaches, may be able to better address in the future.
2.3.1 Biases in imaging dynamics
It is well known that the long effective decay time of calcium dynamics will distort
the ability to read out some dynamics in imaging (Li et al., 2015). By first fitting a
forward spike-to-calcium model to simultaneously recorded ephys-imaging data, we
were able to generate data sets of synthetic imaging data from the non-simultaneous
ephys recordings. Comparing these datasets to real imaging data collected under the
same conditions, we revealed that many of the discrepancies, e. g., loss of multiphasic
selectivity and decrease of peakiness (Harvey et al., 2012; Morcos and Harvey, 2016;
Malvache et al., 2016; Picardo et al., 2016) in dynamics, can be accounted for by
the synthetic calcium dynamics in the forward model, both in single neuron and
population analyses.
Population analyses have become widely used in systems neuroscience as tech-
niques that allow population recordings have become more common (Brown et al.,
2004; Cunningham and Yu, 2014; Harris et al., 2016). However, it is unclear whether
such analyses would be better served by the crisper recording of dynamics by elec-
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trophysiology or by the larger sampling of the network in imaging. More specifically,
population analyses often involve dimensionality reduction, e.g., Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA), to allow for better intuition in interpreting the results (Cun-
ningham and Yu, 2014). Our observation that when using PCA on imaging data,
the time-content of the leading Principal Components (PCs) was weakened and the
trial-type-content became predominant, is a cautionary note regarding how seemingly
identical choices between ephys and imaging, such as performing PCA and keeping
the two largest PCs can lead to different aspects of the data retained. In addition, we
show that other seemingly identical choices, such as performing the analysis on the
same time relative to a transition between behavioral epochs (when the timing of the
appearance of a switch in network dynamics is different) or performing instantaneous
decoding with the same temporal window (when one recording method effectively
integrates the other) can lead to misleading results caused not by neural dynamics,
but by the difference in the properties of the recordings.
More generally, any interrogation of the population properties of a complex system
is bound to be incomplete and therefore different forms of probing these properties
may well over- or under-emphasize different aspects of the data. Choosing what is
the best approach will typically depend on the analysis one has in mind. As systems
neuroscience involves many types of questions, and there are few standard, agreed
upon appropriate analyses, such tradeoffs cannot be determined fully in general. That
being said, experimental conditions can ameliorate particular known biases. For
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instance, to deal with the delayed report of switches in dynamics, one could use
longer behavioral epochs. Indeed, we found more multiphasic neuron in GP4.3 data
using 4s delay experiments (Figure 2.S2B).
2.3.2 Quantifying the specific variance introduced
by indirect measurements of activity
What more could one do with our findings? In addition to just being aware of the
biases we point out, one can use our understanding of the relation between ephys and
imaging (e.g., forward models) to map out the space of spiking patterns of activity
that are consistent with a specific recorded pattern of calcium activity. As we demon-
strate in Figure 2.S3A, a particular imaging recording could result from a variety
of combinations between ephys dynamics and calcium dynamics (i.e. for instance
the interaction between the “peakiness” of the particular neurons activity and that
neurons particular effective decay time). Not all these possible source combinations
will lead to equal differences in the actual value that is extracted by a particular
analysis (e.g., the general selectivity of a neuron). Such variability can potentially
be quantified by appropriate statistical methods. In other words, a more nuanced
view of utilizing inference algorithms to undo biases introduced by indirect recording
of activity, is to attempt and directly get a handle on the variance of the summary
statistics one is interested in, given the different ways in which an imaging data set
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could have arisen from spiking activity.
As more ground truth data is collected using simultaneous-imaging-ephys record-
ings in brain areas with rich dynamics such as the frontal cortex and as the statistical
tools improve, we expect our ability to identify the class of all possible patterns of
activity that are consistent with a given imaging dataset and a given noise level to
improve. One could then be more quantitative about exactly how much irreducible
bias is introduced for a particular analysis on a particular sample of recorded activity.
2.4 Materials and Methods
2.4.1 Electrophysiological and imaging datasets
Mice were trained to perform a delayed version of tactile discrimination task upon
the stimulus (pole) position onto the whisker, while electrophysiological (ephys) or
calcium imaging recording was performed (Guo et al., 2014b; Guo et al., 2014a;
Li et al., 2015). The total duration of sample-delay was set identically to 2.6 s across
datasets. In ephys, the delay period was 1.3 s; in both imaging, that was 1.4 s (Table
2.S1). Trials with early licking behavior were excluded in analysis. The neurons in
ephys were sampled from 100 to 800 um in depth; those in 6s-AAV were within
150|740 um; those in GP4.3 were within 120|640 um. In all datasets, we selected
neurons with > 20 trials for each type (A and B). For imaging data, we performed
a post-hoc detection of outlier in recordings to remove trials where > 30% of the
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time points contains a signal 3 or more standard deviations away from median. This
reduced the total number of neurons with sufficient number of trials, yielding 1493
and 2293 units for 6s-AAV and GP 4.3 imaging, respectively.
2.4.2 Simultaneous electrophysiology-imaging record-
ings
We used the publicly available datasets provided by the GENIE project, Svo-
boda lab, at Janelia on http://crcns.org. The data were collected using simultaneous
loose-seal electrophysiological recordings and imaging of GCaMP6s-expression neu-
rons in primary visual cortex of mice in two conditions, i.e. 6s-AAV and GP4.3.
The electrophysiology recordings were performed identically, while imaging had small
differences in two conditions (6s-AAV: 60 Hz imaging, 256 × 256 pixels, 30 × 30
µm2; GP4.3 high-zoom: 55 Hz imaging, 256 × 256 pixels, 37.5 × 37.5 µm2). The
detail of 6s-AAV dataset was described in (Chen et al., 2013), that of GP4.3 was in
(doi:10.6080/K0S46PV7) (Table 2.S2).
2.4.3 Description of the ‘spike to calcium’ model
We developed a phenomenological model that converts spike times to synthetic
fluorescence time series (Chen et al., 2013; Akerboom et al., 2012; Yasuda et al., 2004;
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)] + ni(t) (2.1)
∆F/FSynth(t) =
Fm
1 + exp[−k(c(t)− c1/2)]
+ ne(t) (2.2)
In Equation 2.1, spikes are converted to a latent calcium variable c(t), by con-
volving the spike times, tk, with a double-exponential kernel, modeled using a rise
time, τr, and a decay time, τd. Internal Gaussian noise, ni N(0, σ
2
i ) (amplitude
at σi), was added thereafter and negative values were set to zero. We then con-
verted c(t) to a synthetic fluorescence signal through a sigmoidal function (Equa-
tion 2.2; where a non-linearity parameter, k; a half-activation parameter, c1/2;
and a maximum possible fluorescence change, Fm) upon which was added external
Gaussian noise, ne N(0, σ
2
e) (amplitude at σe) (Tsien, 1989; Maravall et al., 2000;
Yasuda et al., 2004). We first estimated the parameters in each imaging condition
using a collection of simultaneous ephys-imaging recorded GCaMP6s-expressing neu-
rons in two imaging conditions (6s-AAV and GP4.3; Figure 2.S1A) and then applied
them by randomly sampling from their distributions to generate synthetic calcium
imaging counterparts of ephys recordings (S2C 6s-AAV and S2C GP4.3). Due to the
mismatch of spike rate in ephys and that in simultaneous ephys-imaging recordings,
we refitted the nonlinearity based on non-simultaneous data, by estimating, for each
neuron’s nonlinearity parameters (while linear parameters were fixed) that would
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have led to the closet fit with the best possible partner (rs > .7 for mean activities;
in which condition, all cells in ephys could find > 1 partner in imaging) across all
imaged cells (each target neuron was used < 5 times to avoid biases) in each imaging
condition.
2.4.4 Single neuron analyses
To measure the dynamics of selectivity, we performed two-sample t test with
neural activity over finer time scales, 67 ms discrete bin (a single frame duration in
imaging) (Figure 2.S2A). We define a neuron as monophasic if it had consistent
polarity of selectivity (p < .05) for > 335 ms (5 continuous frames), a neuron as
multiphasic if it had a switch of selectivity (p < .05) and periods of neuron being
selective were all > 335 ms. The rest of the neurons were considered as nonselective
neurons, which showed similar activities across trial types. Selectivity index, d-prime







where R(t) is mean activity at time t for each trial type; σ2(t) is the variance of
activity across trials at time t; subscript A and B standards for the trial type.
For selective neurons (mono- and multiphasic neurons), we classified them into
trial-A- and trial-B-preferring cells, which had a higher averaged activity in the cor-
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responding trial type (Figure 2.4). We classified neural dynamics as ramp-down
(ramp-up) in ephys as averaged activity in sample-delay epochs is less (greater) than
that in pre-sample epoch (paired t-test, p < .05 across trials). The rest of unclassified
cells (other than ramp-up or down) were named as other, which would ramp up for
one trial type and ramp down for the other (Figure 2.4D).
2.4.5 Principal component analysis
Principal component (PC) analysis was performed on the activity of neurons av-
eraged across trial type (s ∈ {A,B}),
r(s, t) = Cx(s, t) +< r >s,t,
an n× 2T matrix, where n is the number of recorded units in each datasets; T is the
number of time points for each trial type; < r >s,t is the mean activity across time
and trial type; x(s, t) is an n × 2T PC score matrix and its ith row stands for the
ith PC score. Explained variance (EV) of temporal dynamics EVi(t) and trial-type
selectivity EVi(s) for the ith principal component (PC) were computed as:
EVi(t) =
<< xi(s, t) >
2
s>t
< xi(s, t)2 >t,s
,
EVi(s) =
<< xi(s, t) >
2
t>s
< xi(s, t)2 >t,s
,
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respectively.
2.4.6 Population decodability analysis of trial type
and behavioral epoch
We applied linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on neural dynamics grouped into
single frame bins (67 ms non-overlapped bins) to compute the instantaneous decod-
ability of trial type. The optimal LDA decoder was computed separately for each
time bin, using trials in correct responses. We estimated performance of the instanta-
neous LDA decoder by averaging over 100 samplings of subpopulations of recording
units (number of the units ranged from 10 to 200 in each sample; Figures 2.7D-F).
In each sample, we separated the trials of each neuron into non-overlapped training
(70%) and testing (30%) sets. We then shuffled trial identity of each neuron to build
up random collections of population activity at each time point for correct trial-A
(50% in training and testing) and trial-B using all neurons being recorded. The in-
stantaneous decoder of trial type was computed from training set and its performance
was tested by testing set (Figures 2.7A, D-F).
We tested the ability of neuronal population activity at different times to discrim-
inate the behavioral epoch by using a four-class LDA (i.e. pre-sample, sample, delay
and response epoch). In this analysis, we assumed a single optimal LDA decoder that
could predict probability of each behavioral epoch from the instantaneous neuronal
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activity. We performed the identical estimation procedure of the optimal LDA de-
coder to that for trial type (training set) and its prediction of behavioral epoch at
each time for each trial (testing set, non-overlapped with training). The probability
of each behavioral epoch was then estimated as average across trials from the instan-
taneous neuronal activity at each time (Figures 2.7G-I). To compute the latency
of neuronal response to behavioral epoch, we use a threshold, 0.7, to decide whether
estimated probability of previous behavioral epoch is small enough to accept a change
of epochs (arrows on Figures 2.7G-I).
To achieve a robust estimation of coefficients, we applied a sparse version of LDA
where the number of non-zero coefficients was minimized (Guo et al., 2007).
2.5 Supplementary
2.5.1 Description of calcium-to-spike models
We validated our conclusion of calcium-to-spike inference using two classes of
models. The first class of model is direct deconvolution (a supervised learning like
algorithm), where we performed the inverse function from calcium dynamics to ephys
(Theis et al., 2016), and the second class is the state-of-art generative model based on
Bayesian inference technique (an unsupervised learning based algorithm) developed
by Paninski’s lab (Pnevmatikakis et al., 2014a; Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016).
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1. C2S Precise nonlinear decoder
For synthetic imaging data, ∆F/FSynth, from spike-to-calcium model, we could
perform a precise direct inverse function (Equations 2.3, and 2.4) to decode the
spike rates in each “frame” (non-overlapped time bin, ∆t = 67 ms), on either single
trial or on the average across trials (Figures 2.S3C).














where the parameters are a rise-time, τr; a decay-time, τd; a non-linearity parameter,
k, NL; a half-activation parameter, c1/2, EC50; and a maximum possible fluorescence
change, Fm.
⊗
presents the operation of convolution between the inverse of spike-
to-calcium kernel, T (τr, τd, t), and the intermediate calcium variable, c(t), where






For nonlinear decoders, we performed the direct inverse function based on the values
of parameters that generated noisy ∆F/FSynth dynamics. Since the external noise
was strongly amplified near the saturation of nonlinearity, when applying the inverse
function, we truncated the data to within 2% to 98% of the maximum fluorescence
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0.02Fm, if F/FSynth ≤ 0.02Fm
0.98Fm, if F/FSynth ≥ 0.98Fm
.
2. C2S Random linear decoder
To obtain distributions of decoded data, we performed the direct inverse func-
tion based on values of a set of parameters randomly chosen from those that could
generate noisy ∆F/FSynth dynamics. For random nonlinear decoder, we applied in-
verse functions using Equations 2.3, and 2.4; for random linear decoder, we only
performed the deconvolution based on Equations 2.4 (where τr and τd were both
randomly samples from their distributions).
3. C2S MCMC decoder
The spike inference algorithm was an adapted version of original work from (Pnev-
matikakis et al., 2014a). This is an extension of their previously developed con-
strained deconvolution method (Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016), which incorporates a
Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) sampler to explore underlying spike trains with
super-resolution in time (Vogelstein et al., 2010; Vogelstein et al., 2009). In our
version of code, we first performed the constrained deconvolution method (Pnev-
matikakis et al., 2016) as the initialization for MCMC sampler (Pnevmatikakis et
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al., 2014a), and if the MCMC improved little compared to the constrained deconvo-
lution method (i.e., < explained variance of data in the constrained deconvolution
method), we adopted results from the constrained deconvolution method; otherwise,
we adopted the results from MCMC sampler. Details of the algorithm were de-
scribed in the papers accordingly. In our hands, the MCMC decoder outperformed
three other unsupervised decoders (Vogelstein et al., 2010; Vogelstein et al., 2009;
Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016) in our comparison of performance of decoding spikes
from raw imaging dynamics using simultaneous imaging-ephys datasets.
2.5.2 Supplementary figure legends
Figure 2.S1: Supporting figure for Figure 2.2: details in spike-
to-calcium models.
(A) Distributions and pairwise correlations of parameters in S2C models. We
collected the ensembles of cells for 5 parameters (i.e. a rise-time, τr; a decay-time, τd;
a non-linearity parameter, NL; a half-activation parameter, EC50; and a maximum
possible fluorescence change, Fm) in different imaging conditions (GCaMP6f viral
delivery, 6f-AAV, 11 cells, 37 sessions, gray; GCaMP6s viral delivery, 6s-AAV, 9 cells,
21 sessions, yellow; GCaMP6f transgenic mouse, GP5.17, 18 cells, 32 sessions, purple;
GCaMP6s transgenic mouse, GP4.3, 22 cells, 33 sessions, green), using simultaneous
loose-seal electrophysiological recordings and imaging (see Table 2.S2 for details of
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Figure 2.S1: Supporting figure for Figure 2.2: details in spike-to-calcium
models.
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datasets). Panels along the diagonal describes the distribution of each parameter;
panels in off-diagonal describes the correlation between two parameters. Spearman
correlation of parameters across cells (regardless of its recording methods) and its
p-value were provided in each off-diagonal panel. Of note, the correlations were weak
except that of NL and EC50 parameters. The strong inverse correlation between NL
and EC50 resulted in the transition of nonlinear from sublinear to linear occurring at
similar thresholds. Overall, the 6s-AAV data had slower dynamics than the GP4.3
data (rank-sum test, p = .02) (Dana et al., 2014), while the NL was similar (rank-
sum test, p = .40). (B) Box-plots of explained variance of S2C on validation data for
simultaneously recorded neurons (color follows the same convention as that in Figure
2.S1A). We computed first ∆F/FSynth from spike train and estimated parameters
in Figures 2.S1A (Materials and Methods, Equations 2.1 and 2.2) and then
computed explained variance, R2, as
R2 = 1− (∆F/FData −∆F/FSynth)
2
(∆F/FData− < ∆F/FData >)2
.
The model typically fitted R2 > .6 of the explained variance in the raw fluorescence
dynamics. Given the criterion, 27/37 6f-AAV neurons (R2 = .82± .27; median std.),
19/21 6s-AAV neurons (R2 = .87 ± .17), 19/32 GP5.17 neurons (R2 = .66 ± .23),
28/33 GP4.3 neurons (R2 = .80 ± .20) were passed. (C) Box-plot of distribution
of parameter sensitivity values. The distribution of each parameter spans a wide
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range across cells. If the fit of a parameter were insensitive to the data (i.e., a sloppy
parameter), a range of values of this parameter would result in the same quality of
fit, and therefore a wide range of the estimated distribution could stem simply from
random end points of the fit across neurons. To confirm that such a wide range did
not result from sloppiness in the fits, we performed sensitivity tests independently for
each parameter. Sensitivity was defined as the decrease of the fraction of explained






where P ∈ {τr, τd, NL,EC50, Fm}. We found that all the parameters, except τr
(see Table 2.S4 for details of datasets), had considerable sensitivities, i.e. a one-
fold change in the parameter reduced the explained variance by approximately 40%,
implying that the wide range of parameter value we found reflects variability among
cells. (D) Pairwise correlation of refits of NL and EC50 using ALM imaging dynamics.
We performed a refit of parameters in modeling ALM synthetic imaging dynamics,
based on non-simultaneous data, by estimating, for each neuron’s NL parameters
that would have led to the closet fit with the best possible partner across all imaged
cells (each target neuron was used less than 5 times to avoid biases). Since the single
spike parameters were tested well within the data, we kept the relevant parameters
fixed and refit only NL parameters. Distributions of refits of NL parameters strongly
overlapped with those obtained in simultaneous imaging-ephys recordings, and NL
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Figure 2.S2: Supporting figure for Figure 2.3: dynamics of selectivity in
different imaging conditions.
and its midpoint similarly had a similar strong inverse correlation (rs < −.7, p <
.001). (E) Box-plots of firing rates of cells in each recording sessions (6f-AAV, gray,
0.51 ± 0.25 Hz, mean±std., range 0.05—1.25 Hz; 6s-AAV, yellow, 0.43 ± 0.38 Hz,
range 0.05—1.68 Hz; GP5.17, purple, 1.25 ± 1.48 Hz, range 0.09—5.22 Hz; GP4.3,
green, 1.08± 0.85 Hz, range 0.09—3.00 Hz), which were in between zero —6 Hz.
Figure 2.S2: Supporting figure for Figure 2.3: dynamics of
selectivity in different imaging conditions.
(A) Dynamics of selectivity. To quantify the change of instantaneous selectivity
(from left to right, Ephys., 6s-AAV, GP4.3, S2C 6s-AAV, and S2C GP4.3), we com-
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puted the p-values of neural preference using two-sample t-test. -log(p) value of each
neuron is shown as a function of time in each panel, in which white area of color bar
ranges from -3 to 3 (where the p-value is > .05) and the other area indicates a prefer-
ence for lick right (trial type A, blue) or lick left (trial type B, red). (B) Fractions of
mono- (orange), multiphasic (green) and nonselective (gray) neurons were robust to
the choice of anterior-to-posterior and medial-to-lateral locations of recording, based
on the imaging data from GP4.3 with 3 s delay (χ2 test, p = .52). Black area, the
recording area in imaging was similar to that in ephys, n = 1104 cells; gray area,
all the recording area in imaging, n = 3071 cells. (C) Fractions of mono- (orange),
multiphasic (green) and nonselective (gray) were robust to the choice of animals of
recording. 7 animals in ephys with numbers of neuron > 50; 4 animals in 6s-AAV
imaging with numbers of neuron > 50. χ2 test, ephys: p = .07; 6s-AAV: p = .81. (D)
Firing rates of ephys. neurons in three categories. Extracellular electrophysiology
tended to sample neurons firing at high rates. Here we examined whether mono- and
multiphasic neurons have different baseline firing rate. Box-plots of mean firing rate
distributions of the non-selective, mono-, and multiphasic neurons (from left to right).
Across population, the mean firing rates were similar in mono- to that in multiphasic
neurons (two-sample t-test, two-tail, p = .46). Firing rates: non-selective neuron,
2.42 ± 3.07 Hz (mean±std.; n = 79), range 0.26—22.24 Hz; monophasic selective
neuron, 5.46 ± 6.25 Hz (mean±std.; n = 421), range 0.27—53.74 Hz; multiphasic
selective neuron, 5.82± 5.22 Hz (mean±std.; n = 220), range 0.40—26.54 Hz.
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Figure 2.S3: Supporting figure for Figures 2.2-2.3: details in calcium-to-
spike (C2S) models and inferred ephys from imaging using C2S model can
account a fraction of multiphasic neuron in imaging.
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Figure 2.S3: Supporting figure for Figures 2.2-2.3: details in
calcium-to-spike (C2S) models and inferred ephys from imag-
ing using C2S model can account a fraction of multiphasic
neuron in imaging.
(A) Schematic description that different dynamics in ephys could lead to the
same dynamics in imaging. We took three neurons in ephys data (from top to bot-
tom, mono-, mono-, and multiphasic selective neurons), where they have the similar
dominant dynamics (divergence of dynamics from sample to delay), while a salient
difference in the secondary dynamics (dynamics in response). We found that their
∆F/FSynth dynamics could converge (since c(t) is identical) while being convolved
with different values of decay time, τd (from left to right). (B) Schematic description
of difference between precise decoder and MCMC decoder. Left: precise decoder can
recover precisely the mean dynamics of ephys from c(t) without internal noise. Right:
MCMC decoder seems to converge to the one of the possible ephys dynamics, that
captured the dominant mean dynamics of ephys from c(t), but failed to recover the
secondary dynamics. (C) Comparison of performance across different decoders. Here
we compared performance (defined as the similarity index, Spearman’s correlations,
between averaged dynamics of ground truth ephys that generated noisy ∆F/FSynth
and that inferred from ∆F/FSynth) using several combination of the direct decoders
and the MCMC decoder. Left top: precise nonlinear decoder on single trials vs pre-
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cise nonlinear decoder on average across trials (identical, paired t-test, p = .60, n =
720); Right top: random linear decoder on average across trials vs precise nonlinear
decoder on average across trials (identical, paired t-test, p = .71, n = 720); Left bot-
tom: MCMC decoder on single trials vs precise nonlinear decoder on average across
trials (MCMC is better, paired t-test, p < .0001, n = 720); Right bottom: random
nonlinear decoder on average across trials vs precise nonlinear decoder on average
across trials (precise nonlinear decoder is better, paired t-test, p < .0001, n = 720).
We therefore applied (1) three decoders (i.e. precise nonlinear decoder using single
trial; MCMC using single trial; random linear decoder using average across trials) in
comparison of recoverability of multiphasic dynamics (Figures 2.S3F, G, H, respec-
tively) and peakiness of dynamics (Figures 2.S4E, F, G, respectively) in synthetic
imaging ∆F/FSynth dynamics and (2) two decoders (i.e. MCMC using single trial;
random linear decoder using average across trials) in comparison of recoverability of
multiphasic dynamics (Figures 2.S3D, E, respectively) and peakiness of dynamics
(Figures 2.S4C, D, respectively) in imaging dynamics. (D) Fractions of mono-
(orange), multiphasic (green) and nonselective (gray) in inferred ephys from 6s-AAV
(left) and GP4.3 (right) imaging using MCMC decoder on single trial. (E) The same
plot as D using C2S Random linear decoder on averaged dynamics across trials. To
evaluate the significant of selectivity across trials, we modeled the variability (vari-
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where α = 0.6 is the Fano factor. (F) Fractions of neurons classified as mono-
(orange), multiphasic (green) and nonselective (gray) in inferred ephys from S2C 6s-
AAV (top) and GP4.3 imaging (bottom) using precise nonlinear decoder on single
trials; transparent (light color) region presents the fraction of inferred ephys neurons
that were mislabeled when compared to ground truth ephys. Since the ground truth
of each cell type was known in ephys, we computed the fraction of monophasic-
(left panels of bar plot), multiphasic- (middle panels of bar plot), and non-selective
(right panels of bar plot) neurons that became monophasic- (orange bar), multiphasic-
(green bar), and non-selective (gray bar) neurons after precise nonlinear decoder using
synthetic imaging data. We also estimated the fraction of neuron being mislabeled
after precise nonlinear decoder using synthetic imaging data (False positive rate;
second columns on the right of the pie charts). (G) The same plot as F using
C2S MCMC decoder on single trials. (H) The same plot as F using C2S Random
linear decoder on averaged dynamics across trials, where we modeled variability using
α = 2.5. In general, we found that random linear decoder gave a larger recovery
of multiphasic neurons in both imaging data and synthetic imaging data (Figures
2.S3E, H, respectively).
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s = 0.58 ± 0.07
s = 0.38 ± 0.03
s = 0.32 ± 0.02
s = 0.28 ± 0.01
s = 0.51 ± 0.06
s = 0.47 ± 0.03
s = 0.49 ± 0.04
s = 0.45 ± 0.05
s = 0.36 ± 0.02
s = 0.38 ± 0.04
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Figure 2.S4: Supporting figure for Figure 2.5: inferred ephys
from imaging using calcium-to-spike model can account for
little time-lock dynamics.
(A) Delay time of peak in synthetic imaging dynamics to that in ephys decreases
as a function of baseline activity in ephys (rs = .13, p = .04). We computed the delay
time of peak in synthetic imaging dynamics to that in ephys using the neurons with
peaks at time zero (onset of response; n = 262). (B) Delay time of peak in synthetic
imaging dynamics to that in ephys decreases as a function of decay time (x-axis,
τd = 1.1 s; y-axis, τd = 1.7 s; n = 262; paired t-test, p < .01; red line, diagonal line).
(C) Top: Heatmap of normalized trial-averaged firing rates for lick left trials (left
column) and lick right trials (right column) for inferred ephys data from 6s-AAV (left)
and GP4.3 (right) imaging data using MCMC decoder on single trials. Firing rates
were normalized to the maximum of activity across both conditions and neurons were
sorted by latency of peak activity and by their preferred trial type. Bottom: Fraction
of neurons with a peak at given time point over time. distribution in time (inferred
ephys from 6s-AAV, left; that from GP4.3, right) plotted simultaneously for both trial
types (red: right preferring trials, blue: left preferring trials, black horizontal line:
uniform distribution). The peakiness level (s = 0.58± 0.07, 6s-AAV; s = 0.38± 0.03,
Figure 2.S4 (preceding page): Supporting figure for Figure 2.5: inferred
ephys from imaging using calcium-to-spike model can account for little
time-lock dynamics.
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GP4.3) remains low comparing to that of ephys (both p < .001, bootstrap, t-test).
(D) The same plot as C using C2S Random linear decoder on averaged dynamics
across trials. The peakiness level (s = 0.32± 0.02, 6s-AAV; s = 0.28± 0.01, GP4.3)
remains low comparing to that of ephys (both p < .001, bootstrap, t-test). (E) The
same convention of plot as C, but using the synthetic imaging data (S2C 6s-AAV, left;
S2C GP4.3, right) and using precise nonlinear decoder on single trials. The peakiness
level (s = 0.51±0.06, 6s-AAV; s = 0.36±0.02, GP4.3) remains low comparing to that
of ground truth ephys (both p < .001, bootstrap, t-test). (F) The same as E using
C2S MCMC decoder on single trials. The peakiness level (s = 0.47 ± 0.03, 6s-AAV;
s = 0.49± 0.04, GP4.3) remains low comparing to that of ground truth ephys (both
p < .001, bootstrap, t-test). (G) The same as E using C2S Random linear decoder
on averaged dynamics across trials. The peakiness level (s = 0.45 ± 0.05, 6s-AAV;
s = 0.38± 0.04, GP4.3) remains low comparing to that of ground truth ephys (both
p < .001, bootstrap, t-test). In summary, we found that on our hand, both direct
deconvolution and MCMC inference model would fail to undo the time-lock activity
pattern from the sequence-like dynamics in both imaging and synthetic imaging data.
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Figure 2.S5: Supporting figure for Figure 2.6: explained vari-
ance of first three PCs are robust to the specificity of the
confounding factors in comparison.
In one of our main results, we found that the fraction of explained variance (EV)
due to temporal dynamics was high in the 1st PC in the ephys dataset (98.71±0.06%,
mean std, bootstrap), whereas trial-type selectivity was high in the 1st PC of imaging
(6s-AAV: 60.39 ± 0.29%; GP4.3: 44.51 ± 0.65%) (Figures 2.6A-C). To control for
potential confounding factors, we confirmed that this observation was robust to (1)
location of sampling of subpopulation of neurons (depth: Figures 2.S5A; area,
Figures 2.S5B); (2) animal identity (Figures 2.S5C); (3) normalized or raw neural
activity (Figures 2.S5D); (4) thresholds of selectivity index (Figures 2.S5E); (5)
size of subpopulation in analysis (Figures 2.S5F). Particularly, we found that, in
Figures 2.S5D-F, (1) EV of 1st PC was high in time in ephys and that is high
in trial in imaging; (2) EV of 2nd PC was high in time, were consistent in first 2
PCs regardless normalization, selectivity or subsample size of the data. EV contents
were, however, significantly different in analyses for higher-order PCs. For example,
in ephys, EVs of time and trial type in 3rd PC were similar at small subsample
(p > .05, paired t test), while that is significantly high in trial type at high subsample
Figure 2.S5 (preceding page): Supporting figure for Figure 2.6: explained
variance of first three PCs are robust to the specificity of the confounding
factors in comparison.
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(p < .001, paired t test).
(A) EV of first three PCs (time, red; trial type, blue; other, yellow) was robust to
the choice of depth of recording (the same convention as Figure 2.3G; p > .05,
anova; 1000 subsampling; for each subsample, we randomly sampled 20 trials from
each condition, i.e. trial type A and B). (B) EV of first three PCs was robust to the
choice of anterior-to-posterior and medial-to-lateral locations of recording (the same
convention as Figure 2.S2B; p > .05, anova; 1000 subsampling). (C). EV of first
three PCs was robust to the choice of animals of recording (the same convention as
Figure 2.S2C; p > .05, anova; 1000 subsampling). (D) EV of 1st PC was high
in time in ephys and that is high in trial in imaging (p < .001, paired t test, 1000
subsampling; pairs of EVs of time and trial type in each subsampling). EV of 2nd
PC was high in time (p < .001, paired t test, 1000 subsampling; pairs of EVs of time
and trial type in each subsampling). (E) The same plot as D, using high selective
neuron (roc > .55 for all three epochs, i.e. sample, delay, and response; p < .001 for
all paired t test). (F) The same plot as D, using random subsamples of 200 (right)
and 500 (left) units (p < .001 for all paired t test).
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2.5.3 Supplementary tables
Table 2.S1 and 2.S2: Datasets details.
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Table 2.S1: Delayed discrimination task
Dataset name Delay time (s) # cells # animals Reference
Ephys1 1.3 720 19 Li et al., Nature 2015; Nuo
Li, Charles R Gerfen, Karel
Svoboda (2014)
6s-AAV2 1.4 1493 4 Li et al., Nature 2015; Tsai-
Wen Chen, Nuo Li, Charles
R Gerfen, Zengcai V. Guo,
Karel Svoboda (2016)
GP4.3 1.4 2293 1 Dana et al., Plos One, 2014
GP4.3 3.0 3071 2 Chen et al. (to be pub-
lished)
Table 2.S2: Simultaneous ephys-imaging experiments
Dataset name # cells # sessions Reference
6s-AAV3 9 21 Chen, et al., (2013); GENIE project,
Janelia Farm Campus, HHMI; Karel Svo-
boda (contact). (2015)
GP4.34 22 33
6f-AAV5 11 37 Chen, et al., (2013); GENIE project,
Janelia Farm Campus, HHMI; Karel Svo-
boda (contact). (2015)
GP5.17 18 32
Table 2.S3: Spike-to-calcium model parameter range
Imaging
condition
τr (ms) τd (s) NL EC50 Fm
6s-AAV 50.54 ± 24.566 1.71 ± 0.46 1.13 ± 0.65 3.97 ± 1.91 0.82 ± 0.10
GP4.37 92.70 ± 37.51 1.23 ± 0.54 0.89 ± 5.00 5.30 ± 3.46 0.71 ± 5.74
6f-AAV 10.23 ± 3.69 0.68 ± 0.27 1.24 ± 0.44 3.87 ± 1.76 0.75 ± 1.79
GP5.17 21.23 ± 22.25 0.57 ± 2.48 0.77 ± 5.08 7.17 ± 24.71 0.77 ± 18.14
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Table 2.S4: Spike-to-calcium model parameter sensitivity
Imaging
condition
τr τd NL EC50 Fm
6s-AAV 0.01 ± 0.018 0.37 ± 0.08 0.29 ± 0.04 0.67 ± 0.13 0.35 ± 0.02
GP4.39 0.03 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.08 0.26 ± 0.04 0.68 ± 0.15 0.34 ± 0.02
6f-AAV 0.01 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.06 0.32 ± 0.07 0.82 ± 0.16 0.34 ± 0.02
GP5.17 0.02 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.12 0.27 ± 0.06 0.66 ± 0.18 0.35 ± 0.03
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Chapter 3
Single-trial dynamics of premotor
cortex predicts behavioral
variability
Neurons in the anterolateral motor cortex (ALM; premotor area) exhibit rich
movement-related dynamics. To connect the neural dynamics at different stages of a
decision-making task, we developed a time-varying linear dynamics system model that
uncovered the shared activities among neurons. We found that the shared neuronal
activity supported the continuous dynamics of the choice generation and memory in
a fashion akin to drift diffusion models, and found a robust persistent decision signal
in the post-decision period, which de facto associated the pre-sample activity with
a previous decision. Importantly, we identified that error trials followed similar dy-
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namics to those of correct trials, but their dynamics were separated in shared-activity
space, providing an accurate early estimation of reward. Overall, the neural dynam-
ics in shared-activity space could predict multiple measures of behavioral variability
including performance, reaction time, and correctness, and therefore are a useful sum-
mary of the neural representations. Such an approach can be readily applied to study
complex dynamics in other neural systems.
3.1 Introduction
Decision-making is a key component in the study of cognition (Gold and Shadlen,
2007; Shadlen and Shohamy, 2016; Shadlen and Kiani, 2013). In such paradigms,
an animal integrates sensory inputs, generates a tentative behavioral choice, stores
it in memory, executes it and finally evaluates its choice compared to the expected
delivery of reward. This process involves multiple brain areas (Gold and Shadlen,
2007; Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Shadlen and Shohamy, 2016; Shadlen and Kiani,
2013; Kepecs et al., 2008; Romo et al., 1999; Guo et al., 2014b; Guo et al., 2015;
Brody et al., 2003; Stuphorn and Schall, 2006; Stuphorn et al., 2010). A certain
degree of specialization exists among these neural circuits with respect to the different
decision components. Nevertheless, activity in frontal brain areas holds a mixed
representation of sensory, choice and reward signals (Brody et al., 2003; Romo et
al., 1999; Rigotti et al., 2013). Moreover, such areas often have strong dynamics in
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which the representation may potentially transform from one decision component to
another. For example, electrophysiological recordings reveal complicated dynamics of
ALM neurons associated with an animal’s internal state, to prepare for movement in
decisions (Guo et al., 2014b; Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016). However, decision neurons
were untangled with those in post-decision activity at the onset of response time,
which resulted in a discontinuity of information flow in neural space (Li et al., 2016).
We therefore examined whether a local neural circuit (e.g. that of tens of neurons)
in ALM could provide a continuous neural signal underlying the internal states in
different stages of a decision. We identified such a signal in a latent space, where
each neural mode presents a source of input shared by multiple neurons. Moreover,
we found that neural-mode dynamics in this shared-activity space could predict the
behavioral variability, such as trial type, reaction time and correctness, in single
trials, and be robustly maintained for seconds in post-decision, representing single-
trial identities.
As neuroscience focuses more on population recordings and single-trial analyses,
an important question is how accurately behavioral variability can be decoded from
neural activity (Cunningham and Yu, 2014). An important component in this ques-
tion is how long useful decodable information lasts. Or to put it differently, for a
given level of decodability of behavioral variability from immediately preceding neu-
ral activity, what is the level of decodability as one moves back through time. If
decodability remains high and consistent, then models that incorporate this past in-
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formation can improve in accuracy. The complex dynamics of activity in frontal lobe
activity may suggest that information gets quickly wiped out, however, this is not
true for all types of dynamics.
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Neural dynamics and the shared-activity space
Mice performed a delayed discrimination task of pole location, while multi-unit
recordings were obtained from left ALM. After a brief delay (1.3 s), an auditory
‘go’ cue signaled the onset of response, and mice reported their choices by licking
one of two ports (posterior to lick right, contra-trial; anterior to lick left, ipsi-trial;
Figure 3.1a). ALM serves a significant role in planning directional licking movements
(Komiyama et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2014b; Li et al., 2015). Indeed, most recorded
ALM neurons (n = 1, 563; 26 mice) were selective to some aspect of the task (n =
1,296; Figure 3.S1a).
To perform single-trial analysis and relate activity to behavior, it would be advan-
tageous to use population decoding methods instead of relating the activity of each
single neuron to behavioral variability. Once a time-bin for such analysis has been
chosen, standard statistical techniques can be used for performing decoding. How-
ever, the decision regarding which time scale to use is not trivial. On the one hand,
a behaviorally relevant state is likely to persist for a substantial amount of time and
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CHAPTER 3. SINGLE-TRIAL DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
therefore one would prefer long time bins to improve sampling from low rate neu-
rons. However, the readout of the neuronal state and its variability may change
across time, and in particular across behavioral epochs (Churchland et al., 2010b;
Churchland et al., 2011). Linking many independent short time bins is not likely to
be successful since the number of variables to be estimated is equal to the number of
neurons multiplied by the number of time points, so one is immediately limited by
having fewer trials than variables to estimate.
Here we aim to resolve the tension between these goals by using a model based
approach where we first estimate a dynamical latent space model (Roweis and Ghahra-
mani, 1999; Ghahramani and Hinton, 1996a) that attempts to capture the evolution
of shared activity across neurons, but also allow this model to change its parameters
Figure 3.1 (preceding page): Neural activity of anterolateral motor cortex
neurons in shared-activity space.
a. Schematic description of experiment. Mice were trained to report pole position by
directional licking, interleaved by a brief delay (posterior, lick right, contra. trial; an-
terior, lick left, ipsi. trial). b. Schematic description of time-varying linear dynamical
systems (TLDS) model. As the recorded neuronal activity shows strong correlation
across time, the full-neural space of neural activity can be represented by a two-layer
network (TLDS), where the latent network (purple circles) in shared-input space ex-
plicitly models the correlated dynamics of neurons (due to common inputs or direct
recurrent connections) and the activity of each neuron is a projection up from the
shared-input space combined with independent input. c. TLDS reproduces neural
activity in simultaneous recordings using the other neural activities within the same
pool. Top: Observed neuronal activity from 15-unit simultaneous recording session,
bottom: prediction of neuronal activity on prediction data where the activity of that
neuron is unobserved. Shaded area, std. across trials. d. Comparisons of variance in
neural dynamics explained by TLDS fit and the mean activity model (null model).
e. Comparisons of the model TLDS fit using different sets of the latent dimensions
and A, C matrices (purple, epoch-dependent A, C matrices; blue, constant A, C
matrices; black dash line, variance explained by the mean activity model).
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across behavioral epochs to capture the well-known varying nature of dynamics across
behavioral epochs (Petreska et al., 2011). We refer to this model as the time-varying
linear dynamical system model (TLDS). The model is defined in the following fashion:
r(t) = C(s)x(t) + r0 + v(t) (3.1)
x(t) = A(s)x(t− 1) + w(t− 1) (3.2)
Whereby we assumed that the N-dimensional neural activity (full-neural space,
FNS), r(t) ∈ RN (Figure 3.1b, left), can be well modeled by a low dimensional
dynamical system and a projection that transforms this latent space into full activity.
This can be thought of as a two-layer representation whereby the first layer consists
of a small number, M (M < N), of neural modes: x(t) ∈ RM , i.e., the shared activity
space (Figure 3.1b, right; recurrent connection, epoch-dependent matrix A, red
lines; s, epoch index; latent inputs, w ∼ N(0, σ2int(m) ); σint(m), the amplitude inputs
to mth neural mode); and a second layer that describes the projection from shared
activity space (SAS) to the observed neuronal activity via a matrix C, upon which
neuron-independent input is added, v ∼ N(0, σ2ext(n) ), σext(n), the amplitude of the
independent input to nth neuron (Figure 3.1b, right; gray arrows); r0 ≡< r(t) >t
is the mean activity across time and trials.
In order to measure the goodness of fit of the model when applying it to the data,
we use an approach known as leave-one-neuron-out (LONO) (Yu et al., 2009). Intu-
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itively, if the dynamics are composed of correlated modes, then once these dynamics
have been estimated for the entire complement of neurons (training data) it should
be possible to predict the activity of any given neuron from an estimation of shared
activity space that is performed on test trials without including the activity of that
particular neuron. Comparing the neural activity with its estimation, we determined
the goodness of fit using TLDS and found that the neural modes in the SAS could
explain quite well the activity of most neurons in this LONO scenario (Figure 3.1c)
(R2 = .42, Figure 3.1c; R2 ranged from .09 to .56, 19 sessions, which increases with
that from the average activities of neurons, rs = .80, p < .001; Figure 3.1d).
Interestingly, we find that although the number of simultaneously recorded neu-
rons spanned a fairly wide range, the dimensions of the SAS were similar (3 or 4;
Figure 3.1e; Figure 3.S2c), implying some stereotypical decision-related dynam-
ics (whereas that is less constrained in factor analysis; Figure 3.S4d). Consistent
with the strong epoch-dependent change in dynamics, we find that epoch-dependent
matrices A and C were required to obtain good fits (Figure 3.1e; Figure 3.S2b).
3.2.2 Decoders operating on the shared activity
space predict behavioral variability
We next tested whether the representation in the shared activity space would yield
more accurate predictions of behavioral variability. We first consider decoding trial
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CHAPTER 3. SINGLE-TRIAL DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
types. Decoders trained either on the FNS or the SAS could separate single trials
from different trial types (Figure 3.2a; FNS, top; SAS, bottom) but decoders running
on SAS were more accurate (p < .001, two-sample t-test, Figure 3.2b). We then
considered more subtle predictions, and chose to attempt to explain the behavioral
variability in time of movement onset. The projection of the activity on FNS trial-
type decoders did not explain much behavioral variability (Table 3.S5, reaction time
fits for FNS LDA score vs SAS LDA score; significant correlation sessions, p < .05,
FNS, 5 sessions; SAS, 7 sessions). However, the projection of decoders operating on
SAS were significantly correlated with movement onset (Figure 3.2c; FNS, top; SAS,
bottom). Interestingly, there was a significant correlation for ipsi trials (rs = -.29; p
< .05), but not for contra trials (rs = -.01; p > .05). We found that this was the case
for most sessions, where the TLDS-LDA score correlated with behavioral variability
Figure 3.2 (preceding page): Trial identity decoded from TLDS model
correlates with trial-by-trial variability in behavioral reaction time and
performance on single trials.
a. LDA score in shared-activity space shows clear separation of trial types but over-
lapped in neural space (contra. trial, blue; ipsi. trial, red; 15-unit simultaneously
recording session). b. Across sessions, the neural-mode LDA score (based on the
dynamics in a 67-ms time bin before onset of response) outperforms others (based on
the dynamics in a 350-ms time bin before onset of response) in full-neural space when
decoding trial types (each circle represents a simultaneously recorded session; color
of each circle represents the amount of explained variance captured by TLDS model;
error bar, sem. across trials). c. LDA score in shared-activity space shows strong
correlation with reaction time to first lick in single trials during a single session (con-
tra. trial, blue; ipsi. trial, red; 15-unit simultaneously recording session). Correlation
was asymmetric and stronger for ipsi. trials. d. Across session, neural-mode LDA
score can predict reaction times to first lick in single trials for a specific trial type
(significant correlation, filled circle, p < .05; otherwise, empty circle; color follows
same schematics as in b).
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Figure 3.3: Neural activity of anterolateral motor cortex neurons exhibits
a discontinuity of selectivity at response.
a. Color plot of instantaneous trial-type selectivity, displayed as a negative log of
p-value, (blue: contra-preferring; red: ipsi-preferring). A notable fraction of neurons
exhibited switches of trial type selectivity in time (white, multiphasic selective neu-
ron), implying the discontinuous dynamics of selectivity at a single-unit level. The
rest showed consistent polarity of trial type selectivity (black, non-selective; dark gray,
ipsi-monophasic selective; light gray, contra-monophasic selective). b-c. Similarity of
coding direction (linear discriminant analysis of trial type, LDA) across time. LDA is
similar within epochs, but different from sample-delay epoch to response, indicating
the discontinuous dynamics of selectivity at the population level. b. Analysis using si-
multaneous recorded units (n = 15) and trials; c. analysis using all non-simultaneous
recorded units (n = 1,563).
in only one of the trial types, either contra. or ipsi. (Figure 3.2d).
3.2.3 Strong switches of neural dynamics at re-
sponse in ALM
Many ALM neurons exhibited complex dynamics in time (Figure 3.3a). For
example, 23% of ALM neurons (n = 367) showed a switch in their trial-type selec-
tivity from the sample-delay epochs to the response epoch. We now consider these
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Figure 3.4: Two hypothesized models of trial identity dynamics.
Two hypothesized models for the relation between the dynamics of individual trials
across a switch in population dynamics. Schematic representation of population ac-
tivity over time, different colors indicate different individual trials. Due to the strong
dissimilarity of trial type decoders across behavioral epochs, one could assume that
there would be a complete loss of trial identity across a transition in the dynamics of
the network (a), resulting in no relation between the ranks of activity levels before
and after the transition. Alternatively, these dynamics could switch, but information
prior to the switch will be maintained or completely flipped in order (where the ab-
solute value of rank-order correlation remains high) in the deviation of a single trial
from the average activity (b).
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Figure 3.5: Maintenance of trial identity across dynamical transition re-
vealed by time-varying linear dynamical systems model.
a-d. Dynamics of trial identity are discontinued across behavioral epochs in neural
space. a. The dynamics of an instantaneous neural LDA score. The projection of
activity in full-neural space onto the 1st discriminant component exhibits a robust
separation of trial type maintained from epoch to epoch, but rank correlation is weak
within the same trial type. b. Rank correlation of the instantaneous LDA score is
strong across epochs when trial types are pooled together. h-i. Rank correlation
of the instantaneous LDA score is weak even within a behavioral epoch when trial
types are considered separately (contra-trial, c; ipsi-trial, d), indicating that trial
identity is not maintained in a rank-like order across the dynamics transition. e-h.
Dynamics of trial identity are continuous across behavioral epochs in shared-activity
space. e-h. the same as a-d in shared-activity space. When calculated directly in
the shared-input space, the instantaneous neural-mode LDA score is of high similarity
even across behavioral epochs in the same trial type. Rank correlation of the instan-
taneous LDA score is strong within a time window of hundreds of milliseconds across
behavioral epochs, even for data taken separately for each trial type (contra-trial, g;
ipsi-trial, h), indicating that trial identity is maintained by population activity, and
can be uncovered by the TLDS model.
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switches at the population level and how they affect the latent dynamics. Examining
the relations between linear discriminant analysis (LDA) decoders of trial-type at
separate times, we find that decoding directions were similar among different times
within one behavioral epoch, and had a strong switch in-between the sample-delay
and response epochs (Figure 3.3b, 6 - 18 units per session, 19 sessions; Table 3.S1).
The same held true for pooled across-session data (Figure 3.3c) and for shuffled data
(Figure 3.S1d) (Li et al., 2016). Notably, LDAs in sample-delay epochs were almost
orthogonal to those calculated very soon after the response, which could result from
two possibilities: (1) many ALM neurons (n = 367) showed multiphasic-selectivity
and switched their preference significantly at response times or that (2) mutually
exclusive subpopulations of neurons encoded the trial type at different behavioral
epochs (the dynamics would be discontinued at response). Surprisingly, we found
that most variance (84%) for switching neural dynamics occurred in the subpopu-
lation of monophasic-selective neurons (n = 929; Figure 3.S1e), which supports
more strongly the second explanation. This raises the question of whether any neu-
ral dynamics could be continuous in time across such a dramatic switch in network
dynamics, and accordingly, how much information is maintained from the decision
epoch to post-decision times.
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3.2.4 Continuous trial identity signals in the shared
activity space
Consider two extreme options for the behavior of dynamics across a strong dy-
namical switch. In the first option, there is a complete erasure of information across
the switch. In this case, when considering the dynamics in different states and trials
before their switch, characterized such as their rank among all the trials, will yield
no information regarding the state after the switch (Figure 3.4a). Alternatively,
the dynamics could have a strong, but orderly switch which would preserve much
information. In this scenario, the rank of a particular trial among others may well be
preserved despite the strong switch in dynamics, for instance (Figure 3.4b). These
two hypotheses are of course extremes. Here, we quantify this general tendency by
examining the rank ordering of trials before and after the switch between the delay
and response periods. We perform this analysis both for the full and for the shared
neural space.
We first tested the hypotheses based on the projection of simultaneous neural
dynamics to the instantaneous LDA (neural LDA score) (Figure 3.5a). The neural
LDA score was noisy in time but exhibited a separation across trial type from sam-
ple to response epochs, which kept the rank of trial type consistent in time (Figure
3.5b). Nevertheless, we found the rank correlation of neural dynamics was weak
across epochs within the same trial type (Figures 3.5cd). This could result from
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the level of noise in FNS. We therefore examined rank correlation in FNS tempo-
rally smoothed by different boxcar time windows (Figures 3.S3ab), which slightly
increased the rank correlation of neural LDA scores across epochs (Figure 3.S3c).
The failure to uncover continuity of rank dynamics could result also from the
strong independent inputs onto single neurons. We thus assumed that its continuous
presentation could be maintained in the dynamics of shared activities. We found that
the projection of neural-mode dynamics in SAS to the instantaneous LDA (neural-
mode LDA score) was clearly separated across trials (Figure 3.5e) and strongly cor-
related across time (Figure 3.5f), even within the same trial type (Figures 3.5gh);
a comparison with neural LDA score in boxcar-smoothed FNS, Figure 3.S3c).
In summary, we found that the rank dynamics of a single trial were inconsistent
and chaotic in FNS, due to the independent drives to each neuron, but highly ordered
in SAS, which supports the second hypothesis and indicates distinguishable neural
dynamics, as a trial identity signal, for each trial.
3.2.5 Error trials
The source of errors in decision making trials is often unclear, since the final action
depends on the robust integration of all sources of the neural signals (eigenvalues
were all close to one, Table 3.S6), and many factors such as noise during the process
of perception, or choice generation, or memory could have an impact on decisions.
Therefore, it is an emerging interest in systems neuroscience to track down the source
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CHAPTER 3. SINGLE-TRIAL DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
of error signals, as the technologies to observe and decode the single-trial dynamics of
the relevant circuits has become available (Kiani et al., 2015). Here, we examined the
structure of the dynamics in correct and in error trials. Surprisingly, we found that
the SAS could still predict substantial variability in a leave-one-neuron-out test even
during error trials (Figure 3.6a). Although the fraction of explained variance was
smaller in error trials (p < .001; Figure 3.6b), its value correlated strongly with the
explained variance in control trials (rs = .84, p < .001), indicating that similar neural
dynamics underlie the formation of both correct and error trials, but with different
levels of noise.
Figure 3.6 (preceding page): TLDS model still has predictive power in
error trials and reveals failure of trial identity maintenance in error trials.
a. Neuronal activity in error trials can be explained by other neurons in the same
recording session using TLDS model estimated from correct trial data only
(15-unit simultaneously recorded session). Top: observed neural activity in error
trials; bottom: prediction of neural activity using the leave-one-neuron-out methods
based on TLDS model fit given correct trials. Shaded area, std. across trials. b.
Across sessions, a substantial fraction of variability in error trials can be explained
by using an identical TLDS model as for correct trials, implying that an error trial
would be reproduced from a similar network as a correct trial, while the noise level
is comparatively large (each circle represents a simultaneously recorded session; color
of each circle represents the number of simultaneously recorded neurons; significant
difference, empty circle, p < .05; otherwise, filled circle). c-f. Same analyses of
LDA scores in shared-activity space using error trials as those in Figure 3g-j. Of
note, rank-order correlation of the instantaneous LDA score is weak across behavioral
epoch even for a trial type (contra-trial, e; ipsi-trial, f), indicating that trial identity
would be a complete loss even in error trials. g. The neural decodability of a trial-
correctness signal in full-neural space (black line; shaded area, sem. across trials) was
delayed compared to the signal in shared-activity space (purple line). h. This holds
true across sessions (each circle represents a simultaneously recorded session; color of
each circle represents the amount of explained variance captured by a TLDS model
in correct trials); time is aligned to the onset of response.
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If all trials follow the seemingly identical dynamics, what drives error trials to
make an error? We examined this through the dynamics of trial identity. In error
trials, the trial identity could be disrupted randomly in time. We found that the
overall correlation was weak and discontinuous in error trials across epochs (Figures
3.6c-f).
Importantly, we found that an apparent misclassification of trial identity could
happen early at the onset of a delay epoch (Figure 3.6d), which suggests that a
choice formed in the sample epoch was perhaps not correctly stored during the delay.
We therefore hypothesized that there could be some internal representation of the
correctness of a trial early on. We computed the instantaneous neural decodability
of trial-correctness in both FNS and SAS (Materials and Methods) and found
that the dynamics in SAS exhibited early separation of correct versus error trials,
showing neural prediction of trial-correctness in sample-delay epochs, while in FNS,
this separation was delayed until a response was made (Figure 3.6g). We note that
this is a prediction of trial-correctness without access to what the original identity of
the trial was, therefore it is not sufficient to decode trial type. Across sessions, the
dynamics of neural modes showed an early prediction of the trial-correctness (p <
.001; Figure 3.6h).
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3.3 Discussion
Identification of a decision variable (DV) is the key to neural mechanism of deci-
sion making (Gold and Shadlen, 2007). This was demonstrated by population codes
of the simultaneous neural activities (e.g. neural LDA score) (Beck et al., 2008).
In line with other studies, we found that the dynamics of DV in full-neural space
(FNS) was discontinuous at response time (Li et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the recent
studies showed that pre-sample neural activity could contain the information from
previous decisions, indicating that DV had to be sustained even after the response
(Morcos and Harvey, 2016). Therefore, we studied the neural dynamics in a shared-
activity space (SAS) and discovered the continuous signal of DV for decision and
post-decision neural dynamics and behaviors. Furthermore, our definition of DV in
SAS (neural-mode LDA score) carried the robust information of trial identity that
could differentiate among variabilities of the single trials in great details (e.g. reaction
time, performance and correctness). Importantly, our analysis of the neural activities
in SAS demonstrated quantitatively that (1) the dynamics of DV followed the nearly
non-leaky drift-diffusion model (Ratcliff and Smith, 2004; Ratcliff and Starns, 2009;
Kiani et al., 2008) (eigenvalues of latent dynamical systems are close to ones; Table
3.S6), (2) the dynamics of DV in errors could follow the same mechanism of that in
correct trials, except the amount of noise was larger, and (3) the neural signal could
also provide the early prediction of choice correctness, which mimicked a confidence
signal in decision making (Wei and Wang, 2015). The DV and confidence signal were
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both in SAS, although in different directions, they were partially correlated; notably,
the correlation was weak in FNS (data not shown). To our knowledge, this is the first
work to quantitatively examine the prediction power of error-trial neural dynamics
based on a model estimated by the correct trials.
Neural dynamics in SAS found the robust signals of trial identity that (1) were
shared across multiple neurons, and (2) demonstrated both the neural and behavioral
variabilities (e.g. reaction time, performance and correctness) on single trials. The
temporal robustness of the neural signal could be explained by (1) shared inputs
distributed across many neurons in a local circuit and (2) multiple copies of the
similar neural circuits on two hemispheres (Li et al., 2016). Since the neural signal
in SAS was robustly maintained for several seconds (>3 s on average; Table 3.S6)
in post-decision, such a neural signal could show up in pre-sample activity in the
following trial, which explains how a previous trial type is identified in pre-sample
neural activity.
Importantly, these neural dynamics were not simply equivalent to the de-noised in-
put onto single neurons. This was supported by the quantitative analysis in our study
and by the theoretical models (Druckmann and Chklovskii, 2012). The independent
non-informative input in FNS (even without noise) could drive the seemingly chaotic
behaviors of single neurons (usually assumed by random networks), while these dy-
namics would reside mostly in the null-space orthogonal to the coding space (Druck-
mann and Chklovskii, 2012; Li et al., 2016). Nevertheless, modeling neural dynamics
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in SAS was difficult if the single neuronal activity was strongly locked to a behavioral
epoch in time (Chapter 2). One could determine such a transition of the neural
dynamics using the Hidden Markov Model (Petreska et al., 2011), or alternatively, as
we did, by using a time-varying version of the latent dynamical systems.
Multi-electrode and optical imaging recordings provide simultaneous monitoring of
activity from tens to hundreds of neurons, and thus enable us to probe the statistical
structure of neural population activity. State-of-the-art statistical tools are required
to help us explore the informative neural dynamics in high dimensional space. Our
analysis, using the latent dynamical systems and leave-one-neuron-out estimations,
not only revealed the applicability of latent-space analysis in neural data to uncover
the task-relevant neural space (besides a simple dimensionality reduction), but also
provided the insight into the discovery of the neural signal to the continuous presen-
tation of DV and confidence signal that underlay the behavioral variabilities. Our
current study showed that the reaction time were predictable from DV, which, how-
ever, only applied to an exclusive trial type. In future research, one could examine
whether this holds true for simultaneous recordings with a larger number of the units
using calcium imaging, for which, one should consider the independent slow dynamics
of each unit in TLDS fit.
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3.4 Materials and Methods
3.4.1 Electrophysiological recordings
Mice were trained to perform a delayed version of a tactile discrimination task
(1.3-s sample and 1.3-s delay). Mice reported the position of a pole (anterior or
posterior) by directional licking (lick-left, trial type A; or lick-right, trial type B)
after a delay period. Electrophysiological recordings were performed on the left-
hemisphere anterolateral motor cortex (ALM) using 32-channel NeuroNexus silicon
probes or 64-channel Janelia silicon probes. The details of electrophysiology and spike
sorting were described in (Li et al., 2015) and (Guo et al., submitted).
We excluded trials with early licking, and for non-simultaneous recording data, we
selected neurons with >20 trials for each type (contra. and ipsi.) (Figures 3.3a-c).
Cells were previously classified as the fast-spike interneurons (n = 243) and pyramidal
cells (n = 1,320) in (Li et al., 2015) and (Guo et al., submitted). Neuronal depths
were at 48 - 1,329 um (32-channel) and 178 - 1,052 um (64-channel).
The simultaneous recording sessions were collected as those (1) that have > 5
units and (2) where the number of correct trials is more than the double the number
of units (8 sessions recorded using 32-channel; 11 sessions using 64-channel). The
fraction of pyramidal cells (see classification of cell types in (Li et al., 2015) and (Guo
et al., submitted)) in the simultaneous recording sessions ranged from 64% to 100%,
with an average of 79%; the depth was from 219 to 1,044 um; the difference of that in
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a single session was from 256 to 645 um, with a mean at 478 um. A detailed summary
is shown in Table 3.S3.
An example session (Session #11; Table 3.S3) shown in the text was a 15-unit
simultaneous recording at depths of 297 - 863 um and was one of the two sessions
without interneurons.
3.4.2 Single neuron analysis
For all analyses, we binned neural activity using a 67-ms discrete time window;
except that in Figures 3.S3ab, where we computed spike counts in a 150-ms (Figure
3.S3a) and 250-ms (Figure 3.S3b) in 10-ms steps. To compare the single trial
variability in different neural spaces, we computed std. (the standard deviation)
of neural dynamics within the same trial type; but Figure 3.S1 shows sem. (the
standard error of the mean).
To measure the dynamics of selectivity, we performed two-sample t tests with
neural activity over 67 ms discrete bins (Figure 3.S1b). We defined a neuron as
monophasic if it had consistent polarity of selectivity (p < .05) for >335 ms (5 con-
tinuous bins); a neuron was multiphasic if it had a switch of selectivity (p < .05)
with the periods of selectivity being at least 335 ms. The rest of the neurons were
considered to be nonselective neurons. We classified monophasic-selective neurons
into contra.- and ipsi.-preferring cells, according to the trial type for which they had
higher activity (p < .05, two-sample t-test).
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3.4.3 Coding directions and neural dynamics in
coding directions
To determine the coding directions by trial type, we applied linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) to neural dynamics grouped into 67-ms non-overlapped bins. The
optimal LDA decoder, lt, was computed separately for each time bin, t, using trials
in correct responses, where we indexed contra. trials as zeros and ipsi. trials as
ones. The neural dynamics projection to coding directions (neural LDA score) was
therefore computed as st = l
T
t rt, where rt is the vector of neural activity in time bin
t. This was based on our trial type index, st < 0 in contra. and st > 0 in ipsi. trials.
The same principle was applied to estimating LDA trial-type direction and its score
in other neural spaces. The correlation of LDA scores across time, t, and, t′, was
performed using Spearmen’s rank correlation, rs(t, t
′
) (which was not significantly
less than zero; p < .05), and across epochs, s, and, s′, which was < rs(t, t
′
) >t∈s;t′∈s′ .
Performance in the full-neural space was computed based on the neural activity in
a 350-ms time bin before the onset of response using 10-fold cross-validation (Figure
3.2b; error bar, std.); and in the shared-activity space, performance was computed
based on the instantaneous neural dynamics of a 67-ms time bin before the onset of
response.
To achieve robust estimation given the large number of neurons, we applied a
sparse version of LDA (Guo et al., 2007), with normalization of ||lt||2 = 1 (where
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|| · ||2, the L2 norm of the vector). In this case, the LDA coefficient would be close
to zero if a neuron fired at a low rate or contributed little to coding trial type. We
measured the similarity among coding directions across time, t, and, t′, as lTt lt′ . We
did not observe any lTt lt′ < 0.
We also performed similar LDA on neural dynamics to determine the coding direc-
tions of trial-correctness (correct versus error trials) and similar computation of LDA
scores in trial-correctness directions within different neural spaces. The performance
(decodability of trial-correctness) was computed based on instantaneous neural dy-
namics in discrete 67-ms time bins, using 10-fold cross-validation (shaded area, sem.;
Figure 3.6g). The chance level of the reward was computed as a fraction of correct
trials (Table 3.S5). The trial-correctness signal times were computed as those when
performance was significantly above the chance (p < .05, t test; Figure 3.6h).
3.4.4 Time-varying linear dynamics systems model
and neural mode dynamics
A time-varying linear dynamics systems (TLDS) model is an extended model of
linear dynamics systems (Roweis and Ghahramani, 1999; Ghahramani and Hinton,
1996a; Buesing et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2015; Kao et al., 2015; Macke et al., 2011), with
explicit modeling of the dynamics of the latent connectivity, A, and the projection, C.
The goal of TLDS was to reproduce the highly-correlated neural activity (r(t) ∈ RN)
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in the most possible low-dimensional neural-mode space (x(t) ∈ RM , M < N), where
neural modes followed explicitly the linear dynamics (Equations 3.1 and 3.2), which
were equivalent to maximize the joint probability







where r(t) − r0|x(t) ≡ r̄(t) ∼ N(C(s)x(t),Qext(s)); x(t)|x(t − 1) ∼ N(A(s)x(t −
1),Qint(s)), and the initial state of the neural mode x(1) ∼ N(x0, Q0).
The parameter set Θ included the amplitudes of external independent inputs
Qext(s) = σ
2
ext(n) onto each neuron (1 ≤ n ≤ N ; N , the number of neurons in
simultaneous recordings), the amplitude internal inputs Qint(s) = σ
2
int(m) in each
neural mode (1 ≤ m ≤ M ; M < N , the latent dimension), the latent connectivity,
A(s) ∈ RM×M , and the projection, C(s) ∈ RN×M for each epoch (i.e. pre-sample,
sample, delay, and response), and those associated with the initial state of the neural
mode x0, Q0 in each trial.
The estimation of TLDS followed the similar Expectation-Maximization step pre-
viously given by Ghahramani and Hinton (1996a). The expectation step was identical











t |{r̄t}1≤t≤T )−1, (3.3)
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Q∗ext(s) =
1
t(s) + 1− t(s− 1)
t(s)∑
t=t(s−1)




























where t(s) represents the final time point of epoch s and t(0) = 1. Here, we con-
strained the estimation of input matrices Qext(s) and Qint(s) to be diagonal after
each iteration of maximization. Further, we computed the dynamics of neural mode
in SAS as xt|{r̄t}1≤t≤T based on the expectation step.
Since only a small fraction of trials were errors (Table 3.S2), we cannot perform
the TLDS fit directly on error trials. Alternatively, the estimation of neural dynamics
in error trials was based on the TLDS fit from correct trials (Figure 3.6).
3.4.5 Leave-one-neuron-out estimation and opti-
mal dimension of the shared-input space
To determine the performance of the TLDS fit, we computed the variance ex-
plained below using an adapted leave-one-out procedure in cross-validation. The dy-
namics of each neural mode in the SAS modeled shared dynamics of many neurons,
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and little is influenced by kicking one neuron out of the estimation. Here we assumed
that xt|{r̄t}1≤t≤T ∼= xt|{r̄t}1≤t≤T to be the leave-one-neuron-out (LONO) estimation
(the ith neuron was kicked out) of the neural-mode dynamics. One would then com-
pute the estimation of the dynamics of ith neuron as r̂it = C
i(s)xt|{r̄t}1≤t≤T + ri0,
where Ci is the ith row of the projection matrix C. The explained variance,
R2 = 1− < ||rt − r̂t||
2
2 >t
< ||rt − r0||22 >t
,
thus measured the goodness-of-fit (where || · ||2, the L2 norm of the vector; < · >t,
averaged over time and trials), and determined to which degree the dynamics of a
single neuron can be represented by other neurons in the same population under
the assumption of a particular TLDS model. We called this procedure the LONO
estimation of TLDS fit.
To determine the optimal dimension of SAS, M, we performed a LONO estimation
of TLDS fit using 10-fold cross-validation for each possible dimension, 1 ≤M ≤ N−2
(Figure 3.S2b). The amount of the variance explained first increased (underfitting
region) then saturated or even decreased (overfitting region) as a function of the
SAS dimension. To avoid overfitting (where a neural mode was essentially projected
back to a single neuron), we picked the smallest dimension that reached >90% of
the maximum amount of variance explained. Moreover, to establish necessity for
epoch-dependent dynamics of matrices A and C, we analyzed the amount of variance
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explained in TLDS fit where A and C were constant matrices (constant A-C fit,
blue; epoch-dependent A-C fit, purple; Figure 3.S2b).
3.4.6 Reaction time correlations
We correlated the neural dynamics in coding directions with reaction times of
the first lick using Spearmen’s rank correlation. The neural dynamics in FNS were
estimated as the neural LDA score in a 350-ms time window before the onset of
response (Figure 3.S5e), and in SAS these were estimated as the instantaneous
neural mode LDA score in a 67-ms time window before the onset of response (Figure
3.2d). We used bootstrap (1,000 replications) to examine the significance of the
correlation (p < .05).
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3.5 Supplementary
3.5.1 Supplementary figures
Figure S1. (Supporting figure for Figure 3.3) Neural activity
in ALM exhibits a switch of selectivity at response in the 1st
PCA space
a. Exemplary single neural dynamics recorded from the anterolateral motor cor-
tex (ALM) exhibit diverse dynamics and trial type selectivity. Left: a monophasic-
selective neuron (contra-preferring). Color indicates trial type: contra. (blue) or ipsi.
(red), top: raster plots, bottom: trial averaged activity over trial types (shaded area,
sem. across trials). Middle: a multiphasic-selective neuron, i.e., a neuron that ex-
hibits a switch of trial type preference. Right: a non-selective neuron. b. Fraction of
variance and content in principal component directions. The 1st principal component
represents mostly the dynamics of temporal components across neurons. c. Neural
dynamics projected to the 1st LDA direction of trial type, where the LDA decoder
was computed based on averaged neural activity in sample (left), delay (middle) or
response (right) epochs. d. Same as Figure 3.3b, except for a shuffled trial. e.
Projection onto the 1st principal component over time, separately for each trial type
(lick-left red, lick-right blue). Data separated into populations according to neuronal
selectivity. From left to right: contra-preferring monophasic-selective, ipsi-preferring
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monophasic-selective, multiphasic-selective, and non-selective neuronal populations.
Interestingly, a switch of selectivity is present not just for the multiphasic-selective
population, but also for contra-preferring monophasic-selective population.
Figure S2. (Supporting figure for Figure 3.1) Fitting details
of time-varying linear dynamical system models
To determine the importance of a time-varying hypothesis of linear dynamical
system (LDS) fit, we refitted neural dynamics using the LDS model with constant
matrices A and C. a. The time-independent LDS can reproduce neural activity in
simultaneous recordings using the other neural activities from the same pool. Top:
Observed neuronal activity from 15-unit simultaneous recording session, bottom: pre-
diction of neuronal activity on prediction data where the activity of that neuron is
unobserved. However, the explained variance is low in a time-independent version of
the LDS model. b. Comparison of LDS fit in time-varying (purple line and circles;
error bar, std estimated from 10-fold cross-validation) and time-independent condi-
tions (blue line and circles) across 19 simultaneous recording sessions. The explained
variance increases with the dimension of shared input space and is consistently high
in TLDS. c. We determined the optimal dimension of TLDS fit to be the minimum
dimension that explained > .90 peak variance in all fits. The optimal dimension is
concentrated at 3 or 4 across sessions, regardless of the dimension of full-neural space.
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Figure 3.S1: Neural activity in ALM exhibits a switch of selectivity at
response in the 1st PCA space.
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Figure 3.S2: Fitting details of time-varying linear dynamical system mod-
els.
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Figure S3. (Supporting figure for Figure 3.5) Rank correlation
of trials is higher in shared-input space than that in boxcar-
smoothed full-neural space
a. Same analysis as Figure 3.5a-d using temporally boxcar-smoothed neural
activity in full-neural space (time window is 150 ms). b. The same analysis as a
with boxcar time window at 250 ms. The rank correlation within local time window
increases compared to discrete binned neural activity (Figures 3.5a-d); however,
the rank correlation across epochs does not improve notably. c. Comparison of
rank correlation (similarity index) in smoothed full-neural space (250-ms boxcar) and
that in shared-input space (each circle represents a simultaneously recorded session;
error bar, std .of rank correlation using bootstrap; color, average rank correlation
across epochs; black, average rank correlation across a pre-sample epoch; navy, aver-
age rank correlation across sample epoch; red, average rank correlation across delay
epoch; green, average rank correlation across response epoch; cyan, average rank
correlation between pre-sample and sample epochs; yellow, average rank correlation
between sample and delay epochs; magenta, average rank correlation between delay
and response epochs). Rank correlation is higher in shared-input space (p < .001,
paired t-test), which indicates that it is not simply the temporally uncorrelated noise
that disrupts the continuity of neural dynamics of trial identity, but some funda-
mental independent variables affecting each neuron. d. We examined whether any
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systematic bias drives a higher rank correlation of trial identity in a specific trial type.
Across sessions, our study showed equal drive for both trial types (a bias could only
exist in a small session with a few units; p = .468, paired t-test).
Figure S4. (Supporting figure for Figures 3.1, 3.5) Rank cor-
relation of trials using neural dynamics in Gaussian Process
Factor Analysis space
We compared the same analysis in Figure 3.5 based on a TLDS model with that
from a popular latent-space analysis model, named Gaussian Process Factor Analysis
(GPFA) (Yu et al., 2009). a. Same as Figure 3.1c using the GPFA model. b. Same
as Figures 3.5a-d using GPFA model. c. The same comparison as Figure 3.S3c
between neural dynamics in shared-activity space (TLDS model) and that in GPFA
space (GPFA model). Neural dynamics in shared-activity space exhibited a better
separation across trial types (left, p < .001, paired t-test), while the separation of
trial identity in the same trial type was similar in shared-activity space to that in
GPFA space. d. The optimal dimension of GPFA space increases, significantly in a
given range, as a function of the number of simultaneously recorded units (rs = .80,
p < .001) (each circle represents a simultaneously recorded session; color, optimal
dimension of shared-activity space; navy, the optimal dimension of shared-input space
is 2; blue, 3; green, 4; yellow, 5). e. The explained variance of neural dynamics is
similar in shared-input space to that in GPFA space (p = .532, paired t-test; each
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Figure 3.S3: Rank correlation of trials is higher in shared-input space than
that in boxcar-smoothed full-neural space.
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circle represents a simultaneously recorded session).
Figure S5. (Supporting figure for Figure 3.2d) Details of rank
correlation between neural-mode LDA score and reaction time
Estimation of rank correlation between the neural-mode LDA score and reaction
time could be influenced if the range of behavioral variability to reaction time was
small. We examined this effect by plotting the rank correlation against the standard
deviation of behavioral reaction time in each trial type. a. Plot of the rank correlation
in shared-input space against the standard deviation of behavioral reaction time in
contra. trial (significant correlation, filled circle, p < .05; otherwise, empty circle;
color follows the same schematic as Figure 3.2d). b. Same as a for ipsi. trial. c-d.
The same as a-b in full neural space, where the neural activity was the averaged in a
350 ms time window before response. e. Same as Figure 3.2d in full neural space,
where the neural activity was the averaged in a 350 ms time window before response.
3.5.2 Supplementary tables
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Figure 3.S4: Rank correlation of trials using neural dynamics in Gaussian
Process Factor Analysis space.
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Figure 3.S5: Rank correlation between neural-mode LDA score and reac-
tion time.
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Table 3.S1: Correct trial information
Contra. Correct Ipsi. Correct
Session Index # units # trials Spike range (Hz) # trials Spike range (Hz)
#01 6 23 4.47 - 13.16 24 5.32 - 11.44
#02 7 45 5.89 - 25.25 29 4.83 - 27.83
#03 8 32 3.11 - 25.08 29 3.46 - 24.76
#04 7 22 4.06 - 19.47 22 4.17 - 18.32
#05 11 34 9.31 - 40.76 33 2.66 - 35.01
#06 6 39 5.59 - 15.59 53 5.51 - 17.73
#07 7 38 5.74 - 23.21 18 3.46 - 26.20
#08 6 38 4.33 - 32.43 33 4.00 - 28.35
#09 7 36 0.65 - 12.80 49 0.38 - 12.58
#10 8 76 1.10 - 12.74 23 0.53 - 11.67
#11 15 51 0.79 - 24.97 67 0.92 - 17.22
#12 10 40 0.47 - 24.99 33 0.50 - 26.99
#13 12 36 0.60 - 18.88 32 0.62 - 17.19
#14 17 133 0.87 - 18.86 98 0.71 - 15.24
#15 18 84 0.87 - 22.75 59 0.45 - 18.09
#16 10 82 0.68 - 20.25 80 0.48 - 18.27
#17 12 117 0.90 - 35.06 70 0.55 - 31.76
#18 14 115 2.32 - 29.42 94 1.94 - 23.15
#19 18 62 0.91 - 30.92 53 1.37 - 23.62
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Table 3.S2: Error trial information
Contra. Error Ipsi. Error
Session Index # units # trials Spike range (Hz) # trials Spike range (Hz)
#01 6 4 5.20 - 16.86 5 4.09 - 15.61
#02 7 15 5.72 - 26.03 6 4.53 - 25.02
#03 8 8 3.54 - 24.12 3 4.18 - 28.72
#04 7 7 4.21 - 20.07 5 3.31 - 17.46
#05 11 7 4.54 - 41.46 4 7.81 - 41.77
#06 6 20 4.99 - 18.85 5 4.47 - 18.54
#07 7 7 2.78 - 23.53 29 4.07 - 23.53
#08 6 9 4.20 - 31.35 32 4.67 - 31.35
#09 7 5 0.42 - 13.80 19 0.38 - 10.81
#10 8 15 0.63 - 16.50 35 0.80 - 14.87
#11 15 13 1.04 - 18.43 26 0.98 - 20.70
#12 10 9 0.41 - 25.12 10 0.40 - 22.92
#13 12 3 0.45 - 17.09 10 0.83 - 19.12
#14 17 10 0.56 - 15.88 11 0.91 - 14.42
#15 18 27 0.58 - 12.66 7 0.44 - 18.89
#16 10 7 0.36 - 13.93 12 0.21 - 17.17
#17 12 2 0.48 - 31.41 4 0.24 - 35.32
#18 14 19 0.84 - 27.60 5 1.43 - 32.42
#19 18 14 1.07 - 27.62 12 0.53 - 32.12
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Table 3.S3: Recording methods, depth and cell type information
Depth range (um) Cell type
Session Index # units Recording min max # pyr # int
#01 6 32-channel 274.04 701.10 4 2
#02 7 32-channel 390.41 710.71 5 2
#03 8 32-channel 370.13 903.96 7 1
#04 7 32-channel 293.25 933.85 6 1
#05 11 32-channel 371.19 905.03 8 3
#06 6 32-channel 489.70 810.00 4 2
#07 7 32-channel 230.26 657.33 5 2
#08 6 32-channel 577.25 897.55 6 0
#09 7 64-channel 219.96 849.83 6 1
#10 8 64-channel 265.48 670.77 7 1
#11 15 64-channel 297.17 862.47 15 0
#12 10 64-channel 369.47 817.66 8 2
#13 12 64-channel 434.48 950.40 10 2
#14 17 64-channel 573.06 1008.77 14 3
#15 18 64-channel 466.89 977.70 13 5
#16 10 64-channel 748.58 1004.86 7 3
#17 12 64-channel 442.59 1043.90 9 3
#18 14 64-channel 489.18 1030.59 9 5
#19 18 64-channel 364.20 1009.08 13 5
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Table 3.S4: Explained variance
Session Index Correct Error Correct mean model
Mean Sem Mean Sem Mean
#01 .09 .02 .00 .08 .33
#02 .22 .02 .16 .04 .42
#03 .13 .01 .00 .08 .43
#04 .20 .02 .10 .05 .48
#05 .36 .02 .24 .06 .54
#06 .08 .01 .02 .03 .43
#07 .11 .02 .00 .04 .42
#08 .56 .02 .22 .04 .55
#09 .13 .04 .09 .09 .25
#10 .14 .03 -.03 .07 .38
#11 .42 .02 .22 .02 .54
#12 .18 .02 .00 .03 .51
#13 .29 .01 .18 .05 .47
#14 .36 .01 .22 .03 .48
#15 .47 .01 .27 .02 .57
#16 .41 .01 .32 .03 .49
#17 .37 .01 .33 .04 .48
#18 .44 .01 .49 .01 .50
#19 .36 .01 .25 .02 .50
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Table 3.S5: Neural dynamics and reaction time correlation
LDA-RT correlation TLDS LDA-RT correlation
Session Index Contra Ipsi Contra Ipsi
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
#01 .04 .35 -.02 .34 -.09 .35 -.05 .34
#02 .03 .25 -.09 .31 .10 .25 .03 .31
#03 -.24 .28 .39 .27 -.06 .30 .22 .30
#04 .11 .36 -.10 .36 .10 .36 -.16 .35
#05 .25 .27 .13 .29 .25 .27 .22 .28
#06 -.27 .25 .24 .22 .02 .27 .29 .21
#07 -.01 .27 -.20 .39 -.06 .27 .14 .39
#08 -.04 .27 .20 .28 -.04 .27 .16 .28
#09 .16 .27 .18 .23 .05 .28 .26 .22
#10 .02 .19 .21 .34 .11 .19 -.33 .32
#11 .03 .23 -.27 .19 -.01 .23 -.29 .19
#12 .15 .26 -.02 .29 -.08 .26 -.17 .28
#13 .17 .27 .19 .29 .31 .25 -.09 .29
#14 .17 .14 .14 .16 .32 .13 .07 .17
#15 .03 .18 -.17 .21 -.06 .18 -.19 .21
#16 -.22 .17 -.01 .19 .03 .18 -.05 .18
#17 .04 .15 .14 .19 .07 .15 .06 .20
#18 .08 .15 .02 .17 .21 .15 -.11 .17
#19 -.05 .21 -.10 .23 .07 .21 -.18 .22
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Table 3.S6: Effective eigenvalues
Session Index Sample Delay Response
#01 0.98 0.98 0.97
#02 0.98 1.00 0.98
#03 1.01 1.00 1.00
#04 0.93 0.92 1.00
#05 1.01 0.99 0.94
#06 0.85 0.99 0.89
#07 0.98 0.99 1.00
#08 0.98 0.99 1.00
#09 0.90 0.92 0.96
#10 0.99 0.98 0.99
#11 0.97 1.00 1.01
#12 0.96 0.94 0.96
#13 0.99 0.99 0.94
#14 1.00 1.00 0.99
#15 1.00 0.99 1.00
#16 0.98 1.01 0.99
#17 0.97 1.01 1.01
#18 1.00 0.99 1.00
#19 1.00 1.00 1.02
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Chapter 4
Confidence Estimation as a
Stochastic Process in a Neural
Dynamical System of Decision
Making
Evaluation of confidence about one’s knowledge is key to the brain’s ability to
monitor cognition. To investigate the neural mechanism of confidence assessment,
we examined a biologically realistic spiking network model and found that it repro-
duced salient behavioral observations and single-neuron activity data from a monkey
experiment designed to study confidence about a decision under uncertainty. Interest-
ingly, the model predicts that changes of mind can occur in a mnemonic delay when
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confidence is low; the probability of changes of mind increases (decreases) with task
difficulty in correct (error) trials. Furthermore, a so-called “hard-easy effect” observed
in humans naturally emerges, i.e. behavior shows under-confidence (underestimation
of correct rate) for easy or moderately difficult tasks, and overconfidence (overesti-
mation of correct rate) for very difficult tasks. Importantly, in the model, confidence
is computed using a simple neural signal in individual trials, without explicit repre-
sentation of probability functions. Therefore, even a concept of metacognition can be
explained by sampling a stochastic neural activity pattern (Wei and Wang, 2015).
4.1 Introduction
A key to the monitoring of cognition (metacognition) is our ability to evaluate the
degree of confidence that we have about a decision, a strategy to tackle the problem at
hand, a newly acquired piece of knowledge, and so on. Confidence estimation has been
an important subject of research in cognitive and developmental psychology (Flavell,
1979; Vickers, 1979). In laboratory studies, confidence can be measured using post-
decision wagering (PDW), where subjects first perform a perceptual decision, and
then make a high-low bet between a risky option (associated with a high reward if
the first-order choice is correct, a loss otherwise) and a safe option (associated with a
low reward regardless of the first-order choice). If subjects have less confidence about
their choice, they should be more likely to bet on the low but certain reward option
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(Persaud et al., 2007; Dienes and Seth, 2010; Fleming and Dolan, 2010; Fleming et
al., 2010; Kepecs and Mainen, 2012). Recently, researchers have begun to use PDW
with behaving animals to explore the neural basis of confidence estimation (Smith et
al., 2003; Kepecs et al., 2008; Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2011; Middlebrooks and
Sommer, 2012; Lak et al., 2014).
In a monkey experiment, Kiani and Shadlen (2009) extended a well-known dis-
crimination task to examine neural signals correlated with confidence. In this task,
a subject is required to decide between two possible directions (indicated by two di-
rectional targets) of a random-dots motion stimulus. Specifically, Kiani and Shadlen
used a fixed-duration (FD) version of the task (Shadlen and Newsome, 2001), where
the visual motion stimulus is followed by a delay period, and monkeys must indicate
the decision at the end of the delay by a saccadic response to one of the directional
targets. In a random subset of trials, they offered a third target (namely the “sure”
target, Ts) during the delay period, and monkeys could opt to Ts for a certain but
small amount of reward. Interestingly, monkeys selected Ts more often when motion
strength was weaker or stimulus duration became shorter, under which conditions
the error rate was higher and selecting Ts gave rise to an overall increases in rewards
across trials. The probability of choosing Ts (Psure) thus reflected a degree of choice
uncertainty. Importantly, Psure was found to be correlated with single-neuron activity
in the lateral intraparietal (LIP) area, an area that was correlated with accumulating
decision evidence of a choice. This finding supports the intuitive idea that confidence
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signal is an integral part of a decision process (Vickers, 1979), and reflected in a neural
decision variable (Gold and Shadlen, 2007).
Computational schemes have been proposed for the study of confidence (Vickers,
1979; Kepecs et al., 2008; Ratcliff and Starns, 2009; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009; Pleskac
and Busemeyer, 2010; Rolls et al., 2010a; Rolls et al., 2010b; Moreno-Bote, 2010;
Kepecs and Mainen, 2012). In particular, using drift diffusion model (DDM) (Ratcliff
and Smith, 2004), confidence has been defined in terms of the log posterior ratio for
the two choices given the decision variable (DV) at the time of behavioral response
(Kiani and Shadlen, 2009). This DDM, nevertheless, has some limitations when
accounting for the complexity of confidence estimation, e.g. a DV that terminates
at a fixed threshold may not present a graded confidence across trials (Kiani et al.,
2014), and the behavioral change of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
under bias cannot be explained (Van Zandt, 2000).
In this work, in order to uncover the neural circuit mechanism underlying confi-
dence estimation, we took a different approach and employed a biophysically realistic
cortical network model of spiking neurons, which was previously shown to success-
fully simulate the two-target random-dots motion direction discrimination experiment
(Furman and Wang, 2008). We investigated whether the same model could accurately
reproduce the salient findings from Kiani and Shadlen (2009). The model is endowed
with a continuous network of neurons that can represent any direction; therefore it
can be readily extended to incorporate the presentation of a sure target (Ts) during
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a delay period. Notably, such a model of decision-making and memory processes was
not originally designed for the Kiani-Shadlen experiment to account for confidence
estimation. It is thus surprising that the model can capture both a range of behav-
ioral performance data and physiological observations from LIP single neurons. We
noted that neurons selective for Ts win the competition (thus Ts was chosen) when
the activities of neurons selective for the two alternative choices are indistinguish-
able. Quantitatively, we found that confidence could be estimated, at any time, as a
sigmoid function of the differential firing activity of the two competing neural pools
selective for the alternative choices (Beck et al., 2008). Therefore, choice confidence
is computed simultaneously when a decision is made, and a trial-by-trial variation of
choice is generated by sampling of stochastic neural dynamics (Wang, 2008).
4.2 Results
We performed computer simulations of Kiani-Shadlen task (Figure 4.1A), using
a neuronal decision model (Furman and Wang, 2008). In this model, the pyramidal
cells are selective for motion direction as an analog stimulus feature, and are uniformly
distributed along a ring according to their preferred directions. Pyramidal cells are
endowed with strong recurrent excitation, which is balanced by feedback inhibition
mediated by interneurons (Figure 4.1B). We assumed that the neural representation
of motion stimulus in middle-temporal area (MT) exhibits normalization (Heeger,
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1992; Treue et al., 2000) (Figure 4.1C). The output from MT converges with other
visual inputs such as choice targets to the decision circuit. Without loss of generality,
we placed the choice targets TA at 90
◦, TB at 270
◦, and Ts at 180
◦ (Figure 4.1D).
In a short delay after the target onset, a random-dots motion stimulus is presented
and, in our model, the network integrates the motion signal gradually over time. If
a categorical choice is formed through attractor dynamics (Wang, 2002; Wong and
Wang, 2006; Furman and Wang, 2008; Wang, 2008), that choice is maintained in
the form of a persistent activity pattern during a delay period. Since the network
dynamics are stochastic, a decision may not be reached during stimulus presentation.
Network activity continues to evolve during the delay through slow NMDA-mediated
Figure 4.1 (preceding page): Schematic description of the decision task
and model architecture
(A) Procedure of a simulated fixed-duration discrimination task. Following a fixation
period, two targets (large red circles) appear, indicating the alternative choices. A
random-dots motion stimulus is presented for 110 ms to 627 ms followed by a de-
lay period. A saccade to one of the alternatives indicates the decision at the end
of the delay. In some trials, a sure target (blue circle) is shown from 675 ms after
the motion offset, and choosing it leads to a certain but small amount of reward. A
detailed task scheme is shown in lower panel; the input of target (motion, and sure
target, respectively) is delayed 100 ms (200 ms, and 100 ms, respectively) to the on-
set of target (motion, and sure target, respectively). (B) Neural network structure.
The network consists of excitatory pyramidal cells (EXC) and inhibitory interneurons
(INH). The pyramidal cells are uniformly placed on a continuous ring and each neuron
is labeled by its preferred motion direction (shown as the arrow in pyramidal cells).
The excitatory-to-excitatory connections between pyramidal cells are structured as a
Gaussian function of the difference in their preferred directions (upper black curve)
and the connections from and onto interneurons are broad. (C) Motion input (cen-
tered at 90◦) with different motion strengths, the integral of which is identical for all
motion strengths. (D) Normalized input of two directional targets (namely TA at 90
◦
and TB at 270
◦), and a sure target (namely Ts at 180
◦).
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reverberation, and this process can be altered in the event that Ts is presented and
this third option becomes available.
4.2.1 Network dynamics in a fixed duration task
with post decision wagering at zero motion
strength
In experiments using single-unit recording, each neuron was recorded indepen-
dently, one at a time, and its selectivity and dynamics were evaluated across trials,
whereas in our model, all neurons are monitored simultaneously in a single trial.
At the population level, the ramping activity is demonstrated as the gradual devel-
opment of a bell-shaped activity pattern (bump) around the direction of a selected
target. The stimulated neural dynamics in Figure 4.2 can be compared directly with
single-neuron data from area LIP: for a neuron with the preferred direction at TA, TA
and TB are equivalent to Tin and Topp in Kiani-Shadlen experiment (2009).
Figure 4.2A shows the spatiotemporal spiking activity of the network model in
a trial without Ts presented. Although the input is identical to all the pyramidal cells
at zero motion strength, the two activity bumps compete with each other through
shared inhibitory feedback and stochastic recurrent dynamics. Eventually one bump
ramps up, while the other one decays, leading to a categorical choice (Wang, 2002;
Wong et al., 2007; Furman and Wang, 2008). The ramping-up bump is maintained
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Figure 4.2 (preceding page): Neuronal activity of sample trials at zero
motion strength
(A) A sample trial where Ts was not presented (stimulus duration is 627 ms). Neural
pools centered around the two directional targets eventually diverge from each other,
that near TA wins the competition and its activity persists during the delay in the
form of a bell-shaped “bump attractor”. (B) Average firing rate of the neural pools
at TA (black line) and TB (red line) of the trial in (A). (C) Two sample trials where Ts
was presented (stimulus duration is 627 ms). Upper panel: the sure target induced
a transient response which was suppressed due to feedback inhibition within the
circuit and the neural pool at TA preserves similar activity to that in (A), therefore
Ts was waived. Lower panel: the neural pool around Ts fires at a sufficiently high
rate that it overcomes the competition with the other neural pools which in turn
is suppressed by feedback inhibition, therefore Ts was selected. Note that in this
trial the neural activities of two competing bumps are indistinguishable prior to Ts
onset, and gradually decay to a low level after Ts onset. (D) Neural activities at
TA (black lines), TB (red lines), Ts (blue lines) of the trials in (C). Dashed curves:
the trial where Ts was selected; solid curves: the trial where Ts was waived. Note
that the stimulus condition was identical for the two sample trials, whether the sure
target was chosen or waived was completely determined by network dynamics that
fluctuated from trial to trial. (E-F) Average activities of RA, RB and Rs across
different motion strengths, which follow the same conventions as those in Figures B
and D. (G-H) Network dynamics underlying a trial-by-trial variation of choice in
a 3D (RA, RB, Rs) decision state space: (G) neural activity trajectories of the two
sampling trials in (C) from 150 ms after motion onset, the starting (end, respectively)
points of which are marked by circles (triangles, respectively); time sequence of the
trial waiving Ts (black line, 1-2 steps) follows that network walks around RA=RB
before Ts onset (Step 1 in 2D,E; black circles), and then converges to Rs after Ts
onset (Step 2 in 2D,E; black circles); time sequence of the trial selecting Ts (red line,
1-4 steps) follows that network goes towards to RA before Ts onset (Step 1 in 2D,E;
red circles), and then walks along Rs direction after Ts onset (step 2 in 2D,E; red
circles), then converges back to RA again (Step 3-4 in 2D,E; red circles); (H) those
of the other 18 sampling trials at the same stimulus condition. For the trials waiving
Ts, the network first converges to a choice attractor TA (red lines) or TB (green lines)
preceding Ts onset; it then moves along the direction parallel to Rs axis due to the
presentation of Ts, and finally converges back to the initial choice attractor. While
for the trials choosing Ts (grey lines), the network first walks around the diagonal line
RA=RB (Rs ' 0) and then converges to the sure attractor Ts after its presentation.
Neural dynamics therefore acts as a 3-way competition and the basins of attraction
are clearly separated.
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by the persistent activity in delay (Compte et al., 2000). At the single-unit level, the
firing activities of neurons at TA and TB (RA and RB, respectively) diverge over time
after motion onset leading to the network’s choice (TA). The winning neural pool
persists its firing activity till the end of delay (Figure 4.2B).
In trials when Ts is presented (Figures 4.2C-D), again the attractor dynamics
dictate the network’s choice behavior, and we identified a choice of Ts by the firing
activity of neurons at Ts (Rs): the network selects Ts (Figure 4.2D, solid blue line),
if Rs persists at a high rate; it waives Ts (Figure 4.2D, dash blue line), if Rs decays
to a low rate. In the trial where Ts is waived, we observed the same divergence and
persistent activity of RA (choice) and RB as that without Ts presented (Figure 4.2C,
upper panel; Figure 4.2D, solid lines); however, if the network selects Ts, RA and
RB are indistinguishable at some intermediate rates without significant divergence
(Figure 4.2C, lower panel; Figures 4.2D, dash lines; RA=32.5 Hz, RB=33.6 Hz at
Ts onset), and then both decay to low rates as neurons around Ts win the competition.
The average firing activities of RA, RB, and Rs across different motion strengths (100
trials for each motion strength) are shown in Figures 4.2E-F, which follow the same
conventions as those in Figure 4.2B and Figure 4.2D. All these are similar to the
observed LIP neuronal data (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009) from motion input onset time
to the end of trial, which is the critical period for capturing the neural dynamics of
choosing and waiving Ts in the experiment. While a difference of neuronal activities
could exist before motion input onset in our model, compared to the experimental
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observations, this is not important for predicting a choice of TA, TB or Ts.
We further studied the neural dynamics that underlies a choice of the network
among TA, TB and Ts. Taking trials in Figure 4.2C for example, we visualized
the neural trajectories in a 3D decision space (RA, RB, Rs) following the sequences
marked in Figure 2D (Figure 4.2G). In the trial where Ts is waived (Figure 4.2G,
red line), the network first converges to a choice attractor (TA), then leaves away
from and returns to it again after the presentation of Ts; in the trial where Ts is
selected (Figure 4.2G, grey line), the network wanders around the diagonal line
(RA=RB, Rs ' 0) and then converges to the attractor Ts. These trajectories in
decision space imply that the presentation of Ts could induce a sure attractor, which
behaves similar to choice attractors; the network could thus act like a three-way
competition after the presentation of Ts. To test this, we visualized more sampling
trials at the same stimulus condition and explored the basin of attraction for each
attractor (Figure 4.2H). We found that for trials choosing TA, TB and Ts (Figure
4.2H, red, green and grey lines, respectively), the networks converge to the choice
attractors TA (near the RA axis), TB (near the RB axis) and the sure attractor Ts
(near the Rs axis), respectively. The whole decision space is thereby separated into
three attractor regions, and due to this structure of decision space, the location of
each neural trajectory at the moment of Ts onset (namely the initial location) can
potentially predict the choice of a network (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009). Particularly,
if the initial location of a network is close to a choice attractor, it would eventually
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converge back to that choice attractor again after Ts onset, while if its initial location
is around the diagonal line, it more likely converges to a sure attractor. Notably, if
the initial location of a network is between the diagonal line and a choice attractor,
it could either continue converging to that choice attractor or change its mind to
Ts (We will discuss it later in Figure 4.7). Therefore, our model demonstrates
that a categorical choice of a network in this task could be generated by a 3-way
competition among attractors TA, TB and Ts, which relies internally on the stochastic
neural dynamics (Wang, 2008).
4.2.2 Behavioral performance
The model’s performance is quantified by the fraction of trials corresponding to
a particular behavioral response. Figure 4.3 exhibits the probability of choosing Ts
(Psure) and accuracy (Pcorrect) for trials when Ts is not presented or Ts is shown but
waived. At a fixed stimulus duration, our model shows that Psure decreases while
Pcorrect increases with the motion strength; Pcorrect improves in trials where Ts was
shown but waived (Figure 4.3A). Moreover, Figure 4.3B shows that Psure decreases
with the stimulus duration, therefore the network selects Ts more often for weaker
motion strength or shorter duration; Pcorrect increases monotonically with stimulus
duration for trials with or without Ts presented (Figure 4.3B, right panel, solid and
dash lines, respectively). For a given motion strength and stimulus duration, Pcorrect
is higher for trials where Ts is shown but waived than those without Ts presented,
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implying that Psure is a probe of uncertainty (Whiteley and Sahani, 2008; Kepecs and
Mainen, 2012). In conclusion, the model successfully reproduces the salient behavioral
observations in the monkey experiment (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009) (Figure 4.3C).
4.2.3 Choice confidence as a logistic function of
the differential activity
Consistent with the neurophysiological observation (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009),
RA and RB undergo brief decreases after Ts onset in our model (Figure 4.2C). This
is because Ts stimulates neurons selective for the sure target, and their increased
firing activity recruits more feedback inhibition that reduces RA and RB in a three-
way competition (Figure 4.2H). We therefore hypothesized that the network would
opt to Ts if it has not converged to a stable attractor for TA (RA >> RB) or TB
(RA << RB); the differential activity |RA −RB| at Ts onset determines Psure.
We first observed that RA and RB could diverge in the late phase of delay. The
Figure 4.3 (preceding page): Behavioral performance
(A) Model performance (at a fixed stimulus duration of 627 ms). Left panel: the prob-
ability of choosing Ts (Psure) decreases as a sigmoid function of the motion strength;
Right panel: accuracy in trials where Ts is not shown (Pcorrect) increases as a sigmoid
function of the motion strength (filled black curve), and it is improved in trials when
Ts was shown but waived (open black curve). (B) At different stimulus durations,
Psure decreases with motion strength and stimulus duration; Pcorrect is higher in trials
where Ts was shown but waived (solid lines, filled circles) than that where Ts was
not shown (dash lines, open circles). (C) Behavioral data from Kiani-Shadlen (2009)
task using awake monkeys. Comparing Figures B with C, model reproduces salient
behavioral observations from the monkey experiment.
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long divergent time (> Ts onset) implies that there is a quasi-stable state at RA = RB,
around which the network could wander, but eventually the network would escape
from it and converge to a stable attractor, generating a choice. We next studied
whether the network in a state around RA=RB would opt to Ts (e.g. Figure 4.2H,
grey lines). For individual sample trials, we visualized RA and RB against each
other on a decision space. Figures 4.4A-B show that the activity of the network
falls down along a diagonal line and then separates into three groups for choices of
TA, TB and Ts. In trials where Ts is waived, the network converges to one of two
stable attractors, TA or TB (Figures 4.4A-B, gray lines), while in those where Ts is
selected, the network walks randomly around the quasi-stable state at RA = RB ' 35
Figure 4.4 (preceding page): Differential activity of two competing choices
determines whether a sure target is waived
(A-B) Single-trial dynamics of the network in the decision state space, where the
population firing rates RA and RB are plotted against each other (the starting point
of each network trajectory is marked as a red circle and ending point is marked as
an open circle). Grey: trials when Ts was waived; black: trials when Ts was selected.
The dynamical trajectories are shown from 100 ms after motion onset to its offset
(left panels), then to Ts input onset (right panels), at different motion strengths (A:
3.2%; B: 12.8%; stimulus duration: 627 ms). At the onset of motion stimulus, both
RA and RB are high (∼ 90 Hz), near the diagonal line, due to the presentation of
directional targets. The population dynamics first decays along the diagonal line,
induced by a suppression of target inputs after motion onset. In trials when Ts was
waived, the network trajectory converges to one of two target attractors (where RA
is high and RB is low, or vice versa), whereas in trials when Ts was selected, the
population dynamics continues to wonder randomly around the diagonal line. The
absolute value of differential activity at Ts onset therefore determines whether Ts is
waived. (C-D) The distribution of RA-RB at Ts onset is a function of the motion
strength (C: 3.2%; D: 12.8%) and stimulus duration (presented in each column),
where the percentage of trials around zero decreases with the motion strength and
stimulus duration. This explains why Psure decreases with the motion strength and
stimulus duration.
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Hz (Figures 4.4A-B, black lines). In summary, once the network converges to a
stable attractor prior to Ts onset, Ts is waived; if it wanders around RA = RB, the
network is likely to opt to Ts.
The studies of the similar attractor models (Wang, 2002; Wong and Wang, 2006;
Wong et al., 2007; Furman and Wang, 2008; Wang, 2008) showed that early divergence
of RA and RB (bias to one attractor) determines the probability of choosing TA and TB
as a function of the motion strength and stimulus duration. One can thus expect that
early divergence would also result in a decrease of Psure as a function of the motion
strength and stimulus duration. To examine this, we investigated the distributions
of RA−RB with different motion strengths at Ts onset. Figures 4.4C-D show that
the percentage of the trials around RA = RB decreases with higher motion strength
or longer stimulus duration, resulting in a decrease of Psure.
Although the early divergence plays a dominant role in the network dynamics,
network continues to evolve via NMDA-mediated reverberatory dynamics; the slow
stochastic dynamics could thus drive the network away from RA = RB in the later
phase of the delay. Consequently, Psure depends on Ts onset time. Figure 4.5A
displays the evolution of the distribution of RA − RB at different times from motion
offset, demonstrating that the slow stochastic dynamics also plays an essential role
in the networks behavior. Across trials, our model predicts that Psure decreases with
longer Ts onset times (Figure 4.5B), because more trials settle down to a stable
attractor later in the delay, i.e. the percentage of trials with RA=RB decreases with
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Figure 4.5: Onset time of sure target determines the probability of choos-
ing sure target but has little impact on accuracy
(A) At a fixed motion strength and stimulus duration (12.8% and 627 ms, respec-
tively), RA − RB continues to change after motion offset (time presented in each
column is relative to motion offset), and is settled down only until the late phase of
delay (> 1200 ms in simulation). (B-C) Psure decreases as a function of Ts input onset
time (575 ms: blue; 750 ms: green; 925 ms: red), while Pcorrect remains unaffected.
(D) Probability of choosing TA (at the end of the delay) depends on the differential
activity, |RA−RB|, at Ts onset (filled circles: simulation data from B-C where coh =
12.8% and motion direction towards to TA; dashed line: logistic function fit). When
|RA−RB| is large, the sign of RA-RB determines the choice at Ts onset, i.e. positive
for TA, and negative for TB. If |RA−RB| is small (RA−RB from -5 Hz to 5 Hz), the
probability of choosing TA increases with RA−RB. Data in this figure are composed
of those at all Ts onset times.
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Ts onset. Interestingly, we found that Pcorrect was nearly constant with different Ts
onset times (Figure 4.5C). This happens because Pcorrect =
rAB
1+rAB
, where rAB is
the ratio of the number of trials at attractor TA (choice) to that at attractor TB at
Ts onset and is saturated at 575 ms after motion offset (Figure 4.5A). In short,
Psure is directly related to the percentage of trials around RA=RB, while Pcorrect is
associated with the number of trials at TA and TB at Ts onset. In this sense, there
is a dissociation of confidence estimation from performance (Graziano et al., 2015;
Graziano et al., 2010; Graziano and Sigman, 2009). Moreover, without Ts presented,
network continues to converge to TA or TB via stochastic dynamics, the probability to
one of them is biased, and relies on RA-RB in the early phase of delay (Figure 4.5D).
In conclusion, we found that |RA − RB| at the moment of Ts onset determines Psure
probabilistically, and reflects a degree of the stability of a choice: if a categorical
choice is achieved but with small |RA − RB|, it could be altered to Ts; whereas if
|RA −RB| is large, the network’s choice would not be changed by Ts.
Here we define choice confidence as a function of the instantaneous differential
activity |RA −RB| for each trial i, i.e.
cci = f(|RiA −RiB|). (4.1)
In our model, |RA − RB| shows the position of the network state in the (RA,RB)
plane (Figures 4.2G-H) related to choice attractors in the decision space, i.e. the
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Figure 4.6: The probability of waiving Ts reflects choice confidence
(A) Confidence is defined as the probability of waiving Ts at each |RA − RB| level
in single trials. A logistic function fit (red dash line) is performed on the data from
Figure 4.3B. (B) Comparison of probability of correct and confidence at each |RA−
RB| level in single trials. Both confidence and probability of correct at each |RA−RB|
level in single trials are computed at decision time of trials without Ts presentation.
Probability of correct increases as a monotonic function of confidence, which implies
that confidence in our model would also be a good measurement of the subjective
correct rate or log odds of choice (Kepecs and Mainen, 2012; Kepecs et al., 2008;
Beck et al., 2008; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009; Drugowitsch et al., 2014; Drugowitsch
et al., 2012). (C) The confidence assessment at Ts onset (the duration from motion
offset to the time of confidence estimation is fixed, i.e. 575 ms, upper panel) increases
with the motion strength and stimulus duration. (D) The confidence assessment at an
identical time after the motion onset (the duration from motion onset to confidence
estimation is fixed, i.e. 1550 ms, upper panel) saturates after a short period of
stimulus duration. In this case, early evidence plays a dominant role in confidence
estimation.
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larger |RA − RB| is, the closer is the system to a choice attractor TA or TB; f(·) is
therefore required to be an increasing function. In the previous studies (Vickers, 1979;
Kepecs and Mainen, 2012; Kepecs et al., 2008; Beck et al., 2008; Kiani and Shadlen,
2009; Drugowitsch et al., 2014; Drugowitsch et al., 2012), functions f(·) were given in
a variety of ways. One can picture that as long as f(·) is a monotonic function, we can
always equate f(·) from one model to another. Of note, our definition of the confidence
stems from the structure of the attractor basin in decision space (Figures 4.2G-H),
i.e. if a choice is confident, then it is more strongly resistant to the other external
inputs such as a sure target, while confidences from models like Beck et al. (2008) and
Kepecs and Mainen (2012) are compared directly to log odds of a choice in Bayesian
framework. In the studies of Beck et al. (2008), they found both from the experimental
data and their model that log odds of choice at A, namely confidence across trials
for choice A, is proportion to < RA > − < RB >, where < · > is the average across
trials. However, such a read-out of confidence would predict a strong correlation
between confidence and performance on single trials, which is somewhat inconsistent
with experimental observation of a broad performance variation in different confidence
categories (Juslin and Olsson, 1996; Juslin and Olsson, 1997; Graziano et al., 2015;
Graziano et al., 2010; Graziano and Sigman, 2009). Second, this “optimal decoder”
< RA > − < RB > relies explicitly on the equal variance hypothesis for likelihood
(Kepecs and Mainen, 2012) or “left-right” symmetry of the linear decoder (Beck et
al., 2008). It remains unclear the biologically plausible mechanism to achieve such a
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fine-tuned neural circuit to compute confidence signal in these models.
In our model, confidence is defined using a monotonic increasing function of
|RA − RB|. Particularly in this “opt-out” task, confidence can be probed by the
probability that a choice stays in its attractor after presenting a sure target. If the
choice is confident at |RA−RB|, then this probability, 1-Psure, is low. Using this probe,
we found that choice confidence increases as a sigmoid function (i.e. function f(·))
of |RA−RB| (Figure 4.6A). Next, we asked whether, across trials, our definition of
confidence can also reflect probability of a correct choice at each |RA − RB| level as
those defined in Bayesian framework (Kepecs and Mainen, 2012; Kepecs et al., 2008;
Beck et al., 2008). This seems possible as indicated from Figure 4.5D. Moreover, a
detailed analysis should compare probability of correct choice and confidence simul-
taneously. We performed this analysis using trials without presenting Ts at decision
time (Figure 4.6B). Figure 4.6B demonstrates that confidence in our model in-
creases monotonically with the performance. Importantly, our model indicates that
confidence can be computed as a function of the instantaneous neural activities (like
a population code; (Beck et al., 2008)) at any time in a decision circuit without ex-
plicit use of elapsed time for integration of the sample (Moreno-Bote, 2010; Kepecs
and Mainen, 2012; Kepecs et al., 2008; Beck et al., 2008; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009;
Drugowitsch et al., 2014; Drugowitsch et al., 2012). Therefore, even though con-
fidence in our model is not defined as a log odds function of the choice (Kepecs
and Mainen, 2012; Kepecs et al., 2008; Beck et al., 2008; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009;
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Drugowitsch et al., 2014; Drugowitsch et al., 2012), confidence can be a good mea-
surement of the subjective correct rate across trials. Importantly, on single trials,
choice confidence in our model is dissociable from performance (Graziano et al., 2015;
Graziano et al., 2010; Graziano and Sigman, 2009), while Bayesian models would pre-
dict a strong correlation.
Despite the similarity of f(·), choice confidence in our model is however con-
ceptually distinct from those from Bayesian decision models, since our definition of
confidence fundamentally comes from the structure of the attractor basin in the de-
cision space. Therefore, our model predicts that confidence would be different when
estimated at the different times after motion offsets (Figure 4.5), whereas it would be
nearly the same in a Bayesian model (Moreno-Bote, 2010; Kepecs and Mainen, 2012;
Kepecs et al., 2008; Beck et al., 2008; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009; Drugowitsch et al.,
2014; Drugowitsch et al., 2012). To test this, we estimated choice confidence using
neural activities RA and RB in trials without Ts presented at different times after
motion offsets. We first estimated the choice confidence at 575 ms after motion offset
(Figure 4.6C; comparing directly to Figure 4.3B, left panel), where the distribu-
tion of RA−RB is still evolving, namely the confidence estimation after a short delay
(Figure 4.5A). One can thus expect an increase of choice confidence in trials with
longer stimulus durations (Figure 4.6C), according to the variation of the bimodal
distribution of RA−RB at different stimulus durations (Figures 4.4C-D). We next
estimated the choice confidence at 1550 ms after motion onset, i.e. the same time
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of a trial, where the internal noise is nearly identical at different stimulus condi-
tions, and the strength of the input dominates the network’s choice confidence. In
this case, one would expect that confidence should increase as a function of motion
strength and stimulus duration for a noiseless integrator (Beck et al., 2008), unless it
is bounded (Kepecs and Mainen, 2012; Kepecs et al., 2008; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009;
Drugowitsch et al., 2014; Drugowitsch et al., 2012). While in our model, the attractor
dynamics implies that the bimodal distribution of RA−RB is dominated by the early
divergence (Figures 4.4C-D). As a result, Figure 4.6D shows that all confidences
saturate at stimulus duration > 400 ms, suggesting that the early evidence has the
greatest effect on confidence estimation. Of note, the saturation time is longer with
lower motion strength.
4.2.4 Low confidence results in changes of mind to
sure target
The whole dynamic space, RA-over-RB decision space, can be divided into three
regions: choice attractor regions (RA >> RB or RA << RB) and an unstable region
in-between them (Wang, 2008). In the previous study, we focused on the trials along
the diagonal line (RA = RB), where a choice of network remains undecided before the
presentation of Ts. We then investigated the dynamics of networks that are between
the diagonal lines (RA = RB) and a choice attractor (RA >> RB or RA << RB)
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on RA-over-RB decision space preceding the presentation of Ts, where a trial could
be still in the unstable region (and thus goes to the sure attractor after Ts onset) or
in a stable attractor region (where the network trajectory stays in the same choice
attractor even after Ts onset). For these trials, we could define an initial choice of
the network by its nearby choice attractor TA (TB, respectively), where RA (RB,
respectively) fires above a decision threshold (> 50 Hz). Particularly, we explored
under which condition the network would more likely continue converging to the
attractor of its initial choice, or shift to the sure attractor, when Ts is offered.
Figure 4.7A compares the neural activity in trials with low- and high-confidence
initial choices. This analysis is performed on single trials and is missing in Kiani and
Shadlen (2009). In low-confidence trials (Figure 4.7A, upper panels), one of the
firing rates reaches a steady state and the other remains similar (|RA−RB| is small).
After Ts onset, both RA and RB decay to a low level, while Rs grows to a high level
Figure 4.7 (preceding page): Low confidence results in changes of mind
to sure target in post-decision wagering
(A) Trials with low-confidence exhibit changes of mind to Ts in PDW (motion
strength: 6.4%; stimulus duration: 243 ms). Upper panels: sample trials with low-
confidence, small |RA − RB|. Even though the network has reached one of the two
choice attractors (left: TA (black lines); right: TB (red lines)), upon the presentation
of Ts, the neural pool selective for Ts takes over (blue lines), so there are changes of
mind. Lower panels: sample trials with high confidence, large |RA−RB|. No changes
of mind take place. Choice confidence, cc, for each trial is estimated at the time of
Ts onset and shown at the top of each panel. (B) Left panel: across trials (averaged
over different stimulus durations), the probability of shifting to Ts decreases with
the motion strength. Right panel: in error (correct) trials, this probability increases
(decreases, respectively) with the motion strength. This prediction can be tested
experimentally.
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and Ts is chosen. By contrast, in high-confidence trials (Figure 4.7A, lower panels),
one of the firing rates reaches a steady state and the other is much smaller (|RA−RB|
is large). Neurons activated by Ts are suppressed, and Ts is waived. In the latter
case, the activity of the winning neural pool exhibits a brief dip upon Ts onset, and
then ramps up again to its steady state.
Across trials, the probability of changes of mind to Ts is negatively correlated
with choice confidence, i.e. the network exhibits low confidence in trials at low mo-
tion strength (Figure 4.6B), and high probability of changes of mind to Ts (Figure
4.7B, left panel). To further test whether the network bases the probability of changes
of mind to Ts on its performance and confidence, we categorized the trials with initial
choices, where either RA or RB reaches a decision threshold, 50 Hz (if both of them do
not reach the decision threshold, we considered the choice remaining undecided at Ts
onset), into correct and error groups, and found that network changes its choice to Ts
more often in error trials. Furthermore, the probability of choosing Ts in correct (er-
ror, respectively) choice decreases (increases, respectively) with the motion strength
(Figure 4.7B, right panel). This finding is reminiscent of the experimental observa-
tion that, in a PDW task with a delayed reward, animals moved back to self-restart
port more often when they made an erroneous choice (Kepecs et al., 2008).
In conclusion, we identified two possibilities for choosing Ts: either an initial
choice was not made (along the diagonal line; Figure 4.2), or it was made with low
confidence (between the diagonal line and choice attractors; Figure 4.7A, upper
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Figure 4.8: Effect of sure target input strength on the behavioral perfor-
mance
In this simulation, the motion strength is fixed at coh=12.8%, and Ts input strength
at I4 = 240 pA (green circles and line) is the same as those used in Figures 2-7.
(A) Psure increases as a function of Ts input strength. Ts is usually waived (chosen,
respectively), when Ts input strength is weak (strong, respectively). (B) Correct rate
in the trials, where Ts is waived, increases as a function of Ts input strength. (C)
Choice confidence is identical at the moment of Ts onset (but increases as a function
of stimulus duration). For a range of Ts input strength (216 pA < I4 < 264 pA), Psure
decreases as a linear function of choice confidence and thereby can be considered as
a probe about choice confidence.
panels). For the latter case, |RA−RB| reveals the confidence about an initial choice;
low confidence of a choice is likely to result in changes of mind to Ts.
4.2.5 A sure target as a probe about the system’s
confidence
The introduction of a sure target plays a role of probing the system’s confidence.
Specifically, in the monkey experiment, the physical luminance of the sure target was
the same as the choice targets. Monkeys were trained to understand what the sure
target meant behaviorally, which depended on the amount of reward by choosing it.
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Therefore, in our model, the amplitude of the sure target input (I4 in our model) does
not correspond to its physical properties but is related to the behavioral significance
of the sure target that a monkey learned as the amount of reward he receives by
choosing the sure target. One can imagine that if choosing the sure target yields a
negligible (significant, respectively) amount of reward, monkeys would never (always,
respectively) have learnt to choose it. To test this, we studied the effect of Ts input
strength, I4 (Materials and Methods, Equation 4.6), on the behavioral perfor-
mance at a fixed motion strength level (i.e. 12.8%). We found that Psure increases as
a function of Ts input strength (Figure 4.8A). When Ts input strength is low (e.g.
I4 = 192 pA), Ts is always waived; when Ts input strength is high (I4 = 288 pA),
Ts is mostly chosen, as stimulus duration is short. Moreover, in the trials where Ts
is shown but waived, our simulation predicts an increase of correct rate at high Ts
input strength (Figure 4.8B). At the network level, these observations in Figures
4.8A-B still follow a three-way competition among RA, RB and Rs, e.g. when input
of the sure target is weak (strong, respectively), it always behaves like a loser (winner,
respectively). Last, we examined whether in a range of Ts input strengths (a selected
range of amount of Ts rewards), a sure target can serve as a probe about the sys-
tems confidence, when the network applies the attractor dynamics. We assessed the
choice confidence as a function of |RA − RB| at the moment of Ts onset for different
choices of Ts input strengths. Figure 4.8C shows that, on average, choice confidence
is identical for different Ts input strengths (and increases as a function of stimulus
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durations), and Psure decreases as a linear function of choice confidence for a broad
range of Ts input strengths, i.e. in this range, 216 pA < I4 < 264 pA, a sure target
in our model can be considered as a probe about the system’s confidence. Therefore,
a sure target is only a probe and the confidence measure is valid even without it.
4.2.6 Assessment of choice confidence in a reaction
time task
In our model, confidence can be read out at any time and increases as a function of
stimulus duration in an FD task. One may thus argue that the network would exhibit
high confidence despite the task difficulty if it freely controls the viewing duration of
the stimulus. However, classical literature about confidence in Cognitive Psychology
(Vickers, 1979) emphasizes an inverse relationship between confidence and response
time, which can be potentially tested in a reaction time (RT) version of discrimination
task (developed previously by Furman and Wang (2008)) with direct assessment of
choice confidence. This distinguishable difference between confidence estimation in
FD vs RT task in fact comes from two distinct processes, whereas longer viewing
time in a FD task enables more integration of evidence (confidence thus increases
with motion viewing time), a longer RT means a higher task difficulty in a RT task
(confidence thus decreases instead with motion viewing time). We thus want to
further test whether our model can nicely explain such a contrasting observation. To
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do this, we designed a reaction time (RT) version of discrimination task with direct
assessment of choice confidence (Figure 4.9A): the network integrates the motion
input until the neurons selective for one of two alternatives fire above a decision
threshold, and reports the confidence as the function of the instantaneous |RA−RB|
(Figure 4.6A) at the moment of choice (a similar human behavioral experiment is
performed and reported by Kiani et al. (2014) recently).
Our model exhibits the typical psychometric and chronometric curves of a two-
alternative discrimination task (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Churchland et al., 2008),
i.e. Pcorrect increases, while RT decreases with the motion strength (Figures 4.9B-
C). Importantly, weaker motion strengths are associated with longer RTs, where
|RA−RB| will be less at longer RTs. Choice confidence thus increases with the motion
Figure 4.9 (preceding page): Choice confidence in a reaction time task
(A) Reaction-time (RT) discrimination task with confidence rating. In task, a subject
can indicate its choice at any time after the motion onset simultaneously with a
direct report of confidence. (B) Psychometric and (C) chronometric curves. Pcorrect
increases while RT decreases with the motion strength. (D-F) Confidence reported as
a post-hoc feature of decision. (D) Choice confidence increases with motion strength
(see also the result in Figure 5 (Beck et al., 2008)). (E) Confidence decreases as
an inverse function of RT (cc = a
t−b + c; a=91.24 ms, b=1369.35 ms, c=1.089 are
parameters to fit, R2 = 0.998; black line). (F) Confidence increases (decreases) as
a function of the motion strength in correct (error, respectively) trials. Figures B
and D imply that choice confidence increases with Pcorrect. We found that for the
low accuracy case, the simulation exhibits overconfidence (confidence estimation is
greater than correct rate), while for the high accuracy case, it exhibits underconfidence
(confidence estimation is lower than correct rate). (G-H) Variation of under/over-
confidence score with the increase of confidence in the FD task with a delay of 627
ms and RT task, respectively. The network behaves with overconfidence (above zero)
in very difficult trials (at zero, 3.2% and 6.4% motion strengths for FD task; at zero
and 1.6% motion strengths for RT task), but with underconfidence (below zero) in
easy and moderately difficult trials.
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strength (Figure 4.9D; see also Figure 5 in (Beck et al., 2008)) and is positively
correlated with the behavioral performance across trials (Barthelmé and Mamassian,
2010) (data not explicitly shown). We also found that choice confidence decreases
as an inverse function of RT (Figure 4.9E), which agrees broadly with the human
behavioral observations (Vickers, 1979). Even though an erroneous choice could be
associated with high confidence (Graziano and Sigman, 2009), the average |RA−RB|
across trials is higher in correct trials than that in error ones (Wang, 2002). Therefore,
in our model, confidence increases (decreases, respectively) with motion strength
in correct (error, respectively) trials (Figure 4.9F), consistent with human studies
(Pierrel and Murray, 1963).
Moreover, we studied correlation between the choice confidence and decision ac-
curacy. Figure 4.9B and Figure 4.9D imply that choice confidence is positively
correlated with behavioral performance across trials. Although confidence in our
model does not directly represent a subjective estimation of performance (like that
in (Beck et al., 2008; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009; Drugowitsch et al., 2012)), one can
estimate the subjective performance from choice confidence using the monotonic func-
tion, g(·), in Figure 4.6B. We can thus compare directly our confidence score with
performance to study the “hard-easy” effect (Juslin and Olsson, 1997). Here we
defined underconfidence score as the difference between the choice confidence and
accuracy, cc − Pcorrect (one can also use g(cc) − Pcorrect), and a “hard-easy” effect is
the observation that the underconfidence score decreases as a function of task diffi-
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culties, i.e. in the easy (difficult, respectively) trials, the report is more likely to be
overconfident (underconfident, respectively) cc−Pcorrect > 0 (cc−Pcorrect < 0, respec-
tively). Figures 4.9G-H show the variation of underconfidence scores as a function
of choice confidence for the FD task with a delay of 627 ms and RT task, respectively;
both display the “hard-easy” effect in the reports. Of note, these results still hold
true when comparing estimated subjective performance from choice confidence in our
model with the behavioral performance, i.e. g(cc)−Pcorrect. Such a “hard-easy” effect
in our model mainly stems from sampling of stochastic neural dynamics; sampling
duration thus influences the underconfidence score in our model. When the sampling
duration is short, the network behaves with more overconfidence. To test this, we
compared the scores in the FD and RT tasks, where the average sampling durations
in RT tasks are longer than those in FD tasks at low motion strength (from zero to
6.4%). Consequently, the network exhibits overconfidence more often at low motion
strengths in FD task.
4.3 Discussion
We have shown that a biologically plausible spiking network model can account
for salient physiological and behavioral data from an experiment designed to study
confidence (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009), and in our model internal uncertainty plays an
essential role of choice confidence (see also (Whiteley and Sahani, 2008)). Specifically,
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at the moment of choice, our model simultaneously generates a neural signal for
confidence. Confidence can be estimated as a function of the differential activity of the
competing neural populations, |RA −RB|. Comparing to Bayesian inference models,
in our model, there is no explicit representation of probabilities such as likelihood
or posterior function. Indeed, all computations are carried out by the fluctuating
neural network dynamics. Therefore, confidence estimation itself is simply a quantity
that stochastically varies over time, and from trial to trial under the same stimulus
condition.
Our identification of a confidence signal, |RA − RB| agrees with the idea that as
a metacognitive process, confidence is estimated directly during a decision process
(Graziano et al., 2015; Graziano et al., 2010; Graziano and Sigman, 2009; Middle-
brooks and Sommer, 2011; Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012). At the same time,
choice confidence is also dissociable from whether the decision is correct or wrong in
a single trial, as illustrated by high-confidence error trials (Figures 4.7A, lower right
panel). In line with our model, the EEG data from (Graziano et al., 2010) showed
that at the neural level, choice confidence could be dissociated from performance.
Such dissociation is naturally explained by attractor dynamics, which could yield the
same magnitude of the differential activity |RA − RB|, hence the same confidence
rating in correct and error trials. It is worth noting that (1) RA and RB represent
the choices of a decision (not necessarily a directional decision making process); (2)
confidence estimation does not depend on a specific choice of the decision (i.e. not
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exclusively rely upon the activity of the winner bump, nor the losing bump), but a
differential activity between choices. In this case, one would expect a sure target is
chosen when |RA − RB| is small or the downstream neuronal activity is weak, and
a non-sure target is chosen when |RA − RB| is large or the downstream neuronal
activity is strong. This prediction from our model is consistent with the observations
in Komura et al. (2013), wherefore the finding of pulvinar neuronal activity (Komura
et al., 2013) could be an example of |RA−RB| in the downstream read-out circuit of
confidence.
In our model, fast early divergence, i.e. the difference of early buildup rates
between RA and RB, has the predominant effect on the choice and confidence. This is
manifested in the dependence of the choice confidence on the stimulus duration, which
saturates quickly for sufficiently long stimuli (Figures 4.6D) (Wong et al., 2007).
By contrast, in DDM, sensory evidence contributes equally in time to confidence
estimation. Future experiments are needed to assess this different characteristic of
the attractor network model versus DDM. Furthermore, the two competing neural
pools could also diverge slowly later in a trial. In our model, persistent activity
during the delay not only maintains working memory, but also continues to slowly
integrate sensory signals from memory (Curtis and Lee, 2010). This provides a neural
mechanism for post-decision sampling (Resulaj et al., 2009). For instance, Figures
4.7B shows that the probability of switching from an initial decision to Ts is higher
in error trials, in agreement with behavioral observation in a rat experiment (Kepecs
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et al., 2008). This finding also sheds insights into the phenomenon of changes of
mind, which may result from the instability (low confidence) of a choice (see also
(Albantakis and Deco, 2011)).
Of note, in the monkey experiment, as well as in our model simulations, the
introduction of a sure target only serves as a probe about the systems confidence
(Figures 4.8). The probability of opting for the sure target is bounded (Figures
4.3 and Figures 4.8C), so it represents a good choice for estimating confidence. The
real result, we emphasize here, is to quantify confidence as a function of the neural
activity |RA−RB|. Confidence thus quantified should be applicable to all trials, even
without sure target presentation. Furthermore, in Kiani-Shadlen’s analysis, they also
found that the probability of opting for the sure target can be predicted using either
f(|RA− < RA > |) or f(|RB− < RB > |). Nevertheless, f(|RA− < RA > |) or
f(|RB− < RB > |) is not a good measure of confidence for a reaction time task, for
which either RA or RB is assumed to reach a fixed threshold at the moment of the
choice, therefore f(|RA− < RA > |) or f(|RB− < RB > |) would always be a fixed
value (f(|threshold− average|)) rather than a graded quantity that varies from trial
to trial (Kiani et al., 2014).
4.3.1 Comparison with existing models
Computational schemes have been proposed for the study of confidence (Vickers,
1979; Kepecs et al., 2008; Ratcliff and Starns, 2009; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009; Rolls et
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al., 2010a; Rolls et al., 2010b; Moreno-Bote, 2010; Kepecs and Mainen, 2012). These
models can be classified into Bayesian inference models and neural network models.
In Bayesian inference models, one can either compute confidence based on a single
decision variable (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009; Drugowitsch et al., 2012) or the optimal
population code (Beck et al., 2008). Kiani and Shadlen (2009) proposed that confi-
dence could be defined in terms of the log posterior ratio for the two choices given the
position of a decision variable and elapsed time at decision time, using DDM. This
looks promising, yet it remains unclear what is a direct representation of a decision
variable exclusively for a choice. Moreover, for RT version of the task, this kind of
models implies the position of a decision variable at decision time would be a deter-
ministic function of RT (either a constant or a time-varying function like that in (Dru-
gowitsch et al., 2012)); one can thus find that confidence would also decrease deter-
ministically as a monotonic function of RT (Volkmann, 1934; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009;
Drugowitsch et al., 2012) on single trials. This idea, however, failed to explain the
widely overlapped RT distributions in different confidence categories (Ratcliff and
Starns, 2009). Such a strong correlation between confidence and RT or performance
can be eliminated through a two-stage DDM (Pleskac and Busemeyer, 2010), where
additional process for confidence is required. Nevertheless in our model, performance,
RT and confidence are naturally dissociated with each other on single trials. Im-
portantly, in a classic DDM model, sensory evidence contributes equally in time to
confidence estimation, while in our model, confidence estimation is more dominated
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by the early sensory evidence. Last, in Kiani and Shadlen model, choosing Ts is a
hard thresholding process and has little to do with neural activity at Ts response
field, while in our model, it is generated from the same sampling of stochastic neural
dynamics as the other choices (as indicated by data in Figure 5, (Kiani and Shadlen,
2009)).
On the other hand, the optimal population code model (Beck et al., 2008) claimed
that confidence could be estimated as the instantaneous differential activity |RA−RB|,
without explicit use of RT as our model. A notable difference between our model and
theirs is that the optimal population code model requires the LIP neural circuit to be
a fine-tuned noiseless integrator. This can be easily tested experimentally, since our
model predicts that confidence estimation would differ at different times in the delay,
while their model would expect it to be constant. Generally, these Bayesian inference
models (Beck et al., 2008; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009) claimed that confidence must
be based on explicit neural representation of probability functions such as likelihood
at any moment in time and in single trials. Our model demonstrates, convincingly,
that this might be an inaccurate perspective. Whereas probability representations
may be a perfectly valid mathematical description of the aggregated statistics across
trials, they should not be confused with what actually happens in single trials, which
is stochastic neural dynamics.
Furthermore, Deco and his collaborators have recently developed a variety of
spiking neuron based network model to account for the confidence estimation and
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its behavioral readout (Insabato et al., 2010; Rolls et al., 2010a; Rolls et al., 2010b).
Insabato et al. (2010) argued that confidence can be read out as a function of RA+RB
and Rolls et al. (2010a); Rolls et al. (2010b) claimed that it can further approximated
as a function of the neural activity of the winning pool. All these models showed some
consistencies with the existing data. However, as discussed in our model, neither of
them can exclusively demonstrate the position of a neural trajectory related to the
choice attractor and thus the choice confidence at any time during a decision. These
results seem only true at moment when a decision is made exactly around a choice
attractor in the decision space, where |RA − RB| ' |RA + RB| ' max(RA, RB),
since min(RA, RB) << max(RA, RB). Therefore, these models would fail to predict
confidence using a fixed decision boundary, nor can they capture the relationship
between neural activities in LIP with Psure, or high-confidence errors in single trials.
Alternatively, our model does not require a time-varying decision threshold, estimates
confidence simply as a function of instantaneous |RA−RB| at the moment of choice on
single trials, and can correctly reproduce the salient behavioral relationships between
confidence, RT and performance on single trials and those across trials.
Confidence rating is important for monitoring cognition when there is uncertainty,
and two types of uncertainty should be distinguished: Brunswikian (external) uncer-
tainty originating from incomplete states of knowledge (noisy or ambiguous sensory
data), and Thurstonian (internal) uncertainty due to variations intrinsic to the brain
(Juslin and Olsson, 1997). The noise level in a decision circuit has only recently
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begun to be examined experimentally (Brunton et al., 2013). Our work provides
a computational framework to detects these two effects using a spiking-neuron cir-
cuit. Our model can also be extended in several important ways. It still remains
an open question how confidence estimation, as a sigmoid function of the differential
activity in downstream neural circuits, can be read out for a direct report and to
guide future behavior. In fact, confidence is commonly assessed without a verbal
report using a two-stage PDW task: subjects perform a first-order discrimination
task, and then make a high-low bet upon the outcome of the decision (Smith, 2009;
Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2011; Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012) (see also Kiani
et al., 2011, Soc. Neurosci. Abstr., 17.06), where the probability for a high bet is con-
sidered as a readout of confidence estimation. A plausible neural circuit for explicit
representation and memory of a confidence signal is needed for the two-stage PDW
(Smith, 2009; Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2011; Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012;
Komura et al., 2013) and should be examined in the future. A biologically plausible
neural circuit to computing |RA − RB| involves neurons in pulvinar (Komura et al.,
2013), where the neurons fires at high rates in non-sure target trials, and at low rates
in sure target trials. Moreover, Kiani et al. (2014) recently found that confidence
could also decrease with the difficulty of task, which poses a challenge to our model
prediction (Figures 4.9F). One possible direction in the future is to understand the
mechanism of error trials. Nevertheless, a robust prediction of our model, compared
to their observations, is that the difference of the confidence between correct and
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error decreases with the difficulty of task (Lak et al., 2014). Secondly, for the sake of
simplicity, we assumed the amount of Ts reward is encoded as the onset strength of
its target input, which mimics the firing activity of midbrain dopamine neurons in re-
sponse to the targets with different amounts of reward (Tobler et al., 2005). Our model
predicts that both Psure and Pcorrect increase with the reward of Ts (data not shown).
This then brings up two questions in future studies: (1) what would be a reasonable
amount of Ts reward used to measure confidence in a PDW task (Persaud et al., 2007;
Dienes and Seth, 2010; Fleming and Dolan, 2010), and (2) how the amount of Ts re-
ward obtained is learnt through neural dynamics and applied to the decision circuit
(Soltani and Wang, 2006). Moreover, one can extend our model to investigate con-
fidence signals for multiple-choice decision tasks and effects of microstimulation on
confidence (Fetsch et al., 2014). Specifically, one can incorporate known effects of
micro-stimulation on MT inputs in our model to perform the experiment of Fetsch et
al. (2014) using computer simulation and then test its effects on confidence. Finally,
confidence may be represented in a distributed network in the brain (Del Cul et al.,
2009), the dynamical nature and computational principle remains to be elucidated in
future research. In conclusion, we found it remarkable that a previously established
model of decision-making (Furman and Wang, 2008) naturally accounts for all the
salient behavioral and neurophysiological observations of the Kiani-Shadlen exper-
iment. Furthermore, it reproduces the observation that confidence decreases with
response time in a reaction time version of the task. The model also offers testable
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predictions about the changes of mind and, unexpectedly, the “hard-easy effect” ob-
served in human studies, which naturally emerges from the model. Taken together,
our work establishes that a dynamical system of stochastic neural population can
underlie even the seemingly abstract metacognitive concept of confidence.
4.4 Materials and Methods
4.4.1 Network model
We employed a spiking neural network model, which has been previously used to
simulate a categorical decision of an analog feature, like motion direction (Furman and
Wang, 2008; Liu and Wang, 2008). This model consists of 2048 pyramidal cells and
512 interneurons. Both pyramidal cells and interneurons are modeled as integrate-
and-fire neurons; excitatory postsynaptic currents from pyramidal cells are mediated
by models of AMPA and NMDA receptors, while inhibitory postsynaptic currents
from interneurons are mediated by GABA receptors. Pyramidal cells are uniformly
placed on a ring according to their preferred motion directions and continuously span
360 degrees of possible motion directions (Figure 4.1B), while the interneurons
constitute a non-selective neural pool. The recurrent connectivity strength between
two pyramidal cells is a Gaussian function of the difference between their preferred
motion directions, while those from and onto the interneurons are broad and uniform
(Figure 4.1B). Each cell receives an independent background noise mediated by
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AMPA receptors, which is modeled as uncorrelated Poisson spike trains. We used
the neuronal and synaptic parameters from (Furman and Wang, 2008), which are
fully specified therein, with a change of the background noise rate to 2200 Hz, which
ensures a choice is generated even if the motion strength is weak and stimulus duration
is short (this mimics behavioral results in Kiani-Shalden’s experiment). With these
parameters, the network is endowed with winner-take-all competition so that only
one of the neural pools wins (reaching an average population firing rate > 50 Hz for
at least 50 ms), and the decision is maintained in the form of a bell-shaped persistent
activity pattern (“bump attractor”) during the delay period.
4.4.2 Simulation protocol of fixed-duration discrim-
ination decision task
Our model assumes that neurons in area LIP incorporate sensory evidence (Cook
and Maunsell, 2002; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Hanks et al., 2006) and reward
signals (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Sugrue et al., 2004; Tobler et al., 2009). For sim-
plicity, we assumed that the amount of reward for each target (i.e. two directional
targets and a sure target) is associated with the instantaneous input strength of its
current at the moment of the target onset (Soltani and Wang, 2006). That is to say,
the amplitude of the sure target input does not correspond to its physical properties
(like the luminance) in the experiment, instead it is related to the behavioral signifi-
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cance of the sure target that a monkey learned, i.e. the amount of reward it received
by choosing the sure target (Figure 4.8).
In a fixed-duration (FD) version of the two-alternative direction discrimination
task (Figure 4.1A), two directional targets, TA (90
◦) and TB (270
◦), are first pre-
sented to the network. A random-dot stimulus with net motion to TA is presented
at 500 ms after the two targets onset. The difficulty of the task is modulated by
the stimulus duration (randomly chosen from 110 ms, 130 ms, 152 ms, 178 ms, 208
ms, 244 ms, 289 ms, 348 ms, 439 ms, and 627 ms), and the percentage of coherently
moving dots (the motion strength). We modeled the external input to pyramidal cell
i (at θi) as a sum of two target signals, I
i
tar(t) (tar={A,B}; Figure 4.1D, black line),
and the motion stimulus, I im(t) (Figure 4.1C). The target inputs to TA and TB are
identical:




where θA = 90
◦; θB = 270




I1 + I2 exp[− t−td−200τd ], if td + 200 < t < tm + 80
I3 + (I1 − I3) exp[− t−tm−80τs ], if t ≥ tm + 80
(4.3)
where td = 400 ms and tm = 800 ms are the onset times of targets and motion,
respectively; τd = 500 ms and τs = 15 ms are the time constants of the adaption and
suppression, respectively; I1 = 250 pA, I2 = 50 pA, and I3 = 60 pA. Specifically,
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the target (motion, respectively) input onset time is 100 (200, respectively) ms after
the target (motion, respectively) onset time, and the target input is suppressed by
the motion stimulus with a latency of 80 ms (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002); with the
high intensities of the target inputs, so winner-take-all competition between the two
targets does not take place prior to the motion stimulus onset (Wong et al., 2007;
Furman and Wang, 2008; Liu and Wang, 2008).
In simulation, motion input is modeled to imitate the neural response in the
middle-temporal area to the random-dot stimuli. We constructed such a population
activity as a Gaussian function with a tuning width independent of motion strength
while motion presented (tm+200 < t < tmo, tmo is the moment of motion input offset)




where the motion strength 0 ≤ coh ≤ 1; net direction θm = 90◦; σm = 40◦. We kept
the activity normalized, i.e. < Im(i) >= m0 = 4 pA; m1 = 4.93 pA; m2 = 25 pA.
In trials with Ts (θs = 180
◦), where there was the opt-out safe target presented,
(Figure 4.1D, red line), we modeled its time-dependent current, Is(i), as:
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which is added to the external input. We used:
Is(t) = I3 + I4 exp[−
t− ts − tmo
τss
] (4.6)
for t > ts+tmo, where ts is Ts input onset time after the motion input offset, tmo, with
a latency of 100 ms to the network after Ts onset. In simulations, we used ts=575
ms; τss = 90 ms; I4=240 pA (see Figure 4.8 for a discussion on the choice of I4),
expect Figure 4.5 (ts is equal to 575 ms, 750 ms, or 925 ms).
The network model is taken from Furman and Wang (2008), with a few parameter
changes, i.e. background noise that ensures a choice is generated even if the motion
strength is weak and stimulus duration is short, and a different set of parameter values
for the choice target input, motion input and sure target input that are adopted to
the new experimental protocol of Kiani-Shadlen experiment. Although the network
was not originally designed for confidence estimation experiment, unexpectedly it
can reproduce the behavioral and neurophysiological observations that are similar to
those in Kiani-Shadlen experiment (Figure 1B-C; Figure 2A-B; Figure 5B-C in Kiani-
Shadlen paper): (1) neurons inside TA and TB display indistinguishable firing activity
when Ts is chosen, while their firing activity are divergent when Ts is shown but waived
(Figures 4.2B, D, upper panel, versus Figure 2A-B in (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009);
(2) neurons inside Ts response field have weak and uninformative spontaneous activity
before Ts onset, and then exhibit a fast ramping followed by a decay after Ts onset
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(Figure 4.2D, lower panel, versus Figure 5B-C in (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009)). In the
model, we assumed that the input strength of each target goes to the same level due
to the adaptation. For simplicity, we fixed I4, while adjusting s to match a majority
of points on the performance curves of Psure from (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009) (Figure
4.3B, versus Figure 1B-C in (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009)).
We also studied the choice confidence in a reaction time (RT) version of the task.
In this task, a network can generate a choice at any time after the motion onset, and at
the same time, report directly its choice confidence. We followed the same simulation
protocols as those in the fixed duration task without Ts, except that the motion input
is terminated when one of the activity bumps crosses the decision threshold, 60 Hz
for at least 50 ms. We measured the corresponding time, tr, and calculated RT as
tR = tr − tm + 80, where 80 ms is the latency period for implementation of saccadic
eye movement (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002). In the fixed-duration (FD) version of
the task, an initial choice is assumed to be made when one of the two competing
neural pools reaches a decision threshold of 50 Hz for at least 50 ms after motion
onset, since the decision threshold of an FD task was experimentally observed lower
than that of a RT task (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002).
In FD tasks, we performed 1500 trials at each motion strength and stimulus
duration level, where Ts was not presented, and 3500 trials at each motion strength
and stimulus duration level, where Ts was presented. In Figure 4.5, we simulated
1500 trials for each data point. In RT task, we carried out 3000 trials for each motion
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strength level. All the simulated behavioral data reported were computed using all
trials for each simulation set. The integration method was a modified second-order
Runge-Kutta algorithm with firing-time interpolation (Hansel et al., 1998), and a
time step dt = 0.02 ms.
4.4.3 Measurements of activity trajectories
We calculated the average response of the population of units associated with
targets TA, TB, and Ts, namely RA, RB, and Rs, as the average firing activity of
the neurons within 8.4◦ around each target with a time window of 100 ms preceding
the time point (e.g. the moment of decision and onset of Ts) for RA, RB, and Rs in
analysis, except for Figures 4.2B, 4.2D-H, and 4.7A. In Figures 4.2B, 4.2D-H,
and 4.7A, each trajectory or point represents the activity of a single neuron at each
target. We applied a 100 ms Gaussian sliding window to smooth the PSTHs for the
temporal evolutions of the firing rates of RA, RB, and Rs in Figures 4.2B, 4.2D-H,
and 4.7A.
4.4.4 Choice confidence assessment
In the monkey experiment, as well as in our model simulations, the introduction
of a sure target only serves as a probe examining the system’s confidence. That is to
say, with carefully choosing the ratio of sure target reward to that of choice targets
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(i.e. I4 in our simulation), one can access the choice confidence across trials. In our
simulation, the probability of opting for the sure target is bounded (Figure 4.3B);
it thus represents a good choice for estimating confidence. Furthermore, we will show
in the Results section that probability of choosing the sure target, Psure, reflects the
uncertainty of a choice in an opt-out task. Here, we defined choice confidence, cc,
as the probability of waiving a sure target, i.e. cc = 1 − Psure at each differential
activity level, using the trials in which Ts is presented (binned by 0.5 Hz; Figure
4.6A, black circles). We also assumed that this probability can be predicted as a
function of the differential activity |RA−RB|. We then performed the fit of a sigmoid
function between |RA − RB| and cc = 1 − Psure. At each differential activity level,
i, cci = 1 − Psure is computed as the mean of the decision result across the sample
trials, k, < sik > for Ts. The decision result, s, is a binary variable, i.e. s = 1, if Ts is
waived; s = 0, if Ts is chosen. To perform the fit, we used the firing activity within
a 100 ms time window before Ts onset in FD task (Figure 4.6A) for RA and RB:
cci = 1− Psure(|RiA −RiB|) = b1 +
a
1 + exp(k|RiA −RiB| − b0)
(4.7)
Using all trials in FD task, we obtained b0 = 2.22 Hz; b1 = 1.01; a = −1.01; k = 0.089
(R2 = 0.98, Figure 4.6A, red dash line). Importantly, a real result here is to
quantify confidence as a function of the neural activity. Confidence estimation is thus
applicable to all trials, even without sure target presentation. We then used these
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estimated parameters to calculate cci for each sample trial in both FD and RT tasks,
where RA and RB are the average firing rates within a 100 ms time window before
Ts onset in FD task (Figures 4.6, 4.7A, and 4.8C) and those before one of the
bumps reaching a decision threshold in RT task (Figure 4.9).
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Conclusions and future directions
A recurring theme throughout this dissertation is the emphasis on model-based
statistical analysis of neural recording data. This yields a deeper understanding of
the emerging role of computational neuroscience in interpreting and designing pop-
ulation recording experiments (Brown et al., 2004; Stevenson and Kording, 2011;
Cunningham and Yu, 2014; Freeman et al., 2014; Freeman, 2015; Harris et al., 2016;
Aljadeff et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2016). This dissertation reveals two basic challenges in
current studies of simultaneously recorded neural dynamics and discusses solutions
based on data collected from a decision-making task (where the neural activity exhib-
ited complicated dynamics). The first challenge deals with a potential problem with
modern data collection. Laboratories often examine different properties of neural
dynamics in the same local neural circuit using different recording technologies. How
does one summarize and compare neural dynamics from these similar yet distinguish-
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able datasets? The other problem initiates a general discussion of the necessity of
simultaneous recording in neural dynamics research. This could be answered without
doubt, but lacks quantitative measurements.
Advances in recording technologies enable us to determine the neural dynamics
at different spatiotemporal resolutions. Nevertheless, each technology has advantages
and disadvantages, as well as innate limitations. This is the impetus for the tendency
of laboratories to examine the same neural circuit by combining recording technolo-
gies, for instance electrophysiology and calcium imaging. Despite the fact that such
integration of methodologies can significantly quicken the pace of scientific discovery
in neuroscience, it still remains a crucial challenge for us to determine how to merge
these data together to tell a consistent story about neural circuits. Therefore, an
emerging field in computational neuroscience deals with establishing and confirming
the phenomenological or neurophysiological models that connect the neural dynamics
in different recordings. In Chapter 2, we performed a pioneering study in a challeng-
ing situation (where the dynamics of the neural circuit were rich and variable across
neurons) highlighting this issue, and found that a phenomenological computational
model can link spike events in electrophysiology to fluorescence changes in calcium
imaging in an informative way. We analyzed electrophysiology and calcium imaging
measured in matched neuronal populations from the same decision-making task. We
directly compared the results of standard measurements of selectivity and population
dynamics. We detected quantitative and qualitative discrepancies at both the level
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of single cells and neural populations. Additionally, we discovered that these discrep-
ancies can be explained by the spike-to-calcium model. Therefore, we feel that these
biases could be better addressed in future studies of techniques to reverse engineer
electrophysiology from imaging, using statistical or other approaches.
Calcium imaging has specific advantages, such as genetic targeting and chronic
stability in recordings, and has gradually replaced electrophysiology in certain fields
of neuroscience. More advances can be expected in the near future that will improve
the temporal resolution and signal-to-noise ratios of calcium imaging recordings, and
more studies in neuroscience will be done using calcium imaging. Calcium imaging,
however, is inherently an indirect and non-linear reporter of neural activity, and
one has to acknowledge that fundamental discrepancies remain within the neural
dynamics inferred from calcium imaging. Financially and technically, it is difficult
for single laboratories to have the power and resources to implement electrophysiology
and calcium imaging at the same time. Computational neuroscientists should play a
role in guiding the research across laboratories and helping laboratories using imaging
to “translate” their results to electrophysiology.
One future direction of our work is to develop a statistical approach to reverse
engineer electrophysiology from imaging and more importantly, to determine the con-
fidence interval of a reverse engineered approach. The reverse engineering approach
of electrophysiology from imaging (calcium-to-spike) has been developed for nearly
a decade (Yaksi and Friedrich, 2006; Greenberg et al., 2008; Sasaki et al., 2008;
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Vogelstein et al., 2009; Vogelstein et al., 2010; Grewe et al., 2010; Oñativia et al.,
2013; Park et al., 2013; Pnevmatikakis et al., 2014a; Pnevmatikakis et al., 2014b;
Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016; Ganmor et al., 2016; Theis et al., 2016).
It is not until recently that the research has begun to determine the performance of
calcium-to-spike models systematically (Theis et al., 2016). The performance in such
research was based either on artificial data or on the simultaneous electrophysiology
and imaging of the cells at low firing rates. However, the neural dynamics examined
in these studies are only a subset of those found in neural data. For instance, neurons
at low firing rates usually behave sparsely and have relatively simple dynamics, which
can be modeled as a Dirac delta function of spike times. In this case, the number of
action potentials detected by complicated calcium-to-spike models improves only a
little compared to that using a direct deconvolution of the calcium signal (or even a
direct thresholding algorithm). The performance is thus only a weak function of the
complexity of the indicator’s dynamics or even that of neural dynamics. Our work
in this dissertation creates a new path for discussion, where neural dynamics are
complicated by their higher spike rates, dynamic response patterns and the variable
nature of the innate dynamics of the calcium indicator. In this case, computing true
neural dynamics from the data recorded by calcium imaging can be difficult, since
the observed neural dynamics could stem from a set of noisy combinations of neural
dynamics and innate dynamics of the calcium indicator. Specifically, we propose a
few possible directions for future studies of this topic.
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Firstly, we propose a new statistical goal of reverse engineering electrophysiology
from imaging to find all possible combinations of neural dynamics and the innate dy-
namics of the calcium indicator, that could result in the observed images. One should
not only produce one specific decoding result, but instead provide the confidence inter-
vals for each possible decoding result. This is expected to be done with novel concepts
and developments in statistical models (versus a simple maximum likelihood model).
Secondly, the newly developed computational models can only be validated with real
neural data in a matched dynamical regime, and there remains the technical diffi-
culty of collecting such a dataset for neurons in the frontal cortex. This is a future
direction for both experimental and modeling advances. In our collaboration with the
laboratory of Dr. Karel Svoboda, we have planned to examine the electrophysiology
and simultaneous imaging of neurons in the anterior lateral motor cortex, where the
neurons exhibit complicated and variable dynamics during a decision-making task.
The validation will be done in two ways: (1) examining whether the ground truth
is in the set of possible solutions and then defining a similarity metric that limits
the possible decoded neural dynamics to those with high similarity to the ground
truth; (2) determining from computational models whether any experimental manip-
ulations can be done to eliminate solutions far from the ground truth, and validating
this prediction using experiments.
Due to the nature of the indirect recording, we would expect high uncertainty in
neural data. It is thus worth the effort to advance the statistical models to interpret
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these neural data. Overall, as the experimental tools and computational models are
developed, computational scientists will interact with the experimentalists and move
towards understanding of neural data in an optical-imaging era.
Advances in simultaneous recording will affect two major areas of computational
neuroscience. As the number of simultaneously recorded neurons increases, one can di-
rectly compare large-scale neural simulations with matched large-scale neural record-
ings. Secondly, more coarse-grained models of network dynamics and population
codes will be able to draw from increasingly complete neural data. Accordingly, tools
for statistical inference and data analysis should be provided for linking the neural
recording to the computational models. In line with this idea, Chapter 3 shows an
early attempt to uncover and extract the computational principles of decision making
from simultaneous neural data. Our analysis of simultaneously recorded neural data
adopted the idea of a latent variable model, which can simultaneously perform di-
mensionality reduction and time series analysis. We identified neural dynamics in the
latent space, where each neural mode represents a source of input shared by multiple
neurons, which could present a continuous neural signal underlying the internal states
in different stages of a decision (such as pre-sample, sample, delay, and response) at
the population level. Moreover, we found that neural-mode dynamics in this shared-
activity space could predict different aspects of behavioral variability, such as trial
type, reaction time, and trial correctness, in single trials, and be robustly maintained
for seconds post-decision, thus representing single-trial correlates of these properties.
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Following this direction, more statistical tools will be developed in the future to en-
able our ability to validate the computational principles in neural circuits. Thereafter,
one can further propose new computational principles by collecting large-scale neural
data and developing new statistical tools for model validation. This process will help
us draw a clearer picture of neural computations in the intact brain.
Multi-electrode and optical imaging recordings provide simultaneous monitoring
of activity from tens to hundreds of neurons, and thus enable our ability to probe
the statistical structures of neural population activity. Our ability to visualize neural
dynamics is limited to a handful of dimensions (2 - 4 dimensions). We therefore require
state-of-the-art statistical tools to help us explore the informative neural dynamics in
high dimensional space. Importantly, we emphasize “informative” as the key in search
of dimensionality reductions. Unfortunately, there is no simple formula to determine
that. Nevertheless, one can choose from practical exemplary analyses that will best
uncover certain dynamics of neural data as we examine and compare more models
using real data. Notably, the majority of latent variable models, until now, served to
analyze electrophysiological data. We thus propose a future direction of model based
analysis for large-scale neural data recorded under different methods, each of which
will have a suitable and individualized analysis.
Although much work still remains to achieve a complete understanding of the
neural dynamics in large-scale neural data, this dissertation provides a stepping stone
towards this goal. This research was conducted at an opportune time in the advanc-
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ing field of neuroscience, as there is currently much excitement in building statistical
models for understanding large-scale neural data and large-scale computational mod-
els for extracting the principles of these neural dynamics. This movement is fueled
by enthusiastic collaborations between neurophysiologists and theoretical scientists,
combining big biological data at various levels with rapidly advancing statistical and
computational techniques to answer difficult questions. This dissertation is one fruit
of such productive collaborative efforts and we anticipate much more to come.
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General Methods in population
analysis in neural data
Multi-electrode and optical imaging recordings provide simultaneous monitoring
of activity from tens to hundreds of neurons, and thus enable our ability to probe the
statistical structure of neural population activity. To exploit this, we need state-of-
the-art statistical methods.
Dimensionality reduction (particularly by linear methods) is a modern way to han-
dle the visualization, interpretation and analyses of high dimensional data. Different
linear dimensionality reductions aim to capture data perspectives of interest, such as
covariance, dynamical structure, margins between data classes, and so on. This chap-
ter will illustrate the details of two modern statistical models heavily used in Chapter
2 and 3. One serves the purpose of identifying the coding direction of trial types;
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this is a sparse version of linear discriminant analysis (Cunningham and Yu, 2014;
Guo et al., 2007). The other infers a linear dynamical system (Ghahramani and
Hinton, 1996a) description of the neural network from the population activity of si-
multaneously recorded neurons, with a variation where the interaction among neurons
could be time-dependent (Petreska et al., 2011).
A.1 Sparse linear discriminant analysis
A class of problems in statistics is based on labelled subgroups. Linear dis-
criminant analysis (LDA) is often used as an analysis in such a classification prob-
lem (Fisher, 1936; Rao, 1948; Fukunaga, 1990; Krzanowski, 2000; Bishop, 2006;
Seber, 2009). The purpose of LDA is to project the data in such a way that sep-
aration between subgroups is maximized.
In system neuroscience, LDA is usually applied to infer population neural code
for binary choices, or those with a few options (Briggman et al., 2005; Averbeck et
al., 2006; Durstewitz et al., 2010; Cunningham and Yu, 2014; Kiani et al., 2015;
Li et al., 2016) (e.g. four behavioral epochs in Figures 2.7G-I).
Let us take two neuronal activities in the delayed discrimination task (Figures
2.1A) for example. In Figure A1.1A, two neurons in the task exhibit complex
dynamics of selectivity, i.e. one neuron is a monophasic- (Cell #1) and the other
is a multiphasic-selective (Cell #2) neuron. One can determine the decision bound
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Time period #1 Time period #2
Figure A1.1: Schematic description of linear discriminant analysis for neu-
ral code of trial type.
(A) Spike activities of two exemplary neurons in the delayed discrimination task
(description of the task shown in Figure 2.1; blue, trial type A; red, trial type B;
thick line, mean activity across trials; shaded area, s.e.m. of the mean activity across
trials). The activities were aligned to onset time of the sample period. Cell #1,
monophasic selective neuron, left panel; Cell #2, multiphasic selective neuron (which
has a switch of selectivity at response), right panel. The green bar marks Time Period
#1 (late delay period, 500 ms time window); the yellow bar marks Time Period #2
(early response period, 500 ms time window). (B) Decision boundary between trial
types A and B in decision space spanned by activities of Cells #1 and #2 at two
time periods (Time Period #1, late delay, left panel; Time Period #2, early response,
right panel). The decision bounds between activities of two trial types are indicated
by black lines (blue, trial type A; red, trial type B); the arrow indicates the optimal
LDA decoder for each trial type.
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that separates trial type A and B from a combination of activities of Cell #1 and
#2 (a so-called population activity vector) in a joint activity space spanned by both.
Particularly, the LDA decoder finds the optimal linear decision bound among choices.
If a choice is determined by a p-dimensional population vector (p is the number of
neurons used in LDA), the linear decision bound is a (p-1)-dimensional hyperplane.
For example, in the late delay period (marked as the green bar; Figure A1.1B,
left), both neurons show low-firing activities for trial type A (in blue), and the decision
bound for trial type A is therefore defined as both activities of Cell #1 and #2 being
low. The population activity (combinations of the activities of Cell #1 and #2) on
the left of the joint activity space encodes trial type A, while that on the right encodes
trial type B. Similar analysis applies to the population activity in the early response
period of task, except that Cell #2 exhibits a switch of selectivity, which changes
the decision bound from the late delay to the early response period of task (Figure
A1.1B, right).
In the following two sections, we will discuss the basic mathematical model of
LDA (Section A.1.1) and its robust implementation through regularization that
can handle the inversion of the covariance matrix even when it is ill-conditioned
(Section A.1.2).
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A.1.1 Description of linear discriminant analysis
Let us assume that there are G different labels encoded by a population of neurons
(r ∈ Rp, p is the number of the neurons). Each label represents a choice, which could
be a combination of several behavioral parameters. For example, a label could be
a correct type-A trial, which is a product of reward (correct or error) and stimulus
conditions (A or B).
Moreover, we assume that the subset of the population activity in each label,
g ∈ {1, · · · , G} has a multivariate normal distribution with a common covariance
matrix Σ of dimension p× p and mean vectors µg.
Suppose we now have a random sample of n =
∑G
g=1 ng observations from these
labels with their true group labels being unknown, where ng stands for the number
of observations in Label #g. Our question is then how to correctly identify the label,
to which an observation belongs. Explicitly, we defined rg,i as the ith observation in
Label Group #g and
rg,i ∼ N(µg,Σ),
where i ∈ 1, · · · , ng.
We now use LDA to classify observation rg,i to a label g̃, which minimizes its
neuronal projection on to the mean of label g̃, (rg,i − µg̃)TΣ−1(rg,i − µg̃)
g̃ = arg min
g′
(rg,i − µg′)TΣ−1(rg,i − µg′).
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Alternatively, this is equivalent to finding the label that maximizes the likeli-
hood of the observation. More often, one would have some prior knowledge as
to the proportion of each label (e.g. discrete uniform distribution is usually ap-
plied). For example, let πg be the proportion of Label #g such that
∑G
g=1 πg = 1.
Then, instead of maximizing the likelihood, we maximize the posterior probability,
P (g|rg,i) ∝ P (rg,i|g)P (g), the observation belongs to a particular label, i.e.





(rg,i − µg′)TΣ−1(rg,i − µg′)].
The linearity of LDA method comes from the assumption of common covariance
matrix Σ, which simplifies the above criterion as








−1µg′ + log πg′
}
,
which is the so-called discriminant function of LDA.
In reality, experimenters would use LDA as a type of supervised learning, where
both the centroid of Label #g, µg, and, the common covariance matrix, Σ, are un-
known but estimated from the samples in a training set,









(R− < R >)(R− < R >)T ,
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where R is a p × n matrix with each column corresponding to an observation in
population activity r, and < R > is a matrix of the same dimensions with each
column corresponding to the sample mean vector of the label that the column belongs
to.
Notably, when the assumption of the common covariance matrix is not satisfied,
one could use an individual covariance matrix for each group and this leads to the
so-called quadratic discriminant analysis where the discriminating boundaries are
quadratic curves(Krzanowski, 2000; Seber, 2009).
A.1.2 Sparse linear discriminant analysis
Neurons in the frontal cortex usually fire at a wide range of rates. Taking anterior
lateral motor cortex (ALM) neurons for example Figure 2.S2D), we find that their
firing rates range from zero to > 50 Hz. Poisson distributions, Poiss(r), are consid-
ered to be good estimates of neuronal activities (Dean, 1981; Tolhurst et al., 1983;
Bradley et al., 1987; Scobey and Gabor, 1989; Vogels et al., 1989; Snowden et al., 1992;
Britten et al., 1993; Softky and Koch, 1993; Geisler and Albrecht, 1997; Shadlen and
Newsome, 1998; Churchland et al., 2011) and its variability across trials (where r is
the firing rate of the neuron), and can be approximated to a Gaussian distribution,
N(r, r) for neurons that spike at high rates, but not those that spike only at a few Hz.
Unfortunately, the LDA decoder and its performance are bounded by the limitation
of the assumption of Gaussianity of covariance among the neuronal spike rates. One
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should keep in mind the need to exclude the use of neurons that fire at low rates.
Moreover, it is often difficult to estimate the optimal LDA decoder in high-
dimensional neural space (more than 1500 units in our study), despite the simplicity
of its mathematical form, for two major reasons. First, there could be a null space
spanned by a considerable fraction of neurons (Druckmann and Chklovskii, 2010;
Druckmann and Chklovskii, 2012; Kaufman et al., 2014). This leads to a degeneracy
or singularity of covariance matrix, which then cannot be inverted. This problem is
more likely to occur if low firing rate neurons are included in the analysis. In this
case, although we may use a generalized version of matrix inversion, the estimation
will be unstable. Secondly, the need for matrix operations with high-dimensionality
hinders the applicability of LDA.
Therefore, we want to search for a version of LDA that can (1) limit the use of low
firing rate units (those that are in fact statistically non-Gaussian), and (2) correct
even in the case of a singular or ill-conditioned covariance matrix, and thus capable of
computing a robust optimal decoder. We adopted a sparse LDA algorithm to achieve
this (Guo et al., 2007).
To resolve the singularity problem, instead of using Σ̂, we use
Σ̄ = αΣ̂ + (1− α)Ip,
where regularization parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970). One could
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further shrink centroids using a l1 regularization (Friedman et al., 2001; Tibshirani
et al., 2002), where the shrunken centroids are computed using
µ̂′g = sign(µ̂g)(|µ̂g| −∆)+,
where ∆ is the l1 regularizer and two regularization parameters (α,∆) could be de-
cided using cross-validation.
A.2 Time-varying linear dynamical system
analysis
Modern statistical analyses provide unprecedented insights into the structure of
neural population activity in a high dimensional space. One approach uses dimension-
ality reduction methods (Brenner et al., 2000), such as principal component analysis
(Jolliffe, 2014) and factor analysis. Furthermore, for the simultaneous recordings of
neural data, one would also apply or combine the temporal analysis to identify the
simultaneous population activity and link it to external stimuli and observed behav-
ior.
Two possible classes of models, a class of supervised learning models (namely, dis-
criminative models) and a class of unsupervised learning models (namely, generative
models), can be used to exploit the spatiotemporal dynamics of population activity
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that have become available through multi-neuron recording methods.
A generalized linear model (GLM) follows supervised learning. In GLM, the
model applies external stimuli and spiking history as covariates driving the spiking
of the neural population (Paninski, 2004; Truccolo et al., 2005; Pillow et al., 2008;
Vidne et al., 2012). The interdependence of different neurons is modeled by terms
that link the instantaneous firing rate of each neuron to the recent spiking history
of the population. The parameters of the GLM can be learned efficiently by convex
optimization (Chornoboy et al., 1988; McCullagh and Nelder, 1989; Pillow et al.,
2008; Vidne et al., 2012). Such models have been successful in a range of studies of
population recordings (Pillow et al., 2008; Vidne et al., 2012).
The latent-variable model (Everitt, 1984; Bishop, 1998; Knott and Bartholomew,
1999) is an alternative approach, resembling unsupervised learning. These latent-
variable based models, e.g. Gaussian Process Factor Analysis (GPFA) (Yu et al.,
2009) and the other state-space models (Roweis and Ghahramani, 1999; Smith and
Brown, 2003; Lawhern et al., 2010; Macke et al., 2011; Petreska et al., 2011; Pfau
et al., 2013; Buesing et al., 2014), are an extension of factor analysis, where models
share variability (off-diagonal elements in the correlation matrix across neurons).
In turn, such shared variability is considered to be driven by sources of common
inputs (Kulkarni and Paninski, 2007; Paninski et al., 2010; Vidne et al., 2012). These
analyses have been used to extract low-dimensional hidden structure that captures the
variability of the recorded data, both in time and across the population of neurons.
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Furthermore, the extracted low-dimensional hidden structures can be used to visualize
population activity, and be linked to the observed behaviors (Afshar et al., 2011;
Churchland et al., 2012; Gilja et al., 2012; Kao et al., 2015; Kaufman et al., 2014;
Kaufman et al., 2015; Mante et al., 2013; Sussillo et al., 2015).
A.2.1 Description of linear dynamical system anal-
ysis
Linear dynamical systems (LDS) models are a modern technique (Shumway and
Stoffer, 1982; Ghahramani and Hinton, 1996a), within the class of GPFA (Yu et al.,
2009). They implement a continuous form of the Hidden Markov Model (Rabiner and
Juang, 1986; Ghahramani and Hinton, 1996b), and are able to perform simultaneous
analysis of temporal dynamics and dimensionality reduction (Cunningham and Yu,
2014). They were first proposed and used in the field of physics and engineering (Zhou
et al., 1996; Ljung, 1998; Verhaegen and Verdult, 2007). Recently, neuroscientists also
started applying these models in analyses of simultaneous recordings of population
activity and used it as an engineering tool for translational applications of brain-
computer interfaces (Gilja et al., 2012; Kao et al., 2015).
LDS comes with simple mathematical equations. Imagine that we have n neurons
r ∈ Rn being simultaneously recorded during a behavioral task (Figure A1.2A). The
dynamics of neurons exhibit a strong correlation in time; we could therefore perform a
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dimensionality reduction to summarize dynamics of a subset of strongly coordinated




t + r0 + v
k
t , (A.1)
where superscript k stands for the trial index; k ∈ {1, · · · , K} and K is the total num-
ber of collected trials; subscript t stands for the time index in a trial; t ∈ {1, · · · , T}
and T is the total number of discrete time bins in a recording (the recording length
is thus equal to ∆t · T ). r0 =< rkt >k,t is the mean activity of the neuron across time
and trials; C is the projection matrix from the latent modes to observed neuronal
activities; vkt is an independent noise model for each neuron that parameterizes the
distribution of rkt based on the mode and some hyper-parameters. Although firing
rates are typically modeled as as a Poisson process rkt ∼ Poiss(Cxkt + r0), vkt can
be approximated as a Gaussian model empirically, vkt ∼ N(0,Σv) (where Σv is a
diagonal matrix {σ2v1 , · · · , σ
2
vn}), at least when the neurons fire at a considerable rate
(> 3Hz based on our analyses).







which is a linear dynamics system or first-order autoregressive process. A represents
the interactions of the latent modes (the off-diagonal elements) and decays of dynam-
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ics of each latent mode (the diagonal elements). wkt follows a Gaussian distribution
that wkt ∼ N(0,Q). It presents a source of variability from time to time and from
trial to trial, which is not necessarily independent in time. One could consider the
post-hoc estimation of the time series of wkt to be noisy inputs onto the latent modes
at Trial #k.
Given that the time index of a latent model runs from zero to T , in order to
perform the parameter estimation of LDS, we also need to specify the model of the
initial state x1. Here we take a simple model of the initial state as x1 ∼ N(π0,Q0).
Q0 represents a pre-task state of the system, and could differ from the Q in the task
state (Churchland et al., 2010b). Now we can explicitly write the joint distribution
among the neural activity and the latent modes (a discrete operation of the linear
system using Hidden Markov Model) as follows:







Our goal is to estimate the parameter set Θ from K time series of observations
{rt}k, where
Θ = {A,Q, π0,Q0,C, r0,R}, (A.3)
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and the joint log probability (the cost function) is then a sum of quadratic terms
L(Θ; xk1···T , r
k










P (xkt |xkt−1; Θc)
T∏
t=1




T (m+ n) log(2π) + log |Q0|+ (T − 1) log |Q|








(rkt −Cxkt − r0)′R−1(rkt −Cxkt − r0)
}
.
The parameter set Θ can be estimated using the Expectation-Maximization Algo-
rithm (EM).
One thus needs to compute expectation of xkt , E[x
k
t |yk1···T ,Θc], its variance, V ar[xkt |yk1···T ,Θc]
and its covariance in a one-time step Cov[xkt ,x
k
t−1|yk1···T ,Θc] and these estimations
(E-Step) can be done using the Kalman forward-backward algorithm. See algorithm
block Algorithm 1 for details.
In M-step, one needs to find the parameter to maximizes the quantity:
Θ∗ = arg max
Θ
Q(Θ|Θc)
The pre-processing of the data and some additional assumptions about the pa-
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for all k ∈ {1 · · ·K} do
// Forward Step
x01(k)← π0, Q01(k)← Q0
for t = 1 to T do
Kt ← Qt−1t (k)C′(R + CQt−1t (k)C′)−1
Qtt(k)← Qt−1t (k)−KtCQt−1t (k)
xtt(k)← xt−1t (k) + Kt(yt(k)−Cxt−1t (k)− r0)
if t < T then
Qtt+1(k)← AQtt(k)A′ + Q




xT (k)← xTT (k), QT (k)← QTT (k)
QT,T−1(k)← (I−KTC)AQT−1T−1(k)
for t = T − 1 to 1 step −1 do
Jt ← Qtt(k)A′(Qtt+1(k))−1
Qt(k)← Qtt(k) + Jt(Qt+1(k)−Qtt+1(k))J′t
xt(k)← xtt(k) + Jt(xt+1(k)−Axtt(k))
if t > 1 then
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rameters are helpful to simplify the parameter estimation. Specifically, we removed
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Leave one neuron out estimation
Figure A1.2: Schematic description of linear dynamical system analysis
and leave-one-neuron-out estimation.
(A) Schematic description of linear dynamical system analysis. Dynamics of highly
correlated neurons can be represented as two-layer network, i.e. a latent network
(red) usually in a low-dimensional space (spanned by neural modes) and a projection
network, which is compared directly to the original neural space. The latent network
was assumed to model the shared input across the neurons, which drive the dynamics
of the correlations. Each mode in the latent dynamics could be a source of the shared
input and thus drive the common dynamics of a subpopulation of chorusing neurons.
In the projection space (i.e. original neural space), each neuron could receive shared
input from several modes and also a source of independent input (green zigzag lines),
which is shared across neurons. (B) Schematic description of leave-one-neuron-out
estimation. The dynamics of a neuron (grey circle with black dash line) that shared a
common source of input from modes can be fitted from the dynamics of other neurons
(black circles) whose activities have strong correlations with it.
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A.2.2 Leave one neuron out estimation
Leave-one-neuron-out (LONO) method is a modern way of determining the goodness-
of-fit for the latent-space models as applied to the neuronal data (Yu et al., 2009).
It is a general method adopted from cross-validation and a time-efficient version of
leave-p-neurons-out (p ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n
2
}, where p = 1 and n is the number of neurons
in a model) with a limited computation time (in general, the leave-p-neuron-out re-
quires a combinatorial computation time C(np ) to go through all possible leave-out
scenarios) (Fukunaga, 1990; Coyer, 2014; Bishop, 2006).
Active neurons in the cortex usually exhibit a strong correlation across units and
time, coordinating with a specific behavior (Gilja et al., 2012; Sussillo et al., 2015;
Mante et al., 2013; Kaufman et al., 2014; Ames et al., 2014; Churchland et al., 2012;
Kao et al., 2015; Afshar et al., 2011; Kaufman et al., 2015; Ahrens et al., 2012;
Peron et al., 2015; Vladimirov et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016). Dynamics of these highly
correlated neurons can be modeled using LDS (Figure A1.2A) (Kao et al., 2015).
Specifically, LDS assumes that the correlated dynamics can be represented explicitly
in a low-dimensional space, spanned by a few neuronal modes (that are the population
activities across neurons). Each neuron mode (red circles, Figure A1.2A) presents a
source of shared input across neurons in a local circuit during the recordings. Such a
shared input could be a representation of some recurrent inputs in the local circuit or
a common-source input outside the local circuit, which drives the common dynamics
of a subpopulation of chorusing neurons. Modes could have interactions in time, and
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their dynamics (green lines, Figure A1.2A) and interactions (blue lines, Figure
A1.2A) could be modeled using a linear dynamical system (see Equation A.2). In
this way, one could estimate the dynamics of the shared inputs (the neural modes)
using LDS following the EM algorithm. To compare directly with the observed
neural dynamics recorded, one needs to project the dynamics of the modes back to
the original neural space (also called the “projection space”). Notably, the dynamics
of neurons in the projection space are composed of two classes of input. One is the
direct projection input from the shared modes and the other is the independent input
(green zigzag lines, Figure A1.2A) from some unknown sources, each of which only
drives the variability in dynamics of a single neuron.
One can thus estimate the network structure in a subset of simultaneous record-
ings (a training dataset; K trials in {1, · · · , K}) using LDS and then determine the
performance of LDS using the remaining recordings (a testing dataset; L trials in
{K + 1, · · · , K + L}). This procedure is called cross-validation in statistical learn-
ing for a generative model (like LDS) (Stone, 1977; Shibata, 1989; Watanabe, 2010).
Particularly, if one neuronal activity is driven by a specific neural mode in LDS, its
dynamics can be estimated using the other neurons driven by the same mode. To
perform the leave-one-neuron-out estimation, one should first estimate the dynamics
of modes from the n − 1 population with a known two-layer network structure, Θ
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(Equation A.3), from the training dataset,
E(xlt|rl−j,(1,··· ,T ),ΘK−j),
where the jth neuron is eliminated from estimation, and ΘK is the parameter set
estimated from the training dataset rkt , k ∈ {1, · · · , K}. One should then compute





t|rl−j,(1,··· ,T ),ΘK−j) + rj,0, (A.4)
where rj,0 is the mean activity of Neuron #j.
The performance of an LDS model is thus evaluated as the estimation error be-





j,t − r̂lj,t >l,t∑n
j=1 < r
l
j,t − rj,0 >l,t
which is a measure of explained variance for LDS fit in neural dynamics (Fukunaga,
1990; Coyer, 2014; Bishop, 2006).
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A.2.3 Time-varying latent dynamical system anal-
ysis
In the previous section, we described the model of linear dynamical systems and
the estimation of its parameter set using EM algorithm. As we mentioned briefly
above, the neural variability, e.g. Q, could differ across states of behaviors (Church-
land et al., 2010b). For example, Q0 at Time “One” (initial state) is not necessarily
equal to Q in the remaining trial. Here we try to explore a more general case that
the neural variability was modeled explicitly as a function of time, and for the sake
of simplicity, we assume that Q is a function of behavior epochs (e.g. presample,
sample, delay and response in Figure 2.1). We named this analysis the time-varying
latent dynamical system analysis (TLDS).
The description of TLDS is identical to that of LDS (see Equations A.1 and
A.2), except that parameters A, Q, C, R are behavioral state dependent (Equations
3.1 and 3.2). For simplicity, we assumed that they exclusively depended on behav-
ioral epochs. The estimation of parameters follows the same EM procedure as that
in LDS (Equations 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6).
In this model, we explicitly assumed that the variability changes at the moment
of behavioral transitions (see Methods in Chapter 3). This “instantaneous-switch”
assumption holds true for the neural dynamics of ALM neurons. For example, the
coding direction of trial type shows a transition change at the switch from delay to
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response epochs in electrophysiological data (Li et al., 2016). Nevertheless, some
subpopulation of neurons could show a delayed transition of neural dynamics com-
pared to the behavioral state (Petreska et al., 2011). Alternatively, one could exploit
the Hidden Markov Model to estimate the transitions of neural states from simul-
taneous neural recordings implicitly (Jones et al., 2007; Cohen and Maunsell, 2010;
Petreska et al., 2011; Bollimunta et al., 2012; Afshar et al., 2011; Latimer et al., 2015;
Morcos and Harvey, 2016). Recent studies showed that some neural transitions could
be correlated with those of behavioral states (Petreska et al., 2011). This demon-
strates that some internal state changes in neural activity cannot be observed at the
behavioral level.
A.2.4 Performance of time-varying latent dynam-
ical system analysis on neural data
In this section, we will discuss the TLDS model fit for neural data and its validation
based on the LONO estimation.
We start our examination of performance using artificial data. For artificial data,
we simply follow the generation of neural dynamics using the exact form of Equations
A.1 and A.2 for a given set of Θ, even though Gaussian variability is usually not
observed in neural dynamics. Alternatively, one could choose a more realistic model
to replace Equation A.1 in generation of artificial data. For example, a Poisson-like
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process (Dean, 1981; Tolhurst et al., 1983; Bradley et al., 1987; Scobey and Gabor,
1989; Vogels et al., 1989; Snowden et al., 1992; Britten et al., 1993; Softky and Koch,
1993; Geisler and Albrecht, 1997; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Churchland et al.,
2011) or a Lognormal-like process (Rupasov et al., 2012; Zylberberg et al., 2011;
Mizuseki and Buzsáki, 2013; Buzsáki and Mizuseki, 2014; Buzsáki, 2015) would be
more realistic for generation of spike counts in a small discrete time bin. In this case,
we apply the following Poisson-like model, which was used predominantly in GLM
models (Park et al., 2014; Pillow et al., 2008; Vidne et al., 2012) or Poisson LDS
models (Macke et al., 2011; Zhao and Park, 2016),
rkt = Poiss(exp(C
Kxkt + r0)), (A.5)
where the mean firing rate is a nonlinear function of latent neural modes, exp(CKxkt +
r0).
For the sake of simplicity, we first evaluate the performance of TLDS fit on artificial
data using Gaussian variability in the “projection space”. The data was generated
using Equations A.1 and A.2, where the parameter set of Θ was given. In this
case, one could compute directly the noiseless version of rkt ,
r̄kt = Cx
k
t + r0, (A.6)
where the independent noise for each single neuron was removed, and then compare it
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Figure A1.3: Performance of time-varying latent dynamical system anal-
ysis on the artificial data using Gaussian variability.
(A) Comparison between dynamics of artificial neural activity and its fit using LONO.
Left to right panels exhibit activity of three randomly chosen artificial neurons (gray
dash lines), their noiseless activity (black lines), and their estimated activity using
LONO (red dash lines), in three single trials. Artificial neural activity was generated
from Equations A.1 and A.2 with given parameter set Θ, where the dimension of
latent space (x-space) is 3 and that of the neural space (r-space) is 10. Overall the
estimation of the neural activity is close to that of noiseless version of the original
neural dynamics. (B) The amount of explained variance in neural dynamics increases
as a function of the latent dimension applied in TLDS fit, and it saturates when the
effective number of the dimensions is close to the real latent dimension. (C) same
as B, where the goodness-of-fit was measured using Bayesian information criterion
(BIC, y-axis). (D) same as B, where the goodness-of-fit was measured using Akaike
information criterion (AIC, y-axis).
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with the estimation of rkt from the TLDS fit using the LONO method (r̂
l
j,t, Equation
A.4). In validating computer implementation of the fitting algorithm, we generated
the dynamics of population activity (with n neurons and m neural modes), using
a given parameter set Θ. We set a minimum number of constraints for parameter
choices, where (1) matrices R, Q and Q0 are diagonal matrices (for ease of simulation
and traceability of the TLDS fit); (2) the diagonals of matrix A ∈ Rm×m are less
than one; and (3) both matrices A and C (C ∈ Rn×m) were random matrices with
elements sampled from normal distribution N(0, 1) (we made a post-hoc correction
for collinearity across rows of matrices). For instance, we made an exemplary com-
parison based on a system with n = 10 neurons and m = 3 neural modes for 80 time
steps. Figure A1.3A demonstrates the activity of three randomly picked exemplary
neurons (rk; gray dash lines), and that of the noiseless version of the neural dynamics
(r̄k; black lines), and that of the LONO estimations from the other n−1 neurons (r̂k;
red dash lines), where the LONO estimation was based on the estimated parameter
set Θ∗ using m∗-dimensional TLDS system; m∗ = 3. Notably, the activity of LONO
estimations is close to that of the noiseless version of neural dynamics, which indicates
a successful TLDS fit in the exemplary system.
The dimension of the latent space (the neural-mode dimension) is usually unknown
and has to be estimated. The goodness-of-fit of the TLDS model should generally
increase, until saturation, as a function of the latent dimension in the training dataset.
Therefore, one main concern is the over-estimation of dimension of the neural modes,
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where some neural modes would not contribute to the dynamics of the shared input
or could overfit noise structure in the training dataset. Consequently, one needs to
determine an optimal number of neural modes in TLDS fit based on their statistical
significance.
As we discussed above, the amount of explained variance, R2, based on LONO
estimation could be one option for examining the minimum number of neural modes
that explain most of the dynamics in the neural data. Figure A1.3B illustrates the
increase of R2 as a function of neural-modes and indicates a saturation of R2 that
started at 3. Of note, the saturation point in TLDS fit (namely, the effective number
of neural modes) is equal to the real number of neural modes that generated the
artificial neural data. One could thus potentially estimate the real number of neural
modes to be the effective number from the dimension-R2 curve. Importantly, in this
case, the value of R2 = .53 is very close to the maximum of R2max = .54 based on the
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There are also other options for evaluating the effective number of latent modes, pro-
posed in statistics based on the likelihood of the estimation (Gelman et al., 2013),
such as the Bayesian information criterion (BIC; Figure A1.3C) (Schwarz and oth-
ers, 1978) and the Akaike information criterion (AIC; Figure A1.3D) (Akaike, 1973).
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R2 = .84 R2 = .73 R2 = .41
Figure A1.4: Performance of time-varying latent dynamical system anal-
ysis on the artificial data using Poisson variability.
(A) Comparison between dynamics of artificial neural activity and its fit using LONO.
Left to right panels exhibit activity of the same artificial neurons (gray dash lines)
which were scaled at different ratios (high ratio corresponding to a high rate of ac-
tivity), and its noiseless activity at the corresponding firing-rate condition (black
lines), and their estimated activity using LONO (red dash lines), in three single tri-
als. Artificial neural activity was generated from Equations A.2 and A.5 with given
parameter set Θ, where the dimension of latent space (x-space) is one and that of the
neural space (r-space) is 10. Overall, the estimation of neural activity is close to that
of the noiseless version of the original neural dynamics in the high rate condition. The
estimation error increases as the firing rate get lower (shown as a decline of explained
variance, R2).
Both of these regularized the number of parameters in a fit explicitly upon the min-
imization of the negative log likelihood (Gelman et al., 2013). Nevertheless, in this
example of artificial neural data, the effective number of latent modes was consistent
across the different measurements of statistical significance.
Furthermore, we evaluated the performance of TLDS fit on the artificial data in
a more realistic condition, where the generation of the spike count rkt follows Pois-
son variability in the “projection space”. To simplify the comparison, we generated
artificial neural data, where the dimension of latent modes is one, m = 1, and the
dimension of neural space is 10, n = 10. Importantly, in a Poisson model (Equation
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A.5), the variability is a linear function of the instantaneous mean firing rate; hence,
the TLDS fit would be expected to fail, because it assumed the constant variability
across time. To overcome this, we created a variance-stabilizing transform (square-
root) of the spike counts in each time bin (where the variance converges to a constant
at high firing rates) and applied the TLDS fit to the square-root of the neural data.
Such a procedure is usually unnecessary for neurons that fire at high rates (data not
shown). For this special case, we first compute the mean activity using Equations
A.2 and A.6 for a given parameter set Θ. We then scale it at different ratios from
0.1, 0.5 to 1.0 to generate the low-, medium- and high firing rate conditions of the
artificial neural data. As shown in the variance-stabilizing analysis, the Gaussian ap-
proximation of the Poisson model failed at low firing rate condition but improved as
the firing rate increased. We therefore expect a good performance of TLDS fit in the
high firing rate condition (Figure A1.4). To test this, we compared the real mean
firing rate (modeled in Equation A.5) with the estimation of neural dynamics using
LONO method after TLDS fit. The difference between them is minimal at high firing
rate condition, but increases with lower firing rates. Accordingly, we also find the the
same trends hold true for the explained variance, R2. Of note, in the low firing rate
condition, the LONO estimation tended to be lower than the real mean firing rate,
which might signify the biased estimation of the rare events in a small sample size.
Lastly, we evaluated the performance of TLDS fit on the real simultaneous record-
ings. As discussed above, using artificial neural data based on the Poisson model, one
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would expected bad performance for the low firing neurons, due to the limitations
of the TLDS fit. We therefore only applied the TLDS fit to the real simultaneous
recordings using only neurons firing at high rates (Figure A1.5A). Unlike the test of
Poisson model based on artificial data, we did not perform the variance stabilization
procedure for the real neural data at high rates, because it led to little improvement
(data not shown).
In this example (Figure A1.5B), we first fit the neural systems using a TLDS
system with 3 latent neural modes and assumed that matrices A and C were epoch-
dependent across trial. We then performed the LONO method to estimate the dy-
namics of a specific neuron based on the dynamics of the other four neurons on single
trials. The estimation of the mean neural dynamics across each trial type showed
significant similarity to that in real data (comparing dynamics of neurons in Figures
Figure A1.5 (preceding page): Performance of time-varying latent dynam-
ical system analysis on the real simultaneous neural recordings.
(A-B) Comparison between dynamics of simultaneous recorded neural activity and
its fit using LONO. (A) The activity of five simultaneously recorded neurons in two
trial type conditions (“trial type A”, blue; “trial type B”, red; Figure 2.1A), with
four behavioral epochs (pre-sample, sample, delay and response, separated by vertical
dash lines); solid line, mean activity; shaded area, sem. (B) same as A for LONO
estimation of neural dynamics based on the 3-dimensional TLDS fit (m = 3, and
n = 5). (C) Explained variance, R2, in fits of different configurations of TLDS mod-
els; circle, mean performance for a 10-fold cross-validation; error bar, std.. Model
1 (blue), matrices A and C were constant across the task; Model 2 (green), ma-
trix A was constant while matrix C was epoch-dependent across the task; Model 3
(red), matrix C was constant while matrix A was epoch-dependent across the task;
Model 4 (black), matrices A and C were epoch-dependent across the task. Generally,
the epoch-dependent models showed a better fit than the constant dynamical model
(Model 1).
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A1.5A and A1.5B), which indicates a good fit of the neural dynamics using the
TLDS model.
To determine the effective number of latent neural modes and the effective com-
plexity of the model, we performed cross-validation of the model with different con-
figuration combinations. We ran trials with the number of latent neural modes from
1 to n − 1 (i.e. 4 in this example). We also tried tweaking the complexity of the
model by constraining either matrix A or C to be a constant matrix across the task.
In the latter case, the number of parameters to fit decreased when any matrices were
constrained to be constant. In general, Figure A1.5C revealed that (1) the amount
of explained variance increased with the number of latent neural modes and it satu-
rated at 3; (2) the epoch-dependent implementation of the model is preferred, since
the constant model (the blue line) shows a lower performance (χ2 test, p < .001).
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